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Spinresonanz-Mikroskopie
(Zusammenfassung)
Um Zusammenhänge und Strukturen auf den kleinsten Ebenen von Materie zu erken-
nen und verstehen, wurde eine Vielzahl an Techniken entwickelt, die es uns ermöglichen,
in den menschlichen Sinnen verborgene Größenordnungen vorzudringen. Seitdem Ro-
bert Hooke im 17. Jahrhundert in seiner Micrographia mit optischer Mikroskopie den
Mikrokosmos sichtbar machte [1], folgten Entdeckungen wie die Brownsche Molekular-
bewegung, mit ihren Folgerungen für das Gebiet der Thermodynamik, sowie für unser
Verständnis vom Aufbau der Materie. Auch weiterhin gehört optische Mikroskopie zu
einem der wichtigsten Hilfsmittel der Wissenschaft und der Biowissenschaften im Be-
sonderen [2]. Aufgrund der Wellenlängen des optischen Lichts, welche die Auflösung
begrenzen, lassen sich viele intra- und interzelluläre Strukturen mit Abmessungen im
Mikrometerbereich direkt abbilden. Mittlerweile erlauben superauflösende optische Ver-
fahren eine Auflösung von einigen Nanometern [3], üblicherweise verbunden mit der
gezielten Markierung von Strukturen mit fluoreszierenden Markern.
Auf andere Weise bietet das Phänomen der magnetischen Resonanz einen Blick bis
zum, wortwörtlich, Kern der Materie. Das magnetische Moment, dass mit dem quan-
tenmechanischen Spin von ungepaarten Elektronen und einer Reihe von Atomkernen
verbunden ist, ermöglicht es, Wechselwirkungen auf der Größenordnung von Nanome-
tern zu beobachten [4]. Häufig ist dies ohne das zusätzliche Hinzufügen von Markern
möglich. Aufgrund der großen mit magnetischer Resonanz verbundenen Wellenlängen,
einige Größenordnungen oberhalb jener des sichtbaren Lichts, muss die zu untersuchende
Probe üblicherweise von einer geeigneten Antenne umschlossen werden, um die charakte-
ristischen Larmorfrequenzen der unterschiedlichen Spins in einem Magnetfeld über einen
Induktionsstrom zu detektieren. Die Position im Raum wird dabei mit Gradienten inner-
halb der Magnetfelder enkodiert, sodass die räumliche Auflösung nicht mehr durch die
Wellenlänge limitiert ist. Das Messsignal ist dabei direkt proportional zur Nettoorien-
tierung der umschlossenen Spins, welche durch das Anlegen eines äußeren Magnetfeldes
xiii
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gesteigert werden kann. Die durch den Zeeman-Eﬀekt entstehende Energielücke zwischen
den Spin-Zuständen wirkt dabei ihrer thermischen Unordnung entgegen. Um signifikante
Polarisation zu erzeugen, werden starke Magnetfelder oder tiefe Temperaturen benötigt,
was teils mit großem Aufwand verbunden ist. Um eine räumliche Auflösung vergleichbar
mit der optischen Auflösung eines Mikroskops zu erhalten, sind beispielsweise Feldstär-
ken von mehreren Tesla vonnöten, welche sich nicht ohne Weiteres erzeugen lassen [5, 6].
Während also Spins als Sonden für ihre unmittelbare Umgebung wirken, müssen sie
bei induktiver Detektion in ausreichender Zahl vorhanden sein, um ein greifbares Signal
zu erzeugen. Damit stellt das gemessene Signal stets eine Mittelung über ein gewisses
Volumen dar. Eine neue Klasse von Sensoren hat es in den letzten Jahren ermöglicht,
dies Lücke zu überwinden. Einige Moleküle und Farbzentren in Festkörpern besitzen die
nützliche Eigenschaft, dass sie die Orientierung des mit ihnen verbundenen Elektronen-
spins optisch sichtbar machen können. Bei dieser optisch detektierbaren Magnetresonanz
(engl. optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR)), existieren Übergänge zwischen
den elektronischen Energieniveaus, welche vom Zustand des Spins abhängen und für
unterschiedlich starker Fluoreszenz des Farbzentrums sorgen, je nachdem in welchem
Zustand sich der Spin vor der Anregung befand. Die Erfassung der emittierten Photo-
nen ist mit Hilfe von Einzelphotonendetektoren und empfindlichen Kameras mit hohem
Signal-zu-Rauschverhältnis möglich. Auf diese Weise können sogar einzelne Farbzentren
beobachtet werden und es ist möglich die Magnetresonanz eines einzelnen Spins zu ver-
folgen.
Eines dieser Farbzentren mit optisch addressierbarem Spin, das Stickstoﬀ-Fehlstellen-
Zentrum in Diamant (engl. nitrogen-vacancy (NV)) [7], hat dabei in den letzten Jahren
das Feld der optischen Spin-Detektion revolutioniert. Das NV-Zentrum wurde dabei für
die Messung verschiedener Phänomene eingesetzt, beispielsweise zur präzisen Messun-
gen magnetischer Felder [8, 9], von Temperatur auf der Mikrometerskala [10] und von
elektrischen Feldern [11]. NV-Zentren in der Nähe anderer Spins, bis zu einzelnen Kern-
spins, lassen sich zudem selbst als Detektoren der magnetischen Resonanz in anderen
Materialien nutzen [12, 13]. Einen entscheidenden Anteil an diesen Erfolgen, trägt das
Trägermaterial des NV-Zentrums, der Diamant. Aufgrund seiner großen Bandlücke und
der hohen Reinheit künstlich hergestellter Diamanten, sowie aufgrund der großen Härte
des Materials, sind NV-Zentren sowohl leicht optisch zugänglich, als auch weitgehend
vor äußerlichen Einflüssen geschützt. Die daraus resultieren langen Kohärenzzeiten des
Spins, selbst bei Raumtemperatur, stützen den vielseitigen Einsatz. Dazu gehören auch
Anwendungen im Bereich der Quanteninformationstechnologie [14, 15]. So wurde die
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Verschränkung zweier NV-Zentren gezeigt [16], die für Quantencomputer unerlässliche
Quantenfehlerkorrektur [17], sowie fundamentale Experimente der Quantenmechanik,
wie die Verletzung der Bellschen Ungleichung [18].
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde ein Ensemble von NV-Zentren verwendet, welche
flächig innerhalb weniger Nanometer unter der Diamantoberfläche erzeugt wurden und
einen quasi-2D-Sensor mit hoher Sensitivität auf kleinsten Abständen bildeten. Mithilfe
einer empfindlichen Kamera, wurde dieses Ensemble auf einer Fläche von 80 ⇥ 80µm2
aufgenommen, was eine direkte beugunsbegrenzte Abbildung der magnetischen Reso-
nanz des Ensembles ermöglichte.
Die Vorliegende Arbeit ist wie folgt unterteilt: Zunächst wird in Kapitel 2 das NV-
Zentrum genauer vorgestellt, sowie die quantenmechanischen Grundlagen zur seiner Be-
handlung. Das Kapitel schließt mit einer Beschreibung der Erzeugung von NV Zentren
und erläutert die relevanten Parameter beim Design des verwendeten Sensors. In Ka-
pitel 3 wird der Experimentelle Aufbau dargelegt. Dabei wird näher auf die optische
Abbildung von fluoreszierenden Emittern eingegangen und der Ablauf der Messungen
erläutert. Kapitel 4 erklärt die verwendeten Messsequenzen, welche die Erzeugung von
Frequenzfiltern und damit Spektroskopie ermöglichen. Um eine fehlerfreie Messung zu
durchzuführen, ist eine fehlertolerante und breitbandige Kontrolle über das Ensemble
nötig. In Kapitel 5 werden dafür mittels optimaler Steuerung (engl. optimal control
(OC)) spezielle Kontrollpulse entwickelt, die selbst innerhalb eines starken Gradienten
des Kontrollfelds für eine synchrone Orchestrierung der Spindynamiken sorgen. Dabei
wird homogene Kontrolle über einen Bereich erreicht, in dem sich die Amplitude des
Kontrollfelds um einen Faktor 3 ändert. In Kapitel 6 werden diese Pulse daraufhin
in der Detektion von Kernspinresonanz mit dem NV-Ensemble eingesetzt. Die entwi-
ckelten Pulse erlauben eine Abbildung der Kernspinresonanz der Fluorkerne in einer
dünnen Schicht von Calciumfluorid über eine Fläche von über 250µm2. Selbst eine nur
1.2 nm dünne Schicht des Materials – entsprechend einem eﬀektivem Moment von etwa
120 Kernspins – sorgt für ein deutliches Signal, welches das Signal-zu-Rauschen einer
Kontrollmessung mittels atomic force microscopy (AFM) übertriﬀt. Im letzten Teil des
Kapitels werden die Möglichkeiten erörtert, die Inhomogenität des Kontrollfeldes zur
Verbesserung der lateralen Auflösung der Abbildung zu verbessern. Es wird eine Varian-
te des Auslesevorgangs vorgestellt, bei dem der Gradient im Kontrollfeld dazu genutzt
wird, das Auslesesignal zu räumlich variierenden Oszillationen anzuregen um eine Art
dynamischer Lock-In Detektion zu ermöglichen. In Simulationen kann daraufhin der Ur-
sprung des optischen Signal mit einer Genauigkeit von einigen zehn Nanometern, etwa
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einen Faktor vier unterhalb der Beugungsgrenze, aufgelöst werden. Aus den experimen-
tellen Daten lässt sich eine Lokalisierung des nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-Signals
bei Messung mit einem einzelnen NV auf etwa 40 nm entlang des Gradienten ableiten,
etwas mehr als ein Faktor 5 unter der Beugungsgrenze der optischen Abbildung. Im
NV-Ensemble wird eine Verbesserung um einen Faktor 1.7 demonstriert.
Kurz gefasst zeigt diese Arbeit, dass 2D-Ensembles von Quantensensoren zur hoch-
sensitiven Abbildung von Kernspinresonanz unterhalb der optischen Beugungsgrenze ge-
nutzt werden können. Inhomogene Kontrollparameter, welche auf regulärem Weg diese
Messungen unmöglich machen, werden dabei durch optimierte Messpulse ausgeglichen.
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1. Magnetic Resonance Microscopy
(Summary)
A major body of knowledge has emerged from technologies, which are able to make
the previously unseen seen, reveal formerly unknown connections and generate insight.
They expand the frontiers of the human senses into the depths of the universe and into
the centers of the matter, which forms us and our environment. At the foundations of
the present work, lie two of these techniques, which have accompanied our growing un-
derstanding of the life sciences, material sciences and basic science. They can be found
in laboratories and hospitals around the world. The optical microscope opened up the
microcosmos [1], revealed Brownian motion with its implications for thermodynamics
and the structure of matter. With the development of an increasing number of super-
resolution techniques [3], optical microscopy enables revelations on the nanoscale. The
second technique, which is relevant to this work, is the magnetic resonance of electrons
and nuclei, which, ubiquitous as they are, enables introspection of otherwise opaque mat-
ter and helps to reveal composition and structure and is a non-invasive tool for medical
diagnoses. Unpaired electrons and a wide range of nuclei carry a small magnetic moment
associated with their quantum mechanical spin. Placing them in a static magnetic field,
results in characteristic precession frequencies which depend on the species as well as
on its environment. In most matter, there is little screening of the rather low frequency
electromagnetic waves caused by the precession. As a consequence, magnetic resonance
carries information about the immediate environment of the spins into the open.
Both techniques share features, which makes them compatible with life science ap-
plications and other fragile samples. They operate at ambient temperatures, and in
principle allow minimally to non-invasive detection by observation without direct inter-
vention. For most of the time, though, optical microscopy and magnetic resonance have
been playing on separate fields at diﬀerent length scales. Both are based on electromag-
netic waves and due to the wavelengths of the visible band, optical microscopy naturally
covers length scales of several ten micrometers down to the nanometer scale. On the
1
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(a) Inductive detection. (b) Detection with a single spin.
Figure 1.1.: Magnetic Resonance Modalities
other hand, the wavelengths associated with magnetic resonance, range from millimeters
to meters and imaging is achieved by enclosing the volume of interest with a pick-up
coil, as illustrated in figure 1.1a, while encoding position in the resonance frequencies
of the spins by a gradient in the magnetic field. In order to generate a sizable flux in
the coil, a suﬃcient number of spins need to be aligned, a process which competes with
thermal disorder, and as a result, low temperatures or high magnetic fields are necessary
to reduce the volume from which magnetic resonance can be detected. For micrometer
resolution, several Teslas of magnetic flux are required, which are not trivially reached
[5, 6].
The emergence of a new class of sensors has enabled to push the boundaries of mag-
netic resonance down to the level of few and even single spins. Optically active defect
centers in diamond and other materials carry a spin themselves, but have the additional
property that their brightness changes depending on their spin state, a mechanism called
optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR). As such, instead of detecting the induc-
tive current in a coil, magnetic resonance can be observed by the detection of photons,
which can be achieved with superior signal-to-noise ratio using photon counting devices
and scientific cameras. Currently, the predominant system in this field is the nitrogen-
vacancy (NV) center in diamond. It is an atomic-sized defect within the robust diamond
lattice, composed of a substitutional nitrogen and a vacant adjacent lattice site. The
negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy center (NV ) carries and electronic spin S = 1,
which can be both, polarized and read out by optical excitation of the system. Using
confocal microscopy techniques together with active manipulation via microwave irradi-
ation enables single spin magnetic resonance. NVs a few micrometers below the surface
of a pure diamond crystal are shielded from many environmental influences and spin life
times on the order of milliseconds are observed, even at room temperature. Close to the
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surface, NV can be utilized as sensitive quantum sensors to their immediate environ-
ment, as illustrated in figure 1.1b. NV centers are stable down to about 2 nm from the
diamond surface, which enables to bring them very close to samples containing other
spins. At these distances, the rules of magnetic resonance detections change, and it is
no longer necessary to generate polarization of the sample spins, as it arises naturally
due to the phenomenon of statistical polarization.
This work describes the use of an ensemble of artificially created nitrogen-vacancy
centers in a thin layer close to the diamond surface as a platform for magnetic resonance
detection and imaging of external spins placed in vicinity of the surface of the diamond.
The response of NVs on an area of 80 ⇥ 80µm is recorded in parallel using a scientific
camera. In this configuration, the signal from the whole surface may be combined to cre-
ate a high throughput sensor, which has been used in previous work for the detection and
imaging of paramagnetic spin labels and physiological spins [19, 20]. In this work, the
capabilities of the imager are extended to the detection of nuclear spins. For advanced
sensing protocols, reliable control of the ensemble is required. Chapter 5 describes the
creation and characterization of robust control pulses derived using optimal control the-
ory (OCT). These pulses enabled homogeneous control within a strong gradient of the
microwave control field, even across a change of the control field amplitude by a factor
of 3 across the gradient. In chapter 6, these pulses were applied to magnetic resonance
imaging of thin films on the diamond surface. A small sensor-sample distance enabled
the detection of fluorine nuclear spins in a 1.2 nm thin layer of calcium fluoride (CaF2).
Finally a modified readout scheme is explored, in which the gradient is used to spatially
modulate the NV response and experimental data suggest localization of an NMR sig-
nal with an individual, separate NV within 40 nm along the gradient. Experimentally,
squeezing of the point spread function of the imager in ensemble measurements by a
factor of 1.7 along the gradient is demonstrated.
Initially, chapter 2, gives a more detailed description of the NV center and its prop-
erties and introduces the relevant quantum mechanical description and chapter 3 in-
troduces the experimental setting. Within the description of the NV Hamiltonian, it
will become clear, that coupling of NVs to a number of external parameters is possi-
ble, which has enabled sensing of electric fields [11], temperature [10] and a range of
magnetic field arising in biological samples [21, 22], geological samples [23] and basic
science [24], as well as highly sensitive magnetic field detection [9] and spin detection
[19, 12]. These achievements point out the potential applications of micro- and nanoscale
magnetic resonance, which may result in techniques to unravel the structure of single
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molecules or intracellular magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as well as labelling and
targeted drug delivery [25]. While the focus in this work lies on magnetic sensing, it
should also be mentioned that the long coherence times of the NV have established them
as a room-temperature platform for quantum information processing (QIP) [14, 15], with
demonstrations including the entanglement with nuclear spins in the lattice and between
NVs [16], quantum error correction [17] and a loophole free Bell test [18].
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Diamond
In this chapter, the nitrogen vacancy center in diamond will be introduced. Its char-
acteristics relevant to this work will be discussed as well as those of its host material.
Additionally, the basic measurement mechanics and schemes will be presented here, a
more detailed explanation of specific measurement schemes can be found in the relevant
chapters. As the measurements presented here were conducted under ambient condi-
tions, the focus of this chapter will be on the nitrogen-vacancy center spin physics at
room temperature. Alternative spin read-out methods, namely photoelectric magnetic
resonance [26] and absorption in the infrared [27], will also be neglected, as fluorescence
read-out was used exclusively throughout this work.
2.1. Diamond - a brilliant host
To obtain an understanding of the properties of the nitrogen-vacancy center, its popu-
larity and the results shown later, we need to review the properties of its host material,
diamond. Among the most prominent features is its hardness, the highest in any natu-
ral material, stemming from the well interconnected crystal structure of sp3 hybridized
carbon with a lattice constant of 3.567Å at room temperature, as shown in figure 2.1 (c)
[28]. The Debye temperature of diamond is high above 2200 K, which aﬀects thermal
mobility of crystal defects like vacancies, substitute atoms, or a combination thereof.
Diamond without defects is a high band-gap semiconductor and as such transparent
within the visible spectrum. Defects in the diamond lattice can lead to localized states
within the band-gap, thus making the absorption and fluorescence of light possible.
These defect centers are hence often called color centers, as they give the diamond a
characteristic color depending on their fluorescence spectrum. Diamonds with diﬀering
defect center densities and thus diﬀering color are shown in figure 2.1.
Diamond is categorized into two types, type I and type II, depending on the nitro-
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gen concentration [29]. Both categories are subdivided into a and b, depending on the
presence of other defects. The vast majority, over 98%, of natural diamonds are of type
Ia, exhibiting a large concentration of nitrogen which leads to a yellowish color. For
scientific purposes, type IIa diamond is commonly used (figure 2.1 (b)), especially for
quantum applications via defect centers. The optical transparency of type IIa diamond
is high from the infrared to ultraviolet range of the spectrum, which allows to extract
the photoluminescence (PL) of color centers across a wide band and to illuminate even
at high laser powers without excessive heating. Also, the high thermal conductivity of
diamond above 2000Wm 1K 1, another result of the stiﬀ lattice, allows for a fast disper-
sion of the heat created locally at the laser focus. On the other hand, the refractive index
of diamond is slightly above 2.4 in the NV emission band, which reduces the amount
of light which can be coupled out of flat diamond surfaces. The collection of emission
can be improved by engineering convex surfaces like hemispheric solid immersion lenses
(SILs) [30], or pyramids [31], diamond pillars of a few hundred nanometers in diameter
[32], parabolic collection structures [9], or by collecting the fluorescence from multiple
sides of the diamond [33]. Unfortunately, most of these options are not compatible with
direct imaging of dense NV ensembles, with the exceptions of SILs with large area. More
details on the collection of light from single emitters in diamond is given in section 3.2.
Diamond also features notable dispersion, with an increase of the refractive index to
about 2.7 at 230 nm, which results in the colorful highlights of brilliant cut diamonds
[34].
Since natural diamonds typically contain a number of defects, usually high purity arti-
ficial diamonds are used for sensing and quantum information processing research. The
naturally low abundance of 1.1% of the 13C isotope results in relatively low noise and hy-
perfine coupling of the spin bath within the host to NV centers. In addition, isotopically
purified diamond can be grown, which further improves NV properties [35]. There are
two main ways to make diamond. It can be grown on a substrate in a plasma reactor by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), figure 2.2, where the conditions like composition of
the growth gas, plasma energy, temperature and the crystal direction influence the speed
of the growth. Alternatively, high pressure high temperature (HPHT), figure 2.2(b), as
the name suggests, imitates the natural process of diamond formation. It, too, relies on
a seed and the composition of the diamond can be influenced by the raw material in the
growth cell.
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1 mm
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1.: Diamond. (a) Colorful Diamonds dispersed on a piece of paper. Crystal
defects are responsible for the color of diamonds. Photo courtesy of Philipp
Neumann. (b) Photo of a 4 x 4 x 0.5 mm artificial diamond. The inset shows
a schematic of the crystal lattice. (c) The unit cell of diamond consists of
eight carbon atoms. All atoms form bonds to four neighbors in tetrahedral
angles.
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Figure 2.2.: Artificial diamond creation. (a) Simplified schematics of a CVD reactor.
A seed substrate is grown by depositing carbon from a methane plasma. (b)
Simplified schematics of an HPHT press. A growth cell containing seed
diamonds a carbon source material are compacted under high pressure and
temperature by an anvil press to allow growth conditions.
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109.5°
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.3.: The nitrogen-vacancy in the diamond unit cell. (a) A nitrogen atom
(red sphere) substitutes one carbon atom (black spheres) in the diamond
lattice. One adjacent lattice site is vacant (translucent sphere). (b) The
four possible NV orientations in a diamond crystal with a 001 surface1. In
this configuration, all NVs have the same angle agains the surface normal,
which is one half of the tetrahedral angle of 109.5 , which coincides with
the so-called magic angle of the magnetic dipole-dipole coupling, ⇥m =
arccos(1/
p
3). (c) The four orientations in a diamond with a 111 surface
direction. Here, one direction is perpendicular to the surface, while the other
three directions have a 19.5 degree angle towards it.
2.2. Basic Properties of Nitrogen Vacancy Centers
The NV center is formed by a substitutional nitrogen atom and an adjacent vacancy,
figure 2.3(a). The dangling bonds of the carbon atoms around the vacancy together
with the nitrogen form four molecular orbitals [36]. When these orbitals are occupied
by five electrons, two contributed by the nitrogen atom and one electron from each of
the three dangling bonds, the neutral nitrogen-vacancy center (NV0) is obtained. An
additional electron can be captured by the defect from donors in the lattice, turning it
into a negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy center (NV ). It is this negative charge state
which is the cornerstone of in this work, and thus in the following text, NV will refer to
the negatively charged center if not stated otherwise.
While the NV0 is beneficial for some applications, e.g. for super-resolution techniques
[37, 38], for most applications of the NV , as well as for all applications presented in
this work, the NV0 state is a nuisance as it contributes to the fluorescence background
in the ensemble and does not contribute to the measurement signal.
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Nitrogen is one of the major impurities in natural diamonds and NV centers are found
in most diamonds. If NV centers are the dominant defect in a diamond, it displays
a reddish color. In optically detected magnetic resonance sensing applications it is
usually not desired to encounter further impurities in the diamond, since they add to
fluorescence background and may result in additional features in measurement results.
For this reason, artificial type II diamonds with high purity are predominantly employed.
Nonetheless, nitrogen cannot be fully removed from the background gas in CVD or
HPHT, but routinely, the nitrogen background can be reduced to less than 5 ppb nitrogen
[39]. Commercial oﬀerings of state-of-the-art diamonds may contain even less than
0.05 ppb and up above 100 ppm, if desired [40]. For the wide field imager described
in this work, only a thin layer of NV centers close to the surface was created as to
maximize the sensitivity to samples within the range of a few ten nanometers from the
sensor. To this end, high purity CVD diamonds were implanted with 15N+ nitrogen
ions, and occasionally with 15N+ molecules. The choice of the nitrogen isotope, either
14N or 15N may depend on the target applications. The natural abundance of the 14N
(nuclear spin I = 1) nucleus is 99.6% and historically 15N (I = 1/2) was implanted to
prove the artificial creation of NV centers by a disproportionate amount of NVs with
doublet hyperfine structure, caused by I = 1/2. 15N was chosen for two reasons: i)
The overall splitting between the hyperfine lines is lower and ii) hyperfine coupling to
15N may be used in future ensemble experiments to address the nitrogen nuclear spin
without additional radiofrequency irradiation [41], e.g. as an auxiliary memory to the
NV2.
2.2.1. Electronic Structure
As the NV center is a prominent defect center in diamond, its properties have been
studied and described extensively [42, 43]. The NV center is a deep-level defect, meaning
that its ionization energy is much larger than the thermal energy kBT , as shown in figure
2.4a. The electronic ground state triplet of the negative charge state (3A2) is located
about 2.6 eV below the conduction band in the 5.48 eV wide band gap [44]. The excited
triplet state (3E2) is separated from the ground state by 1.945 eV, corresponding to a
zero phonon line (ZPL) at 637 nm. These two levels are separate from the valence and
2This direct channel is suppressed by the additional quadrupole moment in 14N, as this scheme is based
on the slow oscillation between the nuclear spin states due to the low energy diﬀerence between the
states, given only by the Zeeman splitting in the range of several kHz at low magnetic fields. The
14N exhibits a quadrupole moment of 4.94 MHz, so even at zero field, the time scale is too fast.
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(a) NV levels in the band gap (b) Emission spectra of the NV
Figure 2.4.: Electronic properties of the nitrogen-vacancy center (a) Solid arrows
indicate radiative transitions, and dotted arrows non-radiative decay. Ener-
gies are to scale. (b) Emission spectra of the two predominant NV charge
states. Data extracted from [44].
conduction band, resulting in a suﬃciently sharp ZPL to be noted at room temperature,
albeit the broadband emission extends up to about 800 nm due to vibronic levels [45,
42]. Likewise, blue-shifted excitation of NV  into vibronic levels of the excited state
is possible down to 500 nm [46]. The spin triplet states are accompanied by a singlet
system. Of the three predicted singlets, two have been identified by a dipole allowed
transition between them. Additional details about the photodynamics of NV  are given
in the description of the optically detected magnetic resonance mechanism, section 2.6.
The second charge state, NV0, usually exists in an equilibrium with NV . Its ZPL
is located at 575 nm. Unlike in the case of NV , the NV0 does not show a signature
in standard electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements, which is currently
explained by a dynamic Jahn-Teller eﬀect. Only with irradiation of light (a band from
300 to 700 nm), EPR spectra have been observed [47]. To date, no optically detected
magnetic resonance (ODMR) has been observed.
The two charge states of the NV center can be converted into each other by optical
illumination. The main concern in this work is a dynamic equilibrium which exists
during green (532 nm) illumination. At this wavelength, NV  can be excited eﬃciently
[44] and the charge state population is shifted towards the negative charge state [48].
In diamonds with high nitrogen content (type 1b, with approximately 0.4 ppm NV and
40 ppm nitrogen concentration [49, 50]), optical interconversion between NV  and NV0
with long-term stability has been shown. The shallow NV ensemble used in this work
showed an initial increase in fluorescence up to a few percent, when low laser powers
(. 100mW) were applied, likely due to an increasing population of NV . In pulsed
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measurements with long dark times (e.g. T1 measurements), a decay of several percent of
the NV  fluorescence is observable, which could be identified as NV  to NV0 conversion
by observing an increase of fluorescence in the NV0 band.
2.3. Spins and Magnetic Moments
To calculate the magnetic moment operator µˆ of a given spin species:
µˆ =  Sˆ =
gµB
~ Sˆ, (2.1)
where   is the gyromagnetic ratio of the spin, which may also be expressed via its g-factor
and the Bohr magneton µB. The value of the magnetic moment can then be calculated
from the eigenvalues S(S + 1)~2 of the squared spin operator Sˆ2, but note that, in
any interaction, the maximum eﬀective moment is given by the g-factor multiplied by
the spin quantum number S, which is the maximal projection along a given axis. For
example, a proton with g = 5.5857 has a magnetic moment m = g/2 = 2.7928µn, where
µn is the nuclear magneton.
In the point-dipole approximation, when the extent of the wavefunction is much
smaller than the considered distance |r|, the magnetic field created by a spin’s mag-
netic moment is:
Bdip =
µ0
4⇡
✓
3r(µr)
|r|5  
µ
|r3|
◆
, (2.2)
where µ is the magnetic moment of the species, as given by equation 2.1. The dipolar
field is anisotropic, i.e. it depends on the direction of r, but has rotational symmetry
for rotations around the direction of µ. A second spin placed in this field will lead
to mutual magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, described by the following Hamiltonian
(here, in units of energy, see below):
HDD =  µ0 1 2
4⇡
✓
3(S1r)(S2r)
|r|5  
S1S2
|r|3
◆
, (2.3)
where the two factors r/|r| in the first summand can replaced by a unit vector rˆ. In
eq. 2.3 the terms S1/2 are the spin operators. When applying the Hamiltonian, the
respective eigenvalues of the spin operators are obtained and result in a factor of ~2,
which is sometimes already included in the expression of HDD. Including the factor ~2
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we have units of 
µ0 2~2
r3
 
=
Nrad2J2s2
A2s2T2m3rad2
= J,
which is the interaction energy. With the convention to express the Hamiltonian in units
of frequency, we can either divide by ~ to obtain angular frequency or by h to obtain
cycles per second.
2.4. Spin Hamiltonian, Part I: Static Fields
To seize the potential of the NV center for quantum technology, a mathematical de-
scription of the NV spin states is of vital importance. As an electron spin, it is highly
susceptible to magnetic fields. Due to its crystal host, the NV spin state energies are
also directly dependent on the crystal field and by extension on temperature, electric
fields and strain. Furthermore, the static Hamiltonian always includes electronic and
nuclear hyperfine contributions, since both stable isotopes of nitrogen, 14N and 15N,
carry a nuclear spin. The spin Hamiltonian [51] of the NV including these terms is
H0 = HZFS +HEZ +HHF +HNZ + [HNQ] (2.4)
= SDS    eB0S + SAI    NB0I + [IPI], (2.5)
where S are the spin operators for the electron spin with S = 1 and I the spin operators
for the nuclear spin with either I = 1 for NVs with an intrinsic 14N or I = 1/2 for
NVs comprising a 15N. At low magnetic fields (B0 ⌧ 100mT), as used in this work, H
is dominated by the zero field splitting (ZFS) term HZFS, which arises from spin-spin
interaction mediated by the crystal field. The second term is the electronic Zeeman
interaction with the static magnetic field, HEZ. The Zeeman splitting is shown in figure
2.5(b) and the commonly used definition of magnetic field directions in figure 2.5(a).
This Zeeman term is followed by the hyperfine interaction HHF between the electron
and nuclear spins. The last two terms are the nuclear Zeeman interaction HNZ and,
in case of 14N only, a nuclear quadrupolar interaction HNQ. These terms are ordered
in descending strength, except for the quadrupolar term, which at low fields dominates
HNZ. All ensemble measurements shown in this work were obtained with NV centers
consisting of a 15N nuclear spin, but the quadrupolar term is mentioned for reference.
The spin Hamiltonian applies to both, the 3A2 ground state and the 3E2 excited state,
the diﬀerent values of relevant parameters are given below.
The zero field splitting, as the name implies, partially lifts the degeneracy of the spin
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Figure 2.5.: Zeeman eﬀect (a) Geometry of magnetic fields with respect to the NV
axis z. Magnetic fields ~B can be separated into two components Bk and
B? which are parallel and perpendicular to the NV axis z, respectively. (b)
Spin energy levels for the triplet ground 3A2 and excited 3E2 state. While
the ZFS Dgs and Des are diﬀerent for both states the Zeeman eﬀect is the
same for both. A magnetic field parallel to the NV axis z induces a splitting
of 2 Bk between the mS = ±1 spin states. The mS = 0 spin states remain
unaﬀected. (c) Zeeman eﬀect in the electronic ground state 3A2 versus
a parallel magnetic field in the presence of a B? = 80 G perpendicular
field. The eﬀect is mostly linear, except for a level-anti-crossing of the lower
mS = ±1 and the mS = 0 around Bk = 1025 G.
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states even in the absence of applied fields. Usually, the NV coordinate system is chosen
in the principle axis of the tensor D and HZFS can be rewritten as
HZFS = D
✓
S2z  
1
3
S(S + 1)
◆
+ E(S2x   S2y) (2.6)
⇠ DS2z + E(S2x   S2y). (2.7)
Here, the tensor D is split into the axial component D, called the zero-field splitting and
its transversal component E, called the strain, as customary in ESR measurements. Yet,
the complete strain Hamiltonian consists of further parts not discussed here [52]. The
eigenvalues of the Sz operator of spin S = 1 are mS = +1, 0, 1 and their eigenstates
are denoted as |+1i, |0i and | 1i, respectively. Since HZFS includes S2z , the two states
|±1i are shifted away from |0i, but are left degenerate with each other. The constant
term  (1/3)S(S + 1) retains the center of mass of the split states, but does not aﬀect
the splitting between the states and is usually disregarded. Typically, there is low strain
in bulk diamond crystal, and the NV retains its axial symmetry. As a result in the
ground state Dgs ⇡ 2.87GHz at room temperature and Egs ⇠ 100 kHz,3. For NVs
near the diamond surface, higher strain values have been reported, but not observed in
the samples used in this work (cf. section 4.2) and E will be neglected throughout the
text. In the excited state, Des ⇡ 1.42GHz. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, D ⌘ Dgs
will denote the ground state parameter. Local thermal expansion and deformation of
the lattice leads to a temperature dependence of D at a rate dD/dT ⇡  75 kHz/K at
room temperature[27, 10, 43]. Here, this shift will usually be small compared to the
inhomogeneous line width in the ensemble.
The degeneracy of |±1i is lifted by the electronic Zeeman term, HEZ. The electronic
g tensor in the NV is eﬀectively isotropic with a g-factor close to the value of the free
electron. The coupling strength to magnetic fields in HEZ is given by the gyromagnetic
ratio  e ⇡ 28MHz/mT.
For a nuclear spin on the symmetry axis of the NV,A is diagonal and can be described
in terms of the parallel and perpendicular coupling strengths Ak and A?, respectively
[53], resulting in
HHF = A?S+I  + S I+
2
+ AkSzIz. (2.8)
The mixed terms with the raising and lowering operators S± and I± enable the exchange
3As a convention, H is given in units of angular frequency, by dividing through ~. Here, also the factor
2⇡ is adsorbed, as by dividing through h. Using the Hamiltonian in units of frequency simplifies the
comparison to measured transition frequencies.
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of polarization between the electronic and nuclear spin. In low magnetic fields B0, this
mechanism can be neglected since the precession frequency of the electron spin is several
orders of magnitude higher than that of the nuclear spins. But as with increasing
magnetic field, the transition frequency between |0i and | 1i states becomes smaller,
while the nuclear spin transition frequency increases. This leads to the possibility of spin
flip-flops between electron and nuclear spins. First, this happens when the magnetic field
approaches the excited state level anticrossing (esLAC), at ⇠ 500G for a field aligned
along the NV symmetry axis and a second time when the magnetic field reaches the
ground state level anticrossing (gsLAC) at ⇠ 1025G, as seen in Fig. 2.5c). At room
temperature, the hyperfine interaction in the excited state is of the same form as eq. 2.8,
but with a much stronger hyperfine coupling Aes ⇡ 60MHz. When the NV is excited
and its spin state is becoming polarized, during the lifetime of the excited state this
polarization is partly transferred onto the nitrogen nucleus and onto those 13C nuclei in
the vicinity of the NV which have suﬃcient hyperfine coupling. Denoting the two spin
states of a 15N nucleus as |"i and |#i, the polarization mechanism includes a transition
from |0 "i to |+1 #i in the excited state [54]. With continued optical excitation, the NV
spin is repolarized into |0i, with little eﬀect on the nuclear spin. From the solution of
the rate equations governing the spin polarization it becomes apparent that nuclear spin
polarization is possible even for moderate fields and that close to 95% polarization of the
nitrogen nuclear spin is possible as far away from the esLAC as at 440G [54]. As a last
remark, the typical magnetic field strength values used in this work are more conveniently
expressed in Gauss, where 1G = 0.1mT and this unit will be used predominantly.
2.5. Spin Hamiltonian, Part II: Dynamic Control
Fields
Spin transitions within the ground state of the NV spin can be driven by a coupling
to the magnetic field component of an electromagnetic field in the microwave range.
By applying a microwave field to an NV center, the spin Hamiltonian becomes time
dependent. This results in the well known Rabi nutations between the spins states,
which, for a two level system (when there is no degeneracy between the NV spin states),
are described by
P0$1(t) =
⇣!1
⌦
⌘2 · sin2✓⌦t
2
◆
, (2.9)
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where P0$1 is the probability to transition between states |0i to |1i, and !1 =  B1 and
⌦ =
p
 2 + !21. A detuning   = !   !L of the driving field B1(t) from the resonance
leads to an increase of the Rabi frequency but a reduced visibility.
In the case of resonant or near-resonant frequencies, analytical and numerical calcula-
tions including the spin Hamiltonian can be simplified by transforming either the whole
system or its individual subspaces into a rotating reference frame. Such transformations
enable e.g. the calculation of the temporal evolution of the system, like the Rabi nu-
tation. Consider a Hamiltonian H = H0 + H1, in which H0 is well understood with
known solutions to the Schrödinger equation and H1 is an additional part, similar to a
perturbation in perturbation theory, but here, we do not demand H0 to be dominant,
H1 may be of arbitrary strength. For reasons of comparability to similar calculations in
literature, in this calculation, the Hamiltonian will be given in units of energy. Using a
time-dependent unitary transformation
U = exp( iH0t/~),
we can transform the operators and states of the system into the interaction picture via
the transforms
| iint = U | i , (2.10a)
Aint = UAU
†, (2.10b)
which applies to any operator, including e.g. the density operator. Due to the negative
sign in the exponent of U , this operator is the conjugate transpose of the propagator
given by H0, i.e. it undoes any propagation due to H0 which is equivalent to changing
into a rotating reference frame.
We now obtain the Schrödinger equation for H1 in the interaction picture. First we
insert the identity = U †U into the Schrödinger equation in front of the state | i and
multiply both sides by U :
Ui~ @
@t
(U †U | i) = UHU †U | i
After reordering we have
i~ @
@t
U | i = (UH0U † + UH1U †   Ui~ @
@t
U †)U | i . (2.11)
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Taking into account the explicit expression for U = exp( iH0t/~), we evaluate:
i~ @
@t
U | i = (UH0U † + UH1U †   UH0U †)U | i ,
and are left with
i~ @
@t
| inti = H1,int | inti ,
where the states and operators in the interaction picture are defined by equations (2.10).
This equation has the same form as in the Schrödinger picture, but we need to keep in
mind that the states are now dressed states and a time dependence will generally remain
in H1,int.
In the case of an NV with the static magnetic field aligned along the NV axis and
with a microwave field aligned with the x axis, we can choose
H0 = DS
2
z    B0Sz, (2.12a)
H1 =   B1 cos(!t)Sx, (2.12b)
given in units of frequency as previously mentioned. The transformation U associated
with H0 then commutes with any term which only include Sz, and with any nuclear spin
operator in hyperfine interaction terms, which we might add to H1. Using the replace-
ments !±0 := D ⌥  B0 for the unperturbed Larmor frequencies of the |±1i electronic
spin states, H0 = Diag(!+0 , 0,! 0 ), and accordingly
U = Diag(exp(i!+0 t), 1, exp(i!
 
0 t)).
As   is negative in case of the electron state, conventionally the |+1i state will be
the energetically higher state for a magnetic field with positive sign. For the matrix
representation used here, the spin matrices for S=1 are defined as followed:
Sx =
~p
2
0B@0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
1CA Sy = i~p
2
0B@0  1 01 0  1
0 1 0
1CA Sz = ~
0B@1 0 00 0 0
0 0  1
1CA . (2.13)
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We then obtain
H1,int =   B1 cos(!t) ~p
2
USxU
† (2.14)
=   B1 cos(!t) ~p
2
0B@ 0 e
i!+0 t 0
e i!
+
0 t 0 ei!
 
0 t
0 e i!
 
0 t 0
1CA , (2.15)
which we rewrite using the projectors |iihj|:
H1,int =   B1 cos(!t) ~p
2
⇣
ei!
+
0 t|0ih1|+ e i!+0 t|1ih0|+ ei! 0 t|0ih 1|+ e i! 0 t| 1ih0|
⌘
.
We can express the linearly polarized microwave field in terms of two counter-oscillating
fields by replacing the cosine cos(!t) = (exp(i!t) + exp( i!t))/2, such that the oscil-
lating terms become, e.g. in the case of the |0ih1| term,
cos(!t)ei!
+
0 t|0ih1| = 1
2
⇣
ei(!
+
0 +!)t + ei(!
+
0  !)t
⌘
|0ih1|. (2.16)
At this point we are ready to apply the rotating wave approximation, which means that
we neglect the rapidly oscillating terms. The reasoning behind this simplification can be
illustrated as follows: Unless we are working close to the gsLAC !±0   0 and ! > 0, such
that usually !±0 + !   | B1/2|, e.g. Larmor frequencies on the order of GHz compared
to Rabi frequencies of several tens of MHz. On the time scale  t = 1/(!±0 + !) of a
single period of the rapid Larmor oscillations, the propagation of the system due to the
microwave is on the order of  ✓ = | B1| t ⌧ 1. In addition, the sign of the rapidly
oscillation component changes periodically, such that the net eﬀect of a full period is
zero and all which remains is the fractional rotation  ✓.
Note that, by neglecting the oﬀ-resonant terms in the sum in Eq. 2.16, the eﬀective
amplitude of the microwave field is halved, due to splitting of the microwave field into
the co- and counter-propagation components. Alternatively, we could apply circularly
polarized microwaves using a specialized antenna design in order to utilize their full
power. This would also enable selective excitation of the transitions between |0i and
|+1i or between |0i and | 1i, respectively [55].
After the rotating wave approximation, the microwave Hamiltonian in the interaction
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picture reads:
H1,int =   B1 ~
2
p
2
⇣
ei(!
+
0  !)t|0ih+1|+ e i(!+0  !)t|+1ih0|+
ei(!
 
0  !)t|0ih 1|+ e i(! 0  !)t| 1ih0|
⌘
.
(2.17)
Up to now, we have not considered the choice of !, but see that two types of terms
including it have emerged, namely those including !±0   !, in those terms which couple
|0i to |+1i or | 1i, respectively. When !+0 and ! 0 diﬀer suﬃciently from each other
and ! is close to one of them, we can apply an argument analogous to the rotating wave
approximation. The microwave will then predominantly drive that transition which is
near resonance, while the other transition will be nearly untouched. In this way we can
treat the NV spin 1 system as a two-level system if the microwave is near resonance with
only one of the transitions.
The result in Eq. 2.17 includes time dependence in the spin operator, which only
vanishes for the respective transition(s) if  ± := !±0   ! ⌘ 0, that is, if the detuning
of the microwave from a transition also vanishes. It may be more intuitive to remove
the time dependence from the spin operator in H1,int. In order to achieve this, we start
again from Eqs. 2.10, but this time transform into the rotating frame which coincides
with the microwave frequency via the transform U! = exp( i!S2z t/~). The results are
similar to our previous transform of Sx, but the oscillating components now all carry
the same frequency:
H1,! =   B1 cos(!t) ~p
2
U!SxU
†
! (2.18)
=   B1 cos(!t) ~p
2
0B@ 0 e
 i!t/~ 0
ei!t~ 0 ei!t~
0 e i!t~ 0
1CA . (2.19)
After rewriting the cosine using the two circular components and after application of
the rotating wave approximation, the time dependence in the operator is removed:
H1,! =  1
2
 B1Sx.
To see what happened to the time dependence which we had observed in Eq. 2.17,
we need to take a closer look on how the time-independent part H0 of the Hamilto-
nian behaves under the new transform. By reevaluating the terms of the transformed
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Schrödinger equation 2.11, the transformation of the time derivation U(i~@/@t)U † re-
sults in a term ~!S2z , thus we obtain the following expression for the static part of the
Hamiltonian:
H0,! = H0   ~!S2z = DS2z    B0Sz   ~!S2z (2.20)
= (D   ~!)(|1ih1|+ | 1ih 1|)   B0(|1ih1|  | 1ih 1|) (2.21)
= ((D    B0)  ~!)|1ih1|+ ((D +  B0)  ~!))| 1ih 1|. (2.22)
This shows, that the Hamiltonian H0,! does not lead to a change in a state as long as
there is no detuning   between the microwave frequency and the respective transition.
A detuning leads to a shift in the energy of the state and can be seen as an additional
magnetic field along the z-axis of the NV center. The resulting Hamiltonian in the
rotating frame can therefore be written in matrix form as
H0,! +H1,! =
0B@D    B0   ~!  
1
2 B1 0
 12 B1 0  12 B1
0  12 B1 D +  B0   ~!
1CA . (2.23)
The microwave phase is given by Sx, as is customary. To apply a microwave with a phase
  in relation to the NV center, the spin operator in H1 becomes cos ( )Sx + sin ( )Sy.
The basic ODMR measurements, such as determining the transition frequencies or mea-
surement of the spin coherence times, can be done using a random microwave phase, as
long as this phase does not change during the measurement time. A change of the phase
of the microwave during a measurement can be a powerful tool to make microwave ma-
nipulation robust against perturbations [56, 57], and enabled the creation of the optimal
control (OC) pulses used for broadband spin control and their applications to NMR in
this work (cf. chapters 5 and 6). Calculations and simulations in this work were usually
carried out using propagators in the rotating wave approximation.
2.6. Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance
At the heart of the NV’s popularity lies the optical polarization and readout mechanism.
To use a spin system for metrology or as quantum bit (Qbit), we have to be able to ini-
tialize the spin and, at the end of the measurement sequence, have to be able to measure
the state of a spin. With an NV at room temperature, both can conveniently be done
with oﬀ-resonant green laser excitation. As the spin states have diﬀerent probabilities
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for fluorescent decay after optical excitation, the |±1i states emit less fluorescent light,
which makes the spin state easily detectable. The optical excitation of the NV can be
done into a vibrational side-band, so the fluorescence can be separated from the laser
light via a simple low-pass filter, as can be seen in figure 2.6(a). The polarization and
readout mechanism from the NV can be explained using a five level model[58], more
detailed modeling takes into account seven levels [59]. In the following description of
the mechanism, the values at room temperature and for bulk NVs are given.
2.6.1. Spin Initialization and Readout
The five-level model, figure 2.6(b), includes the 3A2 ground state as two levels: the |0igs
spin state, and the combined |±1igs states. The same is true for |0ies and |±1ies in
the 3E2 excited state. Finally, the singlet states together form the fifth state. Starting
from the ground state, non-resonant excitation of |0igs into |0ies leads to cycling between
these two states, which is about 99% spin conserving [60], with a lifetime of |0ies of about
12 ns, resulting in emission rates of about 80MHz at a saturation power of about 250µW
[61]. From |0ies, the NV spin has a probability of roughly 15% to perform intersystem
crossing (ISC) into the singlet states [60]. In contrast, the same excitation between the
|±1i states results in ISC from |1ies to the singlet states with a probability of about
55%. Due to this additional decay channel, the lifetime of |±1ies is shortened compared
to |0ies to about 8 ns [60]. Within the singlet state, radiative decay to 1E occurs at
1042 nm with a rate of over 1 ns 1, which is outside of the detection band. ISC into the
triplet ground state levels occurs with slightly higher probability into |0i compared to
|±1i at a rate of about (200 ns) 1 [27, 60]. Spin polarization into |0i occurs due to the
higher ISC rates from |±1ies as compared to ISC from |0ies.
The degree of polarization depends on several factors, such as laser excitation rate and
T1 decay time. Intermediate conversion of the NV charge state to NV0 and subsequent
re-ionization into NV  during laser irradiation may also depolarize the NV.
The spin-state dependent ISC enables optical readout of the spin state, since the
detour via ISC i) does not result in detected photons and ii) intermediately shelves
the state for more than an order of magnitude longer than the excited state lifetime.
Together, these eﬀects result in a reduced fluorescence rate of the |±1i states, which
enables to discriminate them from |0i by simply monitoring the brightness of the NVs.
As a result of spin mixing in misaligned static fields, NV orientations which are mis-
aligned with the external field undergo quenching of the fluorescence. When the magnetic
field is aligned along one NV direction, the other three directions are misaligned by the
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Figure 2.6.: Level schemes of the NV center. a) Reduced Jablonski Diagram of
the NV. The laser excites into a vibrational side band, where the absorp-
tion rate is higher and the excitation wavelength is far from the measured
fluorescence. The decay into the spin ground state can be via the direct
fluorescent decay and, with a probability depending on the spin state, via
the ISC. This diﬀerence in probability leads to the possibility to optically
initialize and read out of the spin state. b) simplified five-level model with
relevant transitions. The singlet states are reduced to one state, with a total
lifetime of 1 µs. The |±1i states are also reduced to one level, as both states
exhibit the same transition rates. When ms is not a good quantum number,
as is the case with applied transversal field, the eﬀective rates within the
new base have to be calculated[59].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7.: Magnetic field dependence of fluorescence. (a) Simulated map of
fluorescence from the NV center depending on the applied magnetic field.
The level anti crossings of the excited and the ground state are clearly visible.
(b) Fluorescence over magnetic field for a nearly aligned magnetic field (top)
and am oﬀ-axis field at an angle of 109.5  (bottom). Both are normalized
to the fluorescence in zero field. A small transversal field of 5G is applied
for the top graph. This oﬀ-axis field gives the linewidths of the dips at the
ground and excited state level anti-crossings.
tetrahedral angle (109.5 ) and their fluorescent is reduced with increasing magnetic field,
until at the esLAC they reach steady state fluorescence [62, 63, 64]. This is shown in fig-
ure 2.7(b, bottom). Thus, in measurements of ensembles beyond 500G, the background
of misaligned orientations is kept at a minimum, but already at the lower magnetic fields
used predominantly in this work, an improvement in contrast is observed around 300G.
Explicitly, for a magnetic field strength of few ten Gauss aligned with one of the NV
axes, the typical contrast observed in wide field ODMR measurements was about 3.5%.
Increasing the field strength to about 400G resulted in a contrast of around 6%, which
matches the reduction of fluorescence background from misaligned NVs to about 0.5, as
shown in figure 2.7b).
2.6.2. CW ODMR
Resonant microwave (MW) irradiation drives transitions between the eigenstates of the
static Hamiltonian of the system as determined in the previous section. The basic EPR
experiment, includes continuous wave (CW) laser and MW irradiation, and a scan of the
MW frequency to reveal allowed spin transitions. This experiment is usually referred to
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Figure 2.8.: ODMR measurement (a) Simulation of NV fluorescence during a con-
tinuous resonant microwave excitation of the |0i $ |1i transition, where
the mw strength is given in units of frequency of the corresponding Rabi
oscillation. This gives the achievable contrast for cw ODMR measurements,
showing a contrast of 30% in saturation. (b) Schematic of fluorescence over
applied MW frequency for diﬀerent fields. The position of the dips gives the
magnetic field. Here, the magn. field is assumed along the z-axis of the NV
and thus the transition frequency changes linearly with the magnetic field
strength.
as the ODMR experiment, even though all other sequences rely on the optical detection
of the spin state, as well. The spin transitions appear in the experimental record as
dips in the NV fluorescence, as shown in figure 2.8(b). The mechanism works as follows:
While the MW is not resonant with a spin transition, the laser continuously excites the
NV, which, as described before, leads to a dynamic equilibrium in which predominantly
|0i is populated. Once the MW frequency matches one of the |0i ! | 1i or |0i ! |+1i
transitions, the ISC becomes more probable and the average fluorescence rate drops.
The dependence of the drop on the strength of the MW field is shown in figure 2.8(a).
The basic principle holds when lifting the equivalence of the |±1i states. This happens
when oﬀ-axis fields result in state mixing and themS cease to be good quantum numbers.
2.6.3. Pulsed measurements
With continuous laser excitation, the NV spin is continuously polarized into the |0i state.
For more sophisticated measurements, the laser excitation for spin readout and initial-
ization has to be separated in time from the MW spin manipulation and for metrology
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purposes also from the interaction time with the environment. Thus, the laser excita-
tion is conducted in a train of short pulses, commonly with a duration in the order of
a few microseconds. Figure 2.9(a) shows the fluorescence response of an NV to a laser
excitation pulse, which can be recorded with fast single photon detectors, but not with
the charge coupled device (CCD) camera used in this work. For both, |0i and |±1i,
an initial rise in fluorescence is observed, but due to the stronger ISC, |±1i transition
into the dark states quickly. For |0i this transition happens at a slower rate after more
excitation cycles. The responses of |0i and |±1i converge, as the cycles enters a dy-
namic equilibrium. By integrating over the fluorescence measured during the first 500
ns of a laser pulse, a pulsed ODMR contrast of about 30 % can be achieved with single
NVs. Using the camera, the laser pulses are timed in duration to just reach the point
of convergence between the two response curves, which results in laser pulses of about
1µs duration, due to lower average laser intensity in wide field illumination. Since the
illumination in the wide field setup is given by the Gaussian intensity profile of the laser,
the excitation rate diﬀers across the field of view. The duration of the laser pulse was
calibrated in Rabi measurements, by maximizing the median spin contrast across the
field of view.
Between the laser pulses, the spin state can be manipulated using microwaves. The
primary measurement here is the measurement of the Rabi frequency for the spin tran-
sition, shown in figure 2.9 (b), as the coupling strength of the microwave to the NV
has to be known to conduct further measurements. The basic measurement schemes for
the coherence times of the NV spin are also shown in figure 2.9 (b) and will be further
discussed in 2.7. More sophisticated measurement schemes will be presented throughout
this work as they are needed.
2.7. Spin Coherence
Every quantum system experiences decoherence. As a system is never completely iso-
lated from its environment, it loses coherence over time due to e.g. coupling to randomly
fluctuating fields. The time scale of the coherence decay is called coherence time and it
is separated into the longitudinal relaxation T1, where the population of states decays
into the thermal state over time, and the usually much shorter T2 time, the transverse
relaxation, on which the phase from superposition states decays. The relaxation rates
are given by the inverse of the coherence times. For a system to be used in quantum
information processing, its coherence time has to be long compared to the time needed
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Figure 2.9.: Pulsed measurements (a) Measured fluorescence of a single NV during a
laser pulse. During the first few 100 ns of the pulse, there is a pronounced
fluorescence diﬀerence between the spin states, due to the higher probability
of |±1i states to decay through the ISC. After this time, the spin is reinitial-
ized into |0i and so the next measurement can be conducted right afterwards.
(b) Commonly used pulse schemes. A Rabi measurement, where the length
of a mw pulse is varied, gives the Rabi frequency, which is essential for fur-
ther spin manipulation schemes and the other mw pulse lengths are given
with respect to this frequency. A detailed discussion of the coherence time
measurements can be found in 2.7.
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for the performance of gates on the system. In quantum metrology, the coherence times
limit the possible interaction time during a measurement and thus the achievable sensi-
tivity. The electron spin of the NV center in diamond, due to its long coherence times
even at room temperature, allows for precision measurements [9]. Yet, coherence time
measurements can also be used in itself for metrology, as a change in the coherence time
indicates a change in the noise spectrum seen by the system and thus shows a change in
the environment [19, 20, 65]. In this chapter, the main topics related to the coherence
times of NV spins, as well as of the nuclear spins coupled to it, and the measurement
thereof will be discussed.
2.7.1. Transverse Relaxation
As mentioned before, the transverse relaxation rate describes the time scale on which the
phase of a superposition state decays. In this work, as is customary, we will diﬀerentiate
between the time T ⇤2 and T2. For the determination of T ⇤2 , a Ramsey measurement,
also referred to as free induction decay (FID) , can be conducted. The time T2 can be
measured by a Hahn-Echo measurement, where the spin is refocused via a ⇡-pulse after
half the evolution time ⌧ . This leads to a decoupling from fields with frequencies much
lower than the frequency of the measurement (1/⌧) and hence functions as an eﬀective
high-pass filter. The pulse schemes can be seen in figure 2.9. The T2 time corresponds
to the coherence time of a single spin in a single measurement, whereas T ⇤2 gives the
coherence time of a spin ensemble over a long time, including eﬀects of, for example,
magnetic field gradients over an ensemble of NVs leading to diﬀerent NVs experiencing
diﬀerent fields and therefore diﬀerent transition frequencies. DC measurements, meaning
all measurements of a signal with a frequency far below the measurement frequency, are
limited by T ⇤2 . Measurement of AC signals allow for the lower limit of T2. Here, the
measurement sequence has a filter function with a smaller bandwidth, leading to a
stronger signal and lower noise for a signal within the frequency of the bandwidth. The
bandwidth can even be further reduced by using ⇡-pulse trains within a FID. Additional
⇡-pulses can lead to a higher coherence time than the T2 measured in a Hahn-Echo,
depending on the noise spectrum. This will also be called T2, so the value of T2 can
change with the used measurement. Common T2 coherence times of NVs in a bulk
sample can be over a millisecond. Closer to the surface, but especially if the distance
to the surface is less than 10 nm, as is the case with the NV centers used in this work,
the coherence time becomes much shorter, with T2 < 10µs. If a longer coherence
time is needed, e.g. as a quantum memory for quantum computation or to achieve the
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measurement of lower frequency signals, the electron spin state can be swapped onto
the nuclear spin, which has a T2 time of several milliseconds, limited by the longitudinal
relaxation of the strongly coupled NV. This coherence time can even by prolonged to
over one second by decoupling the NV spin from the nuclear spin [66].
2.7.2. Longitudinal Relaxation
The longitudinal relaxation entails all decoherence eﬀects which lead to a decay of the
spin state population. The time of this decay is called T1. The measurement sequence
for its determination can also be found in figure 2.9. This decay also leads to a random
phase shift of the electron spin, the longitudinal relaxation is a natural upper limit for
the possible T2 times. As kBT is at room temperature much larger than the energy
diﬀerences of the NV spin states of around 3 GHz, the thermal state of the NV spin is
an equal distribution of the three states. The decay into this thermal state is induced by
spin-lattice interactions as well as by magnetic noise with a frequency component around
3 GHz, the transition frequency between the spin states of the NV at low magnetic fields.
As T1 is influenced by the coupling between the spin and phonons, a higher temperature
leads to a lower T1 time. For cryogenic temperatures, the longitudinal relaxation is
dominated by magnetic noise and thus the T1 time remains constant over several orders
of magnitude in temperature [67]. At room temperature, NV spins exhibit a T1 time of
up to several milliseconds. In this work, the coherence time T1 is mostly dominated by
magnetic noise from the spin bath, as measurements are conducted using a high density
ensemble and also due to the NVs being close to the sample surface and thus being
susceptible to magnetic field fluctuations caused by fluctuating spins at or above the
surface.
2.8. Ensembles of Dense and Shallow NV Centers
The design of quantum applications based on NV spins often requires control over the
positioning of defects within the diamond. Applications involving individual spins, e.g.
in the field of quantum information processing [17, 68, 69], are ideally carried out on
isolated NV defects in otherwise pristine environments. On the other hand, nanoscale
quantum metrology applications [12, 70, 71, 72] often need defects close to the diamond
surface where the spin can interact with external samples.
Many fundamental studies on the spin physics of the NV have been carried out on
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Figure 2.10.: NV Ensembles. Left : A single NV defect in an otherwise pristine dia-
mond. Center : A 3D ensemble of NVs is distributed homogeneously within
the diamond sample. Right : A layer of NVs forms a 2D ensemble parallel
to the diamond surface. The latter geometry was used throughout this
work.
single, isolated NV defects, as sketched on the left of in figure 2.10. T2 times of single
bulk NV centers are on the order of a few hundred microseconds [73] when limited by the
spin bath of natural abundance 13C and may be as long as 2ms in isotopically purified
diamond [74, 75]. Single defects are typically monitored with a confocal fluorescence mi-
croscope which suppresses the PL of neighboring defects and the background in general.
Nevertheless light is collected from a finite, diﬀraction limited detection volume, and
nearby NVs can significantly add to the background. Because of the projective nature of
quantum measurements, limited detection eﬃciency of emitted photons, and the ODMR
contrast (of isolated NVs) being about 30% at maximum, measurements of the NV spin
state usually have to be averaged over thousands to millions of repetitions. Where ap-
plications do not require a single NV, the same measurement can be applied to many
NVs which are then read out all at once by collecting the fluorescence of a large area or
volume. In such ensemble measurements the averaging is made across all spins and less
repetitions down to single shot readout of the ensemble are required to obtain suﬃcient
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which saves measurement time and leads to improved sensi-
tivity, as detailed in section 3.6. Macroscopic magnetometry can be carried out on three
dimensional ensembles of randomly distributed spins, sketched in the center of figure
2.10, as long as the whole sample is aﬀected by the same environment [9]. For nanoscale
sensing applications close to the diamond surface, ensemble measurements can also be
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Figure 2.11.: Shallow NV ensemble. The experimental configuration used in this
work. A cross-section through a diamond substrate with a shallow two-
dimensional ensemble of NV defects is located less than 10 nm below the
diamond surface. This ensemble is within the interaction range of an ex-
ternal sample containing electron or nuclear spins.
applied. However, in this case all NVs contributing to a measurement should have the
same distance to the surface, to reduce ambiguity. This constrains the ensemble to two
dimensions as on the right of figure 2.10. Here, an average over the ensemble can be
obtained by monitoring the ensemble layer with a wide field microscope. In addition,
this allows to image spatial eﬀects using the ensemble by resolving the wide field image
with a camera. This modality of two-dimensional ensembles is used in this work and
will be discussed in chapter 3 in more detail. For sensing of spins or other field sources
with limited spatial extent, the ensemble needs to be located in close proximity to the
diamond surface. Typically, a depth of around 10 nm puts the ensemble within the
interaction range of external nuclear and electron spins. A schematics of such shallow
ensemble is depicted in figure 2.11. The creation of shallow NV ensembles requires the
positioning of nitrogen impurities with nanometer precision in regards to the distance to
the diamond surface. In chapter 6 it will become evident, that the distance between the
NV centers and the sample play a crucial role in the achievable sensitivities in nanoscale
sensing applications and that interpretation of data requires at least rough knowledge
of the distribution of NV depths below the diamond surface. The requirements for lat-
eral positioning on the other hand are usually not strict, as long as a homogeneous NV
density enables suﬃcient coverage of the sample. Using these quasi-2D ensembles for
imaging, the attainable spatial resolution is eventually limited by the distance between
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Figure 2.12.: Ion implantation. Nitrogen ions (red spheres, 15N+, sometimes 14N+ or
N+2 ) are accelerated towards the diamond sample. When they penetrate
the surface they scatter with carbon atoms and take stochastic tracks (red
lines) through the crystal lattice. The lateral and axial distributions of ion
stopping positions depend on the ion energy allowing to select a depth for
created NV defects (left). Note that the straggle also increases with the
ion energy resulting in blurred density profiles. The lateral distribution
can be constraint by blocking the ion beam with masks (right). Apertures
in masks can be as small as a few tens of nanometers.
NV centers.
NV defects can be created artificially with varying degrees of freedom and precision
on the positioning depending on the method. To that end nitrogen impurities and
vacancies need to be present or created in the lattice and merged on adjacent lattice
sites. Nitrogen and vacancy impurities are typically present in natural as well as artificial
diamond, although in the latter case the concentration can als low as a few parts per
billion. These defects can also be introduced deliberately into the diamond, either by
doping during growth or irradiation with electron and ion beams. Subsequent annealing
leads to diﬀusion of vacancies through the diamond, where they can be captured by
static nitrogen and form NVs. More details on the annealing step are given below.
Within this work, predominantly NV ensembles created by the implantation of nitro-
gen ions were used, the principle is depicted in figure 2.12. In this technique, nitrogen
ions N+ or molecular ions N2+ are accelerated towards the diamond substrate [76], At
kinetic energies in the keV range per atom, the ions are able to penetrate the diamond
surface and scatter on the carbon atoms in the crystal lattice. With each collision the
nitrogen ion can create vacancies and loses kinetic energy until it comes to a stop, either
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Figure 2.13.: Distribution of implanted nitrogen according to CTRIM Left : Dis-
tribution of nitrogen depths for diﬀerent angles of the implantation beam
w.r.t the surface normal of the diamond substrate at 2.5 keV. At an angle
of 0 , channeling leads to a broadened, bimodal distribution, while at 7 ,
channeling is almost completely suppressed, according to CTRIM. From
these data, uncertainties in the implantation angle or a spread of incident
angles in the focused ion beam may lead to largely diﬀerent nitrogen dis-
tributions. Right : Nitrogen profiles for a range of implantation energies, at
an implantation angle of 3 . At higher energies, the distribution of depths
is significantly broadened, resulting in reduced peak densities. Accordingly,
implantation fluences need to be adjusted with the implantation energy.
as a substitutional impurity replacing a carbon atom or as an interstitial impurity. Ev-
idently, the stopping positions of the nitrogen ions are not deterministic. They rather
end up within an extended volume which is determined by the initial kinetic energy and
implantation angle, which is referred to as straggle. So far no detailed model of the
distribution of NVs depths for a given set of implantation parameters is available. Ki-
netic simulations of the implantation process using the Stopping Range of Ions in Matter
(SRIM) software package [77] is often applied, even though it assumes amorphous ma-
terial as the implantation target. More realistic results are obtained by Crystal-TRIM
(CTRIM) [78], which takes the crystal structure of the substrate into account. When
viewing the diamond crystal from certain directions, unobstructed tunnels through the
structure are revealed, which oﬀer implantation paths with reduced scattering, e.g. along
h001i directions, which is the most common orientation of substrates. As a result, so-
called channeling of ions deeper into the diamond results in bimodal depth distributions.
The treatment of channeling by CTRIM becomes evident with the data shown on the
left of 2.13. The simulated distributions of nitrogen depths at an implantation energy
of 2.5 keV, but at diﬀerent angles of the ion beam relative to the surface normal diﬀer
notably from each other. For low angles, channeling leads to a subset of deeper positions,
while at an angle of 7  no channeling is predicted. The average depths extracted from
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Figure 2.14.: Average implantation results Left : The average nitrogen depth accord-
ing to CTRIM for diﬀerent implantation energies is given by the solid line.
Within the interval given by the dashed lines, two thirds of the nitrogen
is expected. The lines are based on the data shown in figure 2.13. In ad-
dition, the results of MD simulations at an implantation angle of 0  are
shown [79]. Channeling was observed in these simulations, as well, but
even at perpendicular impact on the diamond surface, the average depths
are lower than predicted by CTRIM. Right : Experimentally determined
NV  yield for diﬀerent implantation energies, based on counting of NV 
in confocal images [80, 81]. The solid line is a phenomenological fit, which
exponentially saturates at ⇠ 45%.
these profiles are shown in figure 2.14, together with results from molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation [79]. Note, that these data only predict the depth of nitrogen ions,
in addition the yield of NV s after annealing has to be taken into account, as detailed
below. Yield data has been obtained as a function of implantation energy, cf. figure 2.14,
but especially for low implantation energies there might be little conversion of nitrogen
very close to the surface into (useable) NV centers.
Typical nitrogen fluences used for the implantation of shallow ensembles were between
1012N+ cm 2 and 1013N+cm 2. With lower fluences, little optical signal-to-noise ratio
was observed, mainly to background light. Much higher fluences cannot be applied, since
lattice damage leads to graphitization of the diamond. In terms of NV density, the range
above corresponds to about 100 to 1000NVµm 2 according to the yield data of figure
2.14. The T2 time was found to decrease from ⇠ 15µs to 1.5µs across this range, while
the count rate increased about 5-fold, which did not match the expected 10-fold increase.
Nonetheless, assuming a shot noise limited regime (in which the sensitivity improves as
1/
p
NT2, where N is the number of resources), the increase in counts overcompensated
for the decrease in T2 and the highest density was found to be the most sensitive.
An intermediate density was deemed optimal, in order to be able to directly observe
eﬀects like the beating induced in the Hahn echo decay by 13C, which was not visible
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Figure 2.15.: Delta doping. During CVD growth (a) nitrogen gas can be added to the
plasma reactor (b). Nitrogen atoms are then incorporated into the growing
surface layer. By removing the nitrogen from the plasma, intrinsic diamond
can be grown on top of the doped layer (c). This method allows to create
sharp nitrogen density profiles along the depth. The lateral position of the
nitrogen cannot be controlled and lateral densities are low.
for the shortest T2 values at typical magnetic fields. A more extensive study of shallow
ensembles with a large number of diamond samples did not find any change in sensitivity
across a similar range of implantation fluences [82]. Concerning T1, I did not observe a
significant decrease of spin-lattice relaxation within above range of fluences, such that
for T1 relaxometry the highest fluences was used.
The lateral positioning of NVs can also be controlled with precisions on the nanometer
scale, either by focused ion beam implantation or by blocking the ion beam with nano-
structured masks [83, 84, 85], as depicted in figure 2.12 (right). With regards to the axis
orientation of created NV defects, ion implantation oﬀers no control and an implanted
NV ensembles will be equally distributed among the four possible crystal axes.
Controlled doping of diamond can be done during CVD growth. Here, the density of
nitrogen that is incorporated into the growth layer can be controlled by the amount of
nitrogen gas added to the plasma of the reactor. This enables a process called delta-
doping [39], illustrated in figure 2.15. Nitrogen gas is only fed into the CVD reactor
for a short amount of time and creates a doped layer. If desired, an additional layer of
clean diamond can be grown on top. With suﬃcient calibration, the growth rate and the
nitrogen concentration can be controlled, and nanometer sharp density profiles in the
growth direction can be created, hence the name delta-doping. In addition, the depth of
the doped layer can be controlled by the amount of intrinsic diamond that is grown on
top. However, as the substrate typically grows equally across the whole surface, delta-
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doping does not allow to control the nitrogen density in the lateral dimensions. Direct
creation of NV centers during CVD growth is possible, for appropriate CVD parameters
even with preferential alignment of the NVs along only one of the four possible axes close
to 100% has been achieved [86, 87]. Otherwise common delta-doping parameters cannot
control the axis of the created NVs and usually all four axis orientations are present in
doped ensembles. In order enhance the yield of NV centers from these in-grown nitrogen,
additional vacancies need to be introduced. Within the bulk material, vacancies can be
created by electron irradiation with little damage to the crystal structure. Low energy
electrons from a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) microscope have been used
to create vacancies, as well, but even at low energies, electrons create vacancies several
micrometers below the diamond surface. Even at low nitrogen content in high purity
diamonds, the amount NV centers created from these vacancies during annealing is
suﬃcient to dominate over NVs in nanometer thin delta-layers, since the depth of focus
of wide field microscopes extends to about 1µm, such that the fluorescence from volume
much larger than the delta-layer is collected. Assuming a very pure diamond sample
with just 1 ppb background nitrogen, a diﬀraction limited spot with a radius of 250 nm
and a conversion eﬃciency of 30%, this still results in a background of
⇡ ⇥ (250 nm)2 ⇥ 1µm⇥ 1.76⇥ 1017cm 3 ⇥ 0.3 ⇡ 10NVs
within a diﬀraction limited spot. In order to prevent activation of deeper nitrogen and
to create vacancies only within vicinity of delta-layers several nanometers away from
the surface, ion implantation e.g. with helium can be used, which introduces lower
levels of crystal damage than direct nitrogen implantation and T2 time around 50µs
have been observed for NVs around 5 nm below the diamond surface [88]. This post-
irradiation technique cannot be used to create NV s at high densities, though. Instead,
predominance of the neutral charge state NV0 has been observed at high ion fluences,
which has been attributed to a lack of nitrogen donors in the lattice. Also, high fluences
of helium ions have been associated with additional fluorescent background.
In comparison, delta-doping can define the sharpness and depth of an ensemble layer
with greater precision. Generally, the coherence properties of in-grown NV centers are
much better than those of implanted one, as shown in the comparison in figure 2.16, but
even the highest NV densities which have been reported so far are two to three orders of
magnitude smaller than the densities desired for the wide field ensemble measurements
shown in this work. Ion implantation introduces lattice damage and defects which act as
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Figure 2.16.: Overview of shallow NV T2 Measured T2 times of implanted and delta-
doped NV centers. Single NV data were taken from literature, ensemble
and delta-doping values are partly from literature or own measurements.
The single NV coherence times quoted in the literature often refer to the
best found within a low density implantation, whereas ensemble values are
average values. The depths were estimated from the implantation energies,
provided by the literature or by the growth conditions. The approximate
2D densities for the ensembles are estimated from the average yield of the
corresponding implantation energies, cf. figure 2.14.
sources of decoherence close to the NV ensemble. Nonetheless, the increase in NV density
up to a factor of 103 available with implantation outweighs increases in coherence time
in delta-doping, which are on the order of a factor of 20. As such, nitrogen implantation
was the method of choice for the ensembles used in this work.
Finally, after introduction of dopants and vacancies by one of the methods described
above, the diamond substrates are annealed to allow the creation of NV centers. At
temperatures above 600  C vacancy defects become mobile, whereas substitutional ni-
trogen and NV defects are still stable [89, 75]. This allows to anneal a diamond sample
in a temperature range where vacancies diﬀuse randomly through the lattice until they
encounter a nitrogen impurity and form a stable NV defect. Hence, the final position
of artificial NVs is determined by the position of the original nitrogen impurity. Vacan-
cies can also form other defect structures, e.g. divacancies and larger vacancy clusters,
that typically introduce magnetic noise to their environment and hence decoherence on
nearby NV spins. As such, it is not desired to create arbitrary amounts of vacancies.
The yield for shallow NVs is below 1% and rises to about 45% in the bulk [80], as shown
in figure 2.14. The low conversion rate closer to the surface has been attributed to the
loss of vacancies on the surface during annealing, and discharging of the NV  near the
surface [79]. On the other hand, the high yield within the bulk may also be a result of
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activation of background nitrogen. The termination of the diamond surface has been
linked to the stability of the NV charge state, and fluorine termination using SF6 plasma
treatment has been proposed to stabilize NV  [90]. An attempt to improve the prop-
erties of shallow in this way lead to a loss of count rates and coherence times, though,
possibly to etching of the diamond. Using Faraday cages to shield the sample from direct
exposure to the plasma leads to ‘soft’ plasma treatment, which should be more suited
for this purpose and may lead to improved shallow ensembles in the future. Within
this work, oxygen termination using common acid boiling of the diamond samples in a
1:1:1 mixture of sulphuric acid, nitric acid and perchloric acid was found to be the most
reliable step to clean and prepare the diamond surface.
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3.1. Experimental Apparatus
Optically detected magnetic resonance measurements with NV centers usually require
three main ingredients (besides NV centers): 1) Optical excitation for polarization and
read out of the spin state, 2) microwave irradiation for spin control, and 3) detection
of the photon flux from the NVs. In the wide field imager used in this work, an epi-
fluorescence microscope was used to illuminate the NVs within a thin layer on top of
the diamond. By keeping the illumination and light collection on the same side of the
diamond, such that there are no a priori reasons which exclude e.g. opaque samples,
which could block the view in a diﬀerent geometry. In order to be able to image the NV
centers on top of the diamond through the diamond with a powerful objective, thin dia-
mond plates with thicknesses between 20 and 100µm were employed. The correspondin
experimental setup used in this work is illustrated in figure 3.1. For oﬀ-resonant optical
excitation, a 532 nm CW laser was used (Coherent, Verdi V5). The output was set to
2W, of which at the end of the excitation path about 850mW reached the microscope
objective. Two lenses with 500mm focal length (not shown) focused the ⇠ 2mm beam
of the laser into the high power acousto-optical modulator (AOM) (Crystal Technology,
Model 3250). Using the switchable refraction grating provided by the AOM, laser pulses
can be switched on and oﬀ within nanoseconds, while typically the duration of the laser
pulses is ⇠ µs. To achieve wide field illumination, the laser is focused onto the back
focal plane of the objective, which leads to a wide collimated beam at the sample side.
In order to achieve suﬃcient focusing, first the beam is expanded and then focused by
a ‘wide field’ lens. Between this lens and the objective sits a dichroic mirror (Semrock),
which reflects the majority of the green laser light. The fluorescence of the NVs is col-
lected using the same infinity corrected objective (Olympus Plan APO N, 60x, 1.49 NA),
passes the dichroic mirror and is long pass filtered with cutoﬀ at 650 nm (Omega). The
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Figure 3.1.: Experimental Setup Three main ingredients enable optically detected
magnetic resonance measurements with NV centers: 1) Optical excitation
for polarization and readout of the spin state, 2) microwave spin control and
3) detection of the NV fluorescence.
long pass filter suppresses fluorescence from NV . Finally, a tube lens with focal length
of 300mm focuses the image onto a backside illuminated CCD array (Roper Scientific,
Cascade II:512b). The CCD array was cooled ( 70 C) and oﬀered 512⇥ 512 pixels, at
a nominal depth of 16 bit.
In order to shift the NV resonances and separate the diﬀerent orientations for specific
manipulation, a permanent magnet was placed on a 3D stage an aligned manually. Direct
spin control was achieved by irradiation of MWs. The microwaves were generated by
one of two sources a SMIQ03B or an SMBV100A (both Rohde&Schwarz). The latter
device oﬀers up to 200MHz I/Q modulation of the microwave output, which was used
for amplitude and phase modulation in OC pulses (chapter 5.3). The I/Q signal was
provided by a arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) (Tektronix, AWG520). Microwave
pulses were windowed by an MW switch, which was followed by a MW high pass filter
(both MiniCircuits). Finally, the MW was amplified up to a maximum of a few ten Watts
(Amplifier Research, 100S1G4). The overall timing of the measurement sequences was
performed by a pulse generator with 1.5 ns resolution, which was developed in-house
(now Swabian Instruments).
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3.2. Far field Imaging of Point Sources
Previously, the mechanism which polarizes the spin state of NV centers was described.
The optical detection of magnetic resonance has opened the avenue to a range of new
applications, since the high signal-to-noise ratio of photon counting devices — single
photon counters and scientific cameras — enables the observation of single emitters and
probe their immediate environment by the tools of electron paramagnetic resonance
and nuclear magnetic resonance. The following sections are devoted to the imaging of
single emitters and dense collections of emitters, with a working definition of ‘dense’
that individual emitters cannot unambigously be identified by eye.
3.2.1. Ray optics
With the aim to develop an ODMR platform which is able to examine the magnetic
properties of samples on a (sub-)micrometer scale over an extended area in parallel,
the wide field image is based far field imaging techniques. The propagation of light is
governed by wave equations, which can be simplified using Fermat’s principle to ray
optics when the relevant dimensions are suﬃciently larger than the wavelength   [91].
Fermats principle can be stated in a variational form
 S =  
Z B
A
n(s) ds = 0,
which states that the eﬀective optical path S taken by the light through media with
refractive index n from point A to point B is an extremum, usually minimal. The
waves traveling along all other paths, which deviate from S by more than a wavelength,
interfere destructively with each other. This implies that a range of paths may be
permitted, which enables the design of optical elements like lenses and combining them
into optical circuits. A consequence of Fermat’s principle is Snell’s law, which describes
the refraction of a ray as it crosses the interface from a material A with refractive index
nA to another material B with nB:
sin(↵)nA = sin( )nB, (3.1)
where ↵ is the angle against the normal on the interface in material A, and   the one
in B. Using Snell’s law, the eﬀect of lenses and other optical elements can be traced and
result in a set of rules with which it is possible to trace the general function of an optical
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(a) Refraction at the diamond-glass interface. (b) Photon yield of camera and objective.
Figure 3.2.: Detection eﬃciency (a) A thin diamond is mounted on a cover slip. Emis-
sion from an NV at the top surface of the diamond is internally reflected
above the critical angle at the diamond-glass interface (faint red line, dotted
line). The marginal ray (left solid line) collected by the objective at ⇥obj
translates into and angle ⇥e↵ . ⇥c in the diamond after refraction at the
diamond-glass interface. The eﬀective numerical aperture (NA) is limited
by ⇥e↵ . (b) Photon yield ⌘ as given by the transmission of the microscope
objective and the quantum eﬃciency (QE) of the camera. The shaded region
indicates the NV  detection band.
apparatus. When it comes to the formation of the image at the sensor on the wavelength
scale, we need to take into account the wave nature of light, though, as described below.
3.2.2. Photon collection eﬃciency
When Snell’s law, eq. 3.1, cannot be satisfied because of the high refractive index
ndiamond = 2.4 of diamond, there exists a critical maximal angle for light passing from dia-
mond into an immersion medium with smaller refractive index, as depicted in figure 5.8a.
Imaging with an air objective, nair = 1, the critical angle is ✓c,air = arcsin(nair/ndiamond) ⇡
24.6 , and for immersion oil with noil = 1.52, the critical angle is ✓c,oil ⇡ 39.3 . The re-
fractive power of an objective defines a solid angle within which light from a sample in
the focus can be collected. This solid angle is described by the numerical aperture (NA)
of the objective, which is given by
NA = n sin⇥Obj,
where ⇥Obj is the half-acceptance angle, measured against the optical axis and n is
the refractive index of the immersion medium. For an immersion oil objective with
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Component relative transmission / detection
interface: < ⇥c transmission 0.1
objective: collection 0.96
objective: average transmission 0.86
dichroic mirror: transmission 0.9
longpass filter: transmission 0.9
tube lens: transmission 0.95
CCD camera: average quantum eﬃciency 0.86
Combined eﬃciency 0.055
Table 3.1.: Photon collection eﬃciency Contributions of the optical elements along
the detection path. The overall eﬃciency is the product of the individual
yields.
NA = 1.49, the acceptance angle is ⇥Obj ⇡ 78.6 . This angle translates by refraction
into an angle
⇥e↵ = arcsin(NA/ndiamond) ⇡ 38.4  (3.2)
inside the diamond and an eﬀective numerical aperture of NAe↵ ⇡ 0.94. Assuming
isotropic emission, the fraction of light going into the cone defined by ⇥e↵ is obtained
by integration of the solid angle and dividing by the full solid angle 4⇡:Z 2⇡
0
Z ⇥e↵
0
sin ✓
4⇡
d✓ d  =
1
2
(1  cos⇥e↵) ⇡ 0.11
In addition to the limits for light collection imposed by the critical angle, for angles below
the critical angle there is reflection at the interface, as given by the Fresnel equations.
This results in an additional loss factor of about 0.95 for the oil objective, such that
in total about 10% of the emission of the emitter can be collected by the objective
[33]. As discussed later, the optical resolution in a classic microscope is limited by the
maximal angle between the rays emanating from an emitter which can be collected by
the objective. Here, this angle is limited by ⇥e↵ .
On its way from the emitter to the detector, the collected light passes through several
optical elements, starting with the objective itself. The transmission around the visible
band is shown in figure 5.8b. The detection band extends from about 650 nm, given by
the long pass filter in the detection path (fig. 3.1) to the upper end of the NV  band
at about 800 nm. The mean transmission of the objective, weighted by the NV emission
in the detection band, is 0.86. The objective is followed by several optical components,
each of which results in a slight loss of photons. The final contribution to the photon
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yield depends on the quantum eﬃciency (QE) of the camera, which is shown in figure
5.8b alongside the objective transmission. The weighted mean QE in the detection band
is 0.86. The eﬀects are summarized in table 3.1, the overall photon collection eﬃciency
is about 5.5%.
3.2.3. Magnification, the Point Spread Function, and Resolution
In microscopic imaging, a number of important criteria have to be considered. In order to
extract information from fluorescent probes on length scales which are not accessible to
direct human vision, a magnified image of the intensity distribution of the emitters needs
to be obtained, and an ultimate goal may be to produce a representation at the level of
the individual emitters. The magnification is given by the ratio of a focused image which
is formed by an optical system (e.g. on a camera array in digital imaging systems) to the
size of the actual object Microscope objectives are nowadays usually infinity corrected,
meaning that a parallel beam emerges from their back aperture, which can then be
focused onto the camera array by a tube lens. The magnification of the imaging system
is given by the ratio M = ftube/fobjective of the two focal lengths of the tube lens and
the microscope objective, respectively. Typically, manufacturers directly label objectives
with the magnification, e.g. 60⇥ for the objective used in the setup shown above, and
knowledge of ftube is necessary in order to determine fobjective. The values of ftube vary
between manufacturers, for the Olympus objective fOlympus = 180mm, which reveals
fobjective = 3mm. Note, that the actual working distance, that is, the distance of the
focal plane from the last glass surface of the objective on the object side, is only 100µm.
By placing a tube lens with ftube = 300mm in the setup, a magnification of 100⇥ was
obtained. The CCD chip in the camera had a pixel size of 16⇥16µm2 at 512⇥512 pixels,
resulting in an overall size of about 8.2⇥8.2mm2 of the sensor. Via the magnification of
the imaging system, the field of view (FOV) of the wide field imager was about 80⇥80µm
with a pixel size corresponding to 160 nm.
The pixel size does not correspond to the spatial resolution of the imager, though.
When independent emitters are imaged, each emission event is a stochastic process and
the image is formed incoherently by adding up the intensities from all emitters. Due
to the wave nature of light, arbitrarily high magnification using standard microscopy
techniques is not achievable. Since all optical elements have a finite diameter and do
not enclose the full solid angle around the source of the fluorescence, each imaging path
has an ultimate circular outer bound at which diﬀraction occurs. In case of a circular
aperture which has diameter D, the diﬀraction pattern has radial symmetry and is given
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Figure 3.3.: Airy pattern and Rayleigh criterion Left: Diﬀraction at a circular
aperture results in an intensity pattern, the Airy pattern. The Airy disk
includes the maximum at zero order and is bounded by the first minima
of the Bessel function. Within most imaging systems, the Airy pattern
can conveniently be approximated by a Gaussian. Right: Diﬀraction limit
according to Rayleigh. Two emitters at a distance of half the Airy disk
can be well discriminated. Around them, the overlap of their Airy patterns
forms.
by
I( ) = I0
✓
2J1(⇡D sin( )/ )
⇡D sin( )/ 
◆2
, (3.3)
where   is the angle of observation against the optical axis I0 is the intensity at r = 0
and J1 is the Bessel function of first kind. The image of a point source results in a
diﬀraction pattern described by eq. 3.3 with a central maximum and a ring structure
around it, which is called the Airy pattern. A section through the pattern is shown on
in figure 3.3. About 90% of the intensity is found within the Airy disk, which is the area
included by the main diﬀraction order, bounded by the first order minimum. The Bessel
function has its first zero at ⇡D sin( 1)/  ⇡ 3.83, and in the paraxial approximation
on the imaging side  1 ⇡ 3.83 /⇡D ⇡ 1.22 /D. The Airy pattern in terms of radial
distance r as opposed to the angle of observations is then given by
I(⇢) = I0
✓
2J1(⇢)
⇢
◆2
, (3.4)
where ⇢ = 2⇡NAM  r. By setting the magnification M ⌘ 1, the eﬀective pattern on the
object side is obtained, while inserting the magnification of the microscope results in
the pattern on the detector. In terms of interpretation of this pattern as a probability
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distribution for photon detection (see also below), it is worthwhile mentioning that the
integral Z 2⇡
0
d 
Z 1
0
⇢d⇢ I(⇢) = 4⇡I0,
and as such, dividing by 4⇡I0 results in a normalized probability mass.
A diﬀraction pattern forms for each single emitter, and within an image, the first
minimum of the Airy pattern translates to a distance
 x1 =
0.61 
NA
(3.5)
at which the maxima of the intensity distributions of two neighboring emitters coincide
with the first minimum of each others intensity distribution. The distance at which
the first minimum of the Airy pattern occurs, as defined in equation 3.5 is the minimal
distance between two emitters which can be optically resolved according to the Rayleigh
criterion. The actual image of a point source may be altered from the Airy pattern by
additional optics and abberations, and the resulting pattern is called the point spread
function (PSF). An image is then formed by convolution of the point-like individual
emitters, modeled as  -distributions, with the point spread function (PSF). Regarding
single or sparse emitters (also in confocal imaging within ensembles), the PSF and the
ideal Airy pattern can be well approximated by a Gaussian in most imaging situations,
with a standard deviation of  PSF ⇡ 0.22 /NA ⇡  x1/3 [92, 93]. Note, that the
approximation of the Airy pattern as a Gaussian may neglect ensemble eﬀect in the case
of wide field illumination of very dense ensembles of emitters. The reason lies within the
scaling of the Airy pattern for large radii,
I(⇢) ⇡ 8I0
⇡⇢3
cos2
✓
⇢  3⇡
4
◆
, (3.6)
which decays much more slowly than the Gaussian, as shown in figure 3.4 For an estimate
of the impact, consider a slice 2⇡r dr with inner diameter and width of 1µm around a
given NV. At this distance, the Airy profile is bounded by approximately 10 3. Within
the highest density implantations of about 1000 NVµm 2, the background coming from
the NVs within the slice may be of the same order as the emission of the NV at the
center. Due to the large area illuminated in the wide field, the background within a
pixel is correlated with the response of emitters located outside of the radius taken into
account by the Gaussian approximation. Within the present work, the NV densities
were typically much lower and this predicted eﬀect was not observed.
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Figure 3.4.: Scaling of the Airy Pattern Compared to the Gaussian approximation
(red), the intensity, as given by the airy pattern (blue) decreases much
more slowly for large distances from the emitter. Within a dense ensemble
of emitters, this section through the profile needs to be integrated over
concentric rings around the center. Note that the drop to zero at the minima
is not captured by the numerical evaluation of the expressions. A value
NA = 0.94 was assumed, which corresponds to the eﬀective NA in the
experiment.
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The lateral intensity distribution of the diﬀraction pattern created at the sensor can
be interpreted as the spatial probability distribution of photon counting events on the
detector, in particular a camera. At the camera, an additional distortion of the diﬀrac-
tion pattern occurs due to the collection of photons into bins of finite size, as defined by
the physical pixels (‘pixelation’). For the localization of single emitters in the Gaussian
approximation of the PSF, the size of a pixel should be on the order of  PSF [94]. Choos-
ing smaller eﬀective pixel sizes (more pixels per PSF) leads to unnecessary dilution of
the stream of photons and increases the eﬀect of constant noise sources, like the read
noise of a camera (cf. section 3.5.3). Larger pixels conceal the location of emitters near
the center of a pixel. In the previous section it was shown that the eﬀective NA of the
wide field imager is limited by the high refractive index of diamond, which results in a
value of  PSF ⇡ 160 nm for   = 700 nm, matching the pixel size of the imager. Note, how
the distribution of probability mass changes when the number of dimensions increases.
In one dimension, a fraction of Erf(1/
p
2) ⇡ 0.68 of the probability mass of the normal
distribution is contained within ± . In two dimensions, for a symmetric Gaussian, this
fraction reduces to Erf(1/
p
2)2 ⇡ 0.47. Thus, in an image, one can only expect about
50% of the photons to be within one standard deviation of the emitter, and about 91%
within 2 PSF. This observation underlines, that also within the Gaussian approximation,
the information from a given emitter will be distributed across several pixels.
3.3. Microwave Antennas
In order to manipulate the NVs across the ensemble with MW irradiation, diﬀerent
microwave structures were used, as shown in figure 3.5. On the left of the figure is
a planar loop with an ⌦-shape. Using this structure, largely homogeneous fields and
high Rabi frequencies were achieved, but especially when moving out of the center,
inhomogeneities were encountered, as described below. The second antenna, shown in
the center, consisted of a single loop formed from a semirigid cable. This type of structure
was mainly used for quick characterization measurements. Finally, the rightmost picture
shows a thin wire (20µm diameter) on top of a diamond. This is one of the most popular
configurations for single NV work. Across the ensemble, the thin wire creates a large
gradient, which was used to characterize the OC pulses in chapter 5 and subsequent
NMR measurements, chapter 6. In section 6.4, a modified readout scheme is introduced,
which results in improved spectral resolution with the gradient.
In figure 3.6 the simulation of the distribution of Rabi frequencies for a thin [100]-
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Figure 3.5.: Microwave Antennas Left An ⌦-structure wide band resonator, which
produces a homogeneous MW field on the inside, as long as the diamond
thickness does not exceed several micron. Center External loop formed by
a semi-rigid cable. This antenna was typically suﬃcient for basic charac-
terization of diamond samples. Right A thin wire, here 20µm in diameter,
typically used in single-NV experiments. A wire was also used in this work
to generate a gradient of the MW across the field of view in ensemble mea-
surements.
oriented diamond (20µm thick) placed on top of the ⌦-loop is shown. The simulations
of the structure were performed using CST Microwave Studio and the perpendicular
projection for one NV orientation was extracted (the other three orientations behave
similarly, the resulting pattern is just rotated in 90  steps). At the center of the loop
the structure provides a quite homogeneous field, with a best-case change of 2% of the
driving strength across the field of view. In practice, especially when working with
biological samples like cells, the region of interest rarely happened to be at the center
of the loop. Moving away from the center, the field inhomogeneity quickly increases.
A typical distribution of Rabi frequencies is shown alongside the simulations. Also,
the ⌦-structure cannot be applied to control NVs perpendicular to the surface of [111]
diamonds.
3.4. Wide field measurement flow.
Data acquisition with the wide field imager was conducted in the following way. For a
given experiment, there is a set of K independent parameters over which the sequence is
running. In case of a Rabi measurement, these are K diﬀerent duration of the microwave
pulses. For one frame, the sequence with a given parameter is repeated R times to collect
a suﬃcient amount of photons. This concludes one exposure of the camera and the image
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Figure 3.6.: Distribution of driving strength with the ⌦-structure. Simulations
for NVs at the top surface of a 20µm thick diamond plate, placed on top of
the ⌦-structure. Left: Distribution of the relative driving strength in terms
of Rabi frequency ⌦. Right: Relative change of the Rabi frequency across
one micrometer.
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Figure 3.7.: Wide field data acquisition (i) Single frames are recorded by repeating
the measurement sequence R times while the camera is exposing, i.e. each
frame sums the photons from R consecutive repetitions of the measurement.
(ii) The measurement iterates over the K combinations of experimental pa-
rameters. (iii) For further averaging, M averages of each frame may be
acquired. The final dataset contains K⇥M frames.
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data are transferred to the computer running the measurement software. The sequence
then moves on to the next of the K parameters for the second exposure. After looping
through all parameters, a new set of frames may be acquired for further averaging. After
M measurement runs, M ⇥K frames have been collected. For background correction,
usually a second sequence is run, such that a total to 2⇥M⇥K frames will be collected.
The Normalization is detailed in the following.
3.4.1. Reference Measurements and Normalization
Normalization and background correction of a measurement result is obtained by running
to variants of a given measurement sequence. Normalized data points are obtained as
the Michelson contrast
cM =
NA  NB
NA +NB
(3.7)
between two measurement sequences A and B with the raw camera count results NA
and NB. The two sequences are identical, except for the final projection ‘towards’ the
eigenstates. E.g. in a dynamical decoupling measurement with an even number of pulses,
we initialize the superposition using a +⇡/2 pulse and project the final state towards |0i
using a  ⇡/2 pulse in A, or, in sequence B, towards |1i by using another +⇡/2 pulse.
The eﬀective count rate after either sequence X is then given by the weighted average
rate of the spin eigenstates [95],
RX = P0,XR0 + (1  P0,X)R1 +Rbg,
where e.g. P0,A = |h A|0i|2 is the probability to measure |0i after sequence A. The
count rates of the |0i and |1i eigenstates are R0 and R1, respectively, and Rbg is the
eﬀective background count rate. Since the measurements are identical except for the
final projective pulse, Rbg is in principal the same for both A and B and is removed
in the normalized signal. Neglecting the duration of the laser pulses, the contrast is
proportional to the normalized count rate
cM / RA  RBRA +RB =
(P0,A   P0,B)(R0  R1)
(P0,A + P0,B)(R0 +R1) + 2Rbg .
3.4.2. Drift correction
Drift between frames can be detected using pairwise correlation [96], even with sub-pixel
resolution. These measurements of the distance by which an image has been translated
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may be accompanied by an estimate of the error. When there are multiple frames
which need to be aligned, one obtains the estimated pair-wise distances with error. To
then get the best estimate of the relative positions is called a distance geometry problem.
This problem also arises in the reconstruction of reconstructing molecules from magnetic
resonance data [97], but in the case of aligning the experimental frames is much simpler.
First, our image alignment takes place in only two-dimensions, and second, we actually
have vectors which give the estimated shift between the images instead of only the
length of these vectors, such that there is no ambiguity to the overall orientation of the
arrangement.
Image alignment happens in three steps [96]: (i) Model the transformation of the pixel
coordinates from one image to the other (e.g. translation, rotation, skew), (ii) estimate
parameters of the transformation for the given set of images, and (iii) compose the final
image in the targeted geometry/projection.
Using this model, the relative translation u = (ux, uy) between the frames can be
determined by pairwise cross-correlation. For N frames, there are
 
N
2
 
possible pairs of
frames1, which results in 2
 
N
2
 
equations for the 2N coordinates xi, yi:
uij = rj   ri,
where ri = (xi, yi) are the absolute positions of the frames within a common coordinate
system and uij is the shift vector determined from the cross correlation. If we only take
the pairwise measurements into account, we will be able to obtain a solution for the
relative positions of the frames once the number of equations is at least the number of
coordinates, i.e. as soon as
2
 
N
2
    2N,
() N   3.
When one frame is defined to be the origin, we can add another equation x0 = (0, 0),
such that only N = 2 frames are necessary. As soon as we admit for noise in the counts
at each pixel of the frame, the vectors uij will carry an error. In order to reduce this
error and improve the estimates, we can add more frames. Since
 
N
k
 
is weakly lower
bounded by (N/k)k, such that the number of equations scales more strongly than N2
for k = 2. The number of coordinates only increases to 2N , such that the system of
equations gets overdetermined and a least-squares solution to the equation A · x = b,
made up from the relative positions, improves the estimated coordinates (unless there
1The binomial coeﬃcient
 N
k
 
= N !k!(N k)! .
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are significant systematic errors in the uij).
Within a single wide field measurement, drift usually just causes a translation of the
(x,y) coordinates and the major diﬃculty lies within the second step, especially when
there are few strong features fixed to the sample coordinates. To explain this in more
detail, consider the following elements, which may be visible within a single frame:
• The NV positions XNV, giving rise to a count density  NV arising from the convo-
lution of XNV with the optical transfer function of the imaging system applied to
XNV. The signal which we would like to detect is a modulation of the intensities
but the outcome of the measurement and may be on the order of a few percent
and less. Additional variation is introduced by the profile of the illuminating laser.
• Background during ‘laser on’. From e.g. NVs which are not in use (not aligned
with the magnetic field), possible other defects in the diamond (but rather rarely
so in the samples used in the experiments), dirt on the surface of the diamond,
and other scattered laser light (glass surfaces, dust on optics, edges of optics).
• Background during ‘laser oﬀ’. Leaked light from the AOM illuminates the same
sources as before, but in a diﬀerent pattern.
• Interference patterns of the illuminating laser light. Coming from stationary ob-
jects but also particles floating within the immersion oil or across the diamond
surface (in flow cell experiments).
An alignment scheme should be robust against the artifacts, especially interference
patterns and the inhomogeneous illumination and should mostly be based on the NV
densities, for example, notable markers can be etched into the diamond surface after
implantation.
In the present work, the drift alignment described above was applied to long-term
measurements or when combining the data from measurements from diﬀerent days into
one dataset. Unfortunately, there were no strong markers which could be used for the
alignment, such that care needed to be taken not to introduce artifacts by the alignment
procedure. Generally, for measurements with durations up to few hours, the setup was
suﬃciently stable and did not drift beyond the diﬀraction limited resolution.
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3.5. Sources of Noise
Measurements on quantum systems are intrinsically stochastic. While the probability
distributions of quantum mechanical measurement results are deterministic, as given by
the Schrödinger equation, the measurement results are variates of the resulting prob-
ability distributions. Additional stochastic processes lead to further uncertainties, e.g.
due finite collection eﬃciency of the photons emitted by the NVs (section 3.2.2), and
fluctuations within the experimental apparatus (thermal expansion due to changes of
temperature in the laboratory, fluctuations in MW and laser power). The diﬀerent
sources of noise are explained in the following subsections.
3.5.1. Photon Shot Noise
Starting from the excitation of an NV, the optical readout is a stochastic process. Exci-
tation occurs with a mean rate, the quantum yield of NVs is below unity and the emission
of a photon is again stochastic with a mean life time of the excited state, followed by
the collection eﬃciency of the setup. As soon as any stochastic process is involved, e.g.
real photon detectors never have 100% quantum eﬃciency, photon counting becomes
stochastic. Given a mean rate of detected photons, the probability distribution of pho-
ton counts within a constant time window is given by a Poisson distribution. A Poisson
distribution is determined by the mean rate k and has variance k. For suﬃciently high
k (that is k & 20 for most purposes), it can be approximated by a normal distribution
with variance k and hence a standard deviation of
p
k. As a result, the SNR of photon
counting improves with k as k/
p
k =
p
k. The times at which photons arrive at the
sensor are uncorrelated and hence photon shot noise is white noise within the detection
band defined by the width of the laser pulse and the repetition rate of the experiment.
3.5.2. Quantum Projection Noise
According to the postulates of quantum mechanics, the result of the measurement of a
state | i with an observable Oˆ which has eigenstates |oi results in a given eigenvalue oi
with probability | hoi| i |2. In a two level system (TLS) with | i = ↵ |0i +   |1i each
measurement represents a Bernoulli trial2 with probability p = | h |1i |2. The variance
of a Bernoulli trial is given by p(1  p), which vanishes if one of the eigenstates is being
measured and is maximal for p = |↵|2 = | |2 = 0.5. In the limit of a large number
2A success/fail trial with probability p to succeed and 1  p to fail.
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of N independent trials (measurements), a Binomial distribution is obtained and the
maximal variance for p = 0.5 is scaled to N/4 [98]. Within one experimental sequence
and consecutive readout, less than one photon is collected per NV, before repolarization
of the state, such that there will be at maximum one photon collected per trial, and the
higher variance of photon shot noise will dominate. When suﬃciently many photons per
spin projection can be collected to reduce the photon shot noise, projection noise can be
observed in ODMR measurements [99]. Projection noise poses the minimal noise which
can be encountered in uncorrelated spin projection measurements and this noise level is
referred to as the standard quantum limit (SQL).
3.5.3. Camera Noise
The CCD based camera used for imaging is capable of electron multiplication (emCCD),
which amplifies the photoelectrons by accelerating them through a separate register to
create an avalanche eﬀect. This mode oﬀers an advantage, in low light level situations,
for example when exposures are kept short in order to achieve high frame rate. Since
only static samples where imaged in this work, long exposure cycles using the stan-
dard CCD mode resulted in a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than in the em-mode.
Quantitatively, the SNR of a pixel is given by
SNR = S ·QE/
p
(S ·QE · F 2) + (D · F 2) + ( R/G)2, (3.8)
where S: signal (in photons), QE: quantum eﬃciency, F : excess noise factor, D: dark
signal,  R: read noise, and G: on-chip multiplication gain. Without using the em-mode,
F = 1 and G = 1, while activation of the em-mode results in 1 . F . 1.4 and G up
to 1000. The read noise  R is the result of the traditional electric amplification and is
eﬀectively reduced by the multiplication gain, but at the same time, shot noise and dark
counts are amplified as well. At low light levels, reducing the read noise may reveal a
weak signal, but as light levels rise, the penalty due to amplification of the shot noise
cancels this advantage. When a critical number of around 500 photons is surpassed,
the standard CCD readout without on-chip multiplication oﬀers higher SNR. Within
the measurements presented in this work, suﬃciently long averaging led to a median
number of photons per pixel of about 250000, clearly in the regime of the standard CCD
readout. In cases when the count rate was low, e.g. when the laser power was reduced in
CW ODMR spectra, hardware binning on the camera chip was used. In this mode, the
photo electrons from several pixels are combined into superpixels and the read noise is
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only applied once per superpixel. At the same time, the well capacity is not eﬀectively
increased, leading to saturation at high light levels.
3.6. Sensitivity
The sensitivity ⌘ of a measurement apparatus is the minimal input signal required to
result in a notable change of the output. This definitions leaves room for the interpre-
tation of the meaning of ‘notable’. Usually a change beyond one standard deviation  
of the noise level is required, i.e. a SNR of 1. More accurately, it is the standard error
(SE) of the sensor signal after an integration time T ,
 SE =
 p
T
,
which is used to calculate sensitivities.3 In terms of magnetic field sensing, the minimal
detectable magnetic field change is given by [100, 9]
( B)min =
 SE
dS
dB
, (3.9)
where S is the sensor signal. In the limit of shot noise scaling, any uncorrelated resource,
either longer measurement times or an increase in the number of sensing NVs, improves
the SNR by the square root of the number of added resources. The sensitivity of NV
ensembles to static magnetic fields (in DC magnetometry) is then given by
 B ⇡ ~
gµBC
p
NT ⇤2
, (3.10)
where C is a factor depending on the contrast of the measurement and N is the number
of employed NVs. Measurements of AC fields are associated with dynamical decoupling
(DD) sequences, such that an extension of the coherence time leads to an improvement
of the sensitivity by approximately
p
T ⇤2 /T2
Clearly, the sensitivity changes for diﬀerent sensing schemes. From experimental
data using a XY16-160 sequence with sample used for NMR detection, a sensitivity
of 0.9(2)µT/(
p
Hzµm) for an in-phase signal was extracted from the central 25µm2 of
the frame. In this region, the illumination intensity was highest, due to the Gaussian
3The standard deviation of a sensor reading is a constant in the best case. Given normally distributed
noise, the standard error of the mean, which is the error of the estimated mean value, improves as
1/
p
T by integrating the sensor output over a stretch of time T .
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Intensity profile of the beam. When homogeneous laser illuminations could be achieved,
this would extrapolated to a full-frame sensitivity of 0.14 nT
p
Hz for the full 80⇥80µm2
field of view. A comparison to the sensitivity of a highly sensitive bulk magnetometer
published by Wolf et al. [9] can be made, where a sensitivity of 0.9 pT/
p
Hz was obtained
experimentally. The number of NVs in that sensor was about 105 to 106 times higher
than in the wide field frame, giving the bulk sensor an advantage of
p
105 to
p
106. In
addition, the phase acquisition time was about 1.6 times longer. On the other hand,
the contrast for the bulk magnetometer was only about 0.25 to 0.5 of the contrast in
the wide field imager. Rescaling the wide field sensitivity using these diﬀerences, would
result in a wide field sensitivity of 0.22 to 1.52 pT/
p
Hz, just around the value achieved
with the bulk sensor. The major advantage of the bulk sensor is clearly the largely
increased amount of contributing NVs.
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From the properties of the nitrogen-vacancy center discussed in the preceding chapters,
it can be seen that there are several routes to magnetic sensing using the defect. The
predominant way is to prepare a spin state, let it interact with the target, and then
project the result onto one of the NV eigenstates. In these schemes, spin state mixing
usually a nuisance, as it reduces the contrast. A notable exception is a deliberate mixing
of the NV spin states in order to obtain entanglement with nuclear spins in the lattice
to use them as a resource, e.g. as an auxiliary memory [41]. A niche way of magnetic
sensing, is to let the spin state mixing arise from the interaction with the probed field,
especially at the gsLAC, and use the resulting fluorescence quenching of the mixed spin
state as the signal.
Generally, every measurement is a filter applied to the world with which we hope to
distill a quantity or quality from the sea of information which may exist in and around
the system. However, often there exist distributions of the properties and parameters of
the system and each measurement apparatus has a response function triggered by a given
stimulus. The result of a measurement is a convolution of the system parameters and
dynamics with those of our measurement filter. In NV measurements, filters are created
by tuning the energy levels of the NV using magnetic fields, tuning the resonances of
target spins in spin sensing, and finally, by manipulation of sensor, target or both. A
multitude of diﬀerent sensing schemes has been conceived, including the techniques from
classical EPR and NMR. Together, diﬀerent approaches oﬀer the NV access to magnetic
fields ranging from DC to GHz. Those sequences, which are relevant for the present
work and the wide field imager will be explained in more detail in the following sections.
4.1. Static Fields: Alignment of B0
Static field sensing schemes determine the diﬀerences of the Larmor frequency between
diﬀerent spin states, equivalent to determination of the diﬀerences in their energy. Hence,
the basic measurement sequence is the ODMR spectrum described in the section on
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Figure 4.1.: Ensemble ODMR With arbitrary static field, all four NV orientations
show distinct reonance frequencies. By alingment of the field along one NV
axis, the other become degenerate.
ODMR, section 2.6. By probing the fluorescence rate while irradiating with an AC field
of known frequency, spin transitions are identified by reduced count rates. In this work,
this sequence mainly served two basic, but important, purposes. First, knowledge of the
static field was necessary in the NMR experiments described later to tune the working
point and to interpret the results. Second, for the measurement sequences which rely
on phase acquisition of the spin state (including NMR), alignment of the magnetic field
along one of the four possible orientations is necessary. Using ODMR spectra the align-
ment of B0 can be controlled in two ways. At low magnetic fields (⌧ 500G), the spin
states of the three misaligned orientations are only partially mixed and all four orien-
tations exhibit visible spin contrast. Due to the C3v symmetry of the defect, alignment
along one main axis can be monitored by superimposing the spectral dips of the other
three orientations, as the projection of B0 onto their respective axes becomes equiva-
lent, as shown in figure 4.1. The contrast of the diﬀerent orientations in the spectrum
may still diﬀer due to i) diﬀerent projection of the laser polarization onto the dipole
moments when linearly polarized light is used, ii) diﬀerent perpendicular components
of the applied B1 field, which results in diﬀerent driving strength. For magnetic fields
around 300G and above, the misaligned orientations have notably reduced spin contrast.
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Figure 4.2.: Distribution of resonance frequencies Left Distribution of resonance
frequencies within the FOV for a static magnetic field well aligned with
one NV axis. Right Spatially resolved distribution of resonance frequencies.
Usually, a small gradient across the field of view remained. As a result,
while the distribution of resonances is normally distributed in this example,
other shapes of distributions could be observed as well, when the gradient
was diagonal across the FOV. Scale bar: 10µm
In this regime, B0 can be aligned by maximizing the ODMR contrast of the main NV
orientation, which goes together with maximizing the fluorescence rate. At these field
strengths, ODMR spin contrast up to 7.5% could be achieved in the ensemble, while at
lower fields the stronger background from the misaligned orientations typically resulted
in a contrast of about 4.5%. When the static magnetic field was well aligned with one
NV orientation, the spread of the associated resonance frequencies was typically on the
order of ±1MHz across the field of view of the wide field imager, Fig. 4.2.
In order to reliably observe the spectrum in CW mode, a certain balance between
the intensity of the laser and the amplitude of the microwave needs to be met. If
the laser intensity is too high, i.e. when the excitation rate is much larger than the
Rabi frequency, excitation from the ground state occurs, before the population has been
shifted from |0i to |1i and no eﬀect on the fluorescence is observed. The population
in that case is predominantly in the long-lived singlet state, since its long live time
represents the bottleneck in the system.
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4.2. Static Fields: Hyperfine Splitting
Hyperfine coupling to nuclei in the lattice is a source of (quasi-)static detunings  , which
can be probed in ODMR spectra. All measurements in this work were conducted in
diamonds with natural abundance 13C at a fraction of 1.1%. In order to be able to include
detunings due to hyperfine interaction in simulations, the spectrum was estimated from
known and predicted values and measured experimentally. Most detunings, as shown in
figure 4.3, were found to be within a band of ±5MHz and were well covered by the MW
driving strengths used in experiments, which were typically around ⌦ ⇠ 20MHz. Most
simulations and the optimal control pulses discussed in chapter 5 were in good agreement
with experimental results when only the nitrogen hyperfine splitting or detunings up to
5MHz were assumed.
Besides the nitrogen, which is always present, each NV is surrounded by a spin bath
made up of the 13C nuclear spins I = 12 . Their positions around the NV are random and
the mean separation between 13C sites is 0.8 nm. Consequently, hyperfine splitting due
to 13C is frequently encountered. The strongest coupling to carbon nuclei is found for 13C
within the first shell around the vacancy —that is, the carbon atoms directly surrounding
the vacancy —with a coupling strength of approximately 126MHz. Further hyperfine
coupling strengths have been measured and determined in ab-initio calculations [101, 53].
Equivalent lattice sites due to symmetry give rise to the same splitting. The parameters
of the hyperfine tensors for several sites [53], together with the number of equivalent sites
[101], are listed in table 4.1. Using this data, the most dominant part of the ensemble
ODMR spectrum can be reproduced, as shown in figure 4.3. The measurement was
performed at 250G in pulsed mode with a pulse duration of 600 ns which corresponds
to a Rabi frequency of 833 kHz.The median of the experimental data was taken as
baseline and the absolute deviation of the data from this baseline is shown (hence, the
ODMR spectrum is upside-down, since resonances lead to reduced fluorescence). At
this magnitude of B0, polarization1 of the nuclear spin up to 50% with continuous laser
illumination are expected [54, 53]. The amplitudes of the split-peak in the experimental
data are slightly diﬀerent (cp. inset of figure 4.3) and suggest a polarization of about
10%, but the carbon spins contributing to the spectrum are not necessarily polarized,
which leads to averaging of the peak heights. Also, due to the long dark periods during
the MW pulse, a reduced amount of polarization transfer is expected. The probabilities
of hyperfine splitting combinations of the tabulated sites were calculated and in this
1Diﬀerence of spin state populations divided by their sum.
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Nucleus site Axx Ayy Azz Az equiv. sites
15N 3.9 3.9 3.4 [3.8] 1
13C a 114.0 114.1 198.4 [147.6] 3
13C A 12.7 12.8 18.5 14.9 6
13C B 11.5 11.6 17.0 13.6 3
13C C -10.3 -10.5 -8.4 -10.0 3
13C D -6.8 -7.2 -3.8 -6.1 6
13C E 2.9 3.0 4.8 3.6 6
13C F 4.5 4.9 2.9 4.2 3
13C G 2.1 2.2 3.5 2.6 6
13C H 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.4 3
Table 4.1.: Hyperfine coupling tensors Data given in [53], obtained by ab-initio cal-
culations. The positions of the sites A – H were defined in [101]. The nitrogen
and first shell carbon have been added. The Aii give the components of the
hyperfine tensors, Az is the projection onto the NV axis, which was used for
modeling. Data in brackets were replaced by literature values to reconstruct
the spectrum (see main text).
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Figure 4.3.: Hyperfine Splitting Probabilities in Ensemble Spectrum, 1.1% 13C
This graph compares a simulated distribution of hyperfine splittings with
experimental results. The simulated data represent actual probability distri-
butions, the experimental data show the absolute deviation from the baseline
of the measurement (which turns the usual ODMR spectrum upside-down).
The experimental ODMR spectrum (green line) at low microwave power
is dominated by the central doublet due to 15N hyperfine coupling. The
main features are reconstructed by the combination of tabulated 13C hy-
perfine couplings weighted by their relative probabilities (blue bars) and
subsequent convolution with a (T ⇤2 ) 1 ⇠ 1MHz limited line (red). Satellites
due to the strongest hyperfine coupling of MHz of first-shell 13C are lost
within the standard error of the measurment (yellow). Inset: linearly scaled
experimental data.
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way the weighted contributions to the ensemble spectrum were obtained. The Given n
equivalent lattice sites, the probability to find a 13C in k of them is given by a Binomial
distribution:
P (k|n, p(13C)) =
✓
n
k
◆
pk(13C)(1  p(13C))n k.
For example, the probability to find exactly one 13C in the first shell is given by
P (1|3, p(13C)) = 3 · 0.011 · (1  0.011)2 = 2.6%.
The combined probabilities for finding a given number of 13C spins was then obtained by
multiplying the respective probabilities for each site. Based on this, the probability for
a given combination of hyperfine splittings was obtained, which resulted in a histogram
of the distribution of hyperfine interactions, shown as blue bars in figure 4.3. Only
interaction between individual carbon spins and the NV were taken into account. While
the main features are captured by the model, the discrepancy between the calculated an
the measured spectrum is attributed to further sites, which are not listed in table 4.1.
There should be several additional sites with coupling strengths on the order of MHz.
Finally, a minor fraction of contributions from combinations with many occupied sites
needed to be excluded due to the way the computation was performed, which held all
splitting values in memory for a given combination. Adding a spin 12 to the system splits
all lines which are already present into two and in this way including N spins leads to
a total of 2N values. The table includes a total of 40 sites (including multiplicity of
equivalent sites), and in this way storage of 2N 64 bit values quickly generates terabytes
of data. At the same time, a high occupation number has low probability and in this
way, it was suﬃcient to exclude combinations with probabilities of < 10 6. The shown
spectrum still includes about 95% probability mass of all possible combinations.
4.3. Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
Quantum sensors based on electrons are sensitive probes of magnetic fields, because the
phase of their state immediately reacts to changes in the external fields. Since the phase
of an electron in an eigenstate is lost during a measurement of the spin projection, a
state has to be created for which changes of the phase can be reliably determined. This
is achieved by creating an equal superposition between states by applying a ⇡/2-pulse.
As any two level system, this can be visualized using Bloch spheres, see figure 4.4. In
general, the superposition is given by | si = 1p2(|0i+ ei  |1i) The phase    acquired by
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Figure 4.4.: The Hahn echo sequence The Hahn echo serves as a blueprint for al-
ternating current, used in the sense of ‘oscillating’ or ‘varying’ (AC) field
detection. On the bottom, the basic building blocks are shown. They con-
sist of an initial laser pulse to polarize the NV. A ⇡/2-pulse prepares an
equal superposition between eigenstates, which accumulates a phase in an
external field. An AC field can be detected by applying a ⇡-pulse at the cen-
ter of the total accumulation time. When the field changes its sign during
the pulse, the following phase acquisition adds to the previously acquired
phase. A ⇡/2 pulse projects the state onto the eigenstates. Finally, the state
is detected by a laser pulse, which at the same time repolarizes the NV and
the cycle can be restarted.
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the state during a free evolution interval of duration ⌧ is given by
   =  
Z ⌧
0
 Bz(t) dt (4.1)
were only the z-component of the magnetic field plays a significant role, if the other
components are not matched to the split between eigenstates of the NV. As illustrated in
the figure, a ⇡-pulse along the x-axis takes the spin state across the equator of the Bloch
sphere. If the magnetic field changes is sign (ideally) with the ⇡-pulse, the acquired
phase doubles in the next free precession interval. The pre-projection state | pi =
Rz(  ) | si = 1p2(|0i + ei( +2  ) |1i, where Rz is a rotation about the z-axis. From this
state, a ⇡/2-pulse maps the acquired phase into the expectation value of the readout.
The probability to measure |0i upon readout is given by
| h0| ri |2 = 1
2
(1 + cos(2  )) . (4.2)
When either the interrogation time or the field strength increases, the result oscillates
between the eigenstates. Three remarks concerning this result: 1) By changing the
phase of the ⇡/2 pulse used for projection of the state, the sensitivity can be increased,
| h0| ri |2 / sin(2  )). 2) If the magnetic field stays constant during the sequence, the
phase acquired during the first evolution time is lost again during the second evolution
time. A filter has been created by the sequence and the Hahn echo is insensitive to
fields which change slowly compared to the interrogation time. 3) If the field changes its
sign simultaneously with the ⇡-pulse (when it is not in phase with the sequence), only
a partial phase acquisition is observed.
The protocol can be extended by adding more ⇡-pulses. In this way, when the total
interrogation time stays constant, the phase acquisition can be tuned to only accept
higher frequencies in a lock-in type measurement. The acquired phase can then be
expressed by an integral
   =  
Z ⌧
0
 Bz(t)g(t) dt , (4.3)
with a time-domain sensitivity function g(t). This function is, in the ideal case, switching
between +1 and  1 with every ⇡-pulse, see figure 4.5. The resulting spectral filter
functions are discussed in detail in the next section. The filter can be tuned by changing
the distance between the pulses. In this way, the sensitivity to strong components in the
spectrum, especially to low frequency f 1 noise, can be reduced. For this reason, these
types of sequences have been called dynamical decoupling (DD) sequences. A range of
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Figure 4.5.: Lock-in Detection A train of control pulses in time defines a spectral filter
function. By changing the time ⌧ between pulses, the filter can be shifted.
This enables the detection of signatures in the power spectral density.
remarkable results using DD sequences have been achieved: Coherent coupling to 13C,
implementation of NOT and CROT [102]. Coupling to bath 13C and coherent dynamics
of coupled electron and nuclear spins and spin bath [103]. Polarization of the nitrogen
nucleus and nearby 13C [54]. And coupling to weakly coupled bath 13C [104, 105, 106].
These results open the path to correlation NMR [107], (sub-)nanoscale spatial resolution
of NMR [108, 109], and applications in quantum information processing.
4.3.1. Dynamical Decoupling Filter Functions
Practically, the frequency-domain filter G(f) can be obtained with a Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) of a numerical approximation of g(t). Analytically, we can decompose g(t)
into a few building blocks:
g = ⇧T ⇥ [(IIIO⌧   IIIE⌧ ) ⇤⇧⌧ 0 ], (4.4)
as shown in figure 4.6. Here, the periodicity of g(t) is described using two Dirac combs
IIIO⌧ and III
E
⌧ , which in this work denote Dirac combs which only include terms at the odd
and even multiples of ⌧ , respectively.2 These periodic  -distributions define the center
of each sensing interval and are convolved with a step function ⇧⌧ 0 , which results in
non-vanishing sensing time (as opposed to the  -distributions within the combs). With
these building blocks, the positive and negative weights of the sensitivity function have
2The comb IIIO⌧ is identical to a standard Dirac comb III2⌧ with periodicity 2⌧ . The even comb has the
same periodicity of 2⌧ , but is shifted by ⌧ . This will result in a phase shift in the Fourier transform.
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been obtained. Usually, ⌧ 0 = ⌧ is assumed, i.e. the sign of the sensing function toggles
instantaneously, which is equivalent to ⇡-pulses of vanishing duration.3 The eﬀect of
such finite pulse durations will be discussed later. Finally, multiplication with the wide
step function ⇧T results in a finite measurement sequence with duration T = N⌧ . Note,
that the indexes in units of time imply that the functions above are considered to be in
the time domain.
This way of defining the sensing function using analytical primitives allows us to trans-
late changes which we apply to the sequence in the time domain to be easily translated
into frequency domain, when observing the general properties of the Fourier transform
and the transform pairs of ⇧T and IIIT (cf. appendix D.1). Application of the Fourier
transform to g(t) results in
G(f) = F{⇧T} ⇤[(F{IIIO⌧   IIIE⌧ })⇥ F{⇧⌧ 0}]
= T sinc(fT ) ⇤[(F{IIIO⌧ }  F{IIIE⌧ })⇥ ⌧ 0 sinc(f⌧ 0)]
= T sinc(fT ) ⇤[F{IIIO⌧ }(1  ei2⇡f⌧ )⇥ ⌧ 0 sinc(f⌧ 0)]
= T sinc(fT ) ⇤

(1  ei2⇡f⌧ )
2⌧
III(2⌧) 1 ⇥⌧ 0 sinc(f⌧ 0)
 
, (4.5)
where the time shifting property of the Fourier transform was applied and the Dirac
comb IIIE⌧ which contained only even terms was replaced with the comb III2⌧ of twice the
period, but all terms. Next, the convolution can be evaluated:
G(f) =
1X
k= 1
T sinc
✓
T (f   k
2⌧
)
◆
(1  ei⇡k)
2⌧
⌧ 0 sinc
✓
k⌧ 0
2⌧
◆
. (4.6)
Due to the properties of the  -distribution, the convolution resulted in evaluating the
terms at the frequencies k/2⌧ given by the Dirac comb III(2⌧) 1 . Notably, all terms with
even k vanish and relabeling k 7! 2k + 1 results in
G(f) =
1X
k= 1
T sinc
✓
T (f   2k + 1
2⌧
)
◆
⌧ 0
⌧
sinc
✓
(2k + 1)⌧ 0
2⌧
◆
. (4.7)
The sum now extends over the diﬀerent harmonic orders of the filter, with k 2 { 1, 0}
giving the main lobes at ±(2⌧) 1. The eﬀect of the two diﬀerent window functions ⇧T
and ⇧⌧ 0 , has become clear during this process, see bottom of figure 4.6. The Fourier
transform of ⇧T , which gives the duration of the lock-in sequence, results in a sinc
3The inter-pulse distance ⌧ sets an upper boundary for ⌧ 0, of course.
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Figure 4.6.: Fourier transform of the time-domain filter. Top: Decomposition of
g(t) into two Dirac combs III (black), convoluted with a step for the sensing
interval ⇧⌧ 0 (red), multiplied by a step ⇧T for the duration of the sequence
(orange). The distance between ⇡ pulses within the lock-in sequence is
given by ⌧ . Center : Time-domain lock-in filter onto a signal with period
2⌧ . With each ⇡-pulse, the time-domain sensitivity function results in a
periodic change of the sign of the phase acquisition during a DD sequence.
The idealized filter function created by   ⇡-pulses (⌧ 0 = ⌧ , blue) switches
signs instantaneously. Assuming that no phase is acquired during pulses
results in the orange filter (⌧ 0 < ⌧). In this example, the finite pulses take
40% of the duration of the sequence. Bottom: The real part of the Fourier
transforms of the time-domain filter function together and their envelopes,
which are the transforms of the sensing segment ⇧⌧ 0 . Even though the the
peak of the envelope is reduced there is little eﬀect on the main peak and
the third harmonic is suppressed. For sensing, usually the main lobe at ±1
is used, corresponding to k =  1, 0 in equation 4.7. The line shape at each
harmonic order of the filter is given by the transform of ⇧T .
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line shape centered at the odd harmonic frequencies (2k + 1)/2⌧ , its width given by
1/T and height given by T . As expected, increasing the interaction time for a given
lock-in frequency by increasing the number N of decoupling pulses, results in a sharper
filter and increased phase acquisition. For the finite pulses, a scenario of no phase
acquisition has been chosen here, while in reality the transition between +1 and  1
will be continuous. Such a transition can be seen as a window function applied to
⇧⌧ 0 , resulting in further modification of the frequency-domain envelope. The window
⇧⌧ which defines the individual short lock-in intervals turns into a modifier for the
amplitudes of the harmonic orders k which are picked up by the sensing sequence. Within
the assumption that there is no acquisition of a signal during a pulse, as described by
the step function ⇧⌧ 0 with ⌧ 0 < ⌧ , the relative change of the phase acquired during a
DD lock-in sequence compared to an instantaneous ⇡-pulse (i.e. ⌧ 0 = ⌧) is given by
  ⌧ 0
  ⌧
=
⌧ 0
⌧
sinc
✓
⌧ 0
2⌧
◆
/sinc
✓
1
2
◆
, (4.8)
with 0   0  1. A similar result has recently been derived and observed experimentally
[110]. In measurement schemes, where the acquired signal is directly proportional to the
acquired phase, this results in a reduced sensitivity ⌘0 /   ⌧ 0/  ⌧ .
Notably, the zero-crossings of the ideal sequence are at the even harmonics of the lock-
in frequency, while the envelope of the model finite pulses is non-zero at these frequencies.
In the case of a strong hyperfine interaction with a proximate 13C nucleus (when the
interaction strength is comparable to the Rabi frequency ⌦0), pulse errors arise and have
been shown to lead to non-vanishing signal at fourth order harmonics of the sensing
function. The exact magnitude and shape of these harmonics depends on the type of
decoupling sequence (the phase cycles used for the decoupling pulses, e.g. XY8 or XY16)
and is not described by the model used here. The eﬀects were found experimentally and
reproduced using explicit simulation of the experimental conditions [111]. A general
analysis of DD using Floquet theory, which applies to periodic Hamiltonians like the one
created by a DD sequence, has directly obtained the non-vanishing transition probability
between the eigenstates of the periodic Hamiltonian [112, 113]. These spurious signals
at the fourth order harmonics were found to be strong for the XY8 sequence, but small
for the XY16 sequence used in most of the present work. In addition, strong hyperfine
coupling in the above sense only applied to a fraction of the NVs in the ensemble. Finally,
the optimal control pulses designed for DD (chapter 5) were inherently robust against
quasi-static detuning within the duration of the pulse, such that in total, little impact
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of spurious harmonics was expected.
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Dynamical Decoupling
Magnetic resonance experiments rely on the precise control of static and dynamic fields
in order to manipulate spin systems and the interactions within the system. In a first
model, for the successful control of a spin system using dynamic fields, two conditions
need to be fulfilled and are stated here in a strict fashion, whereas practically, deviations
within certain boundaries are (luckily) permissible. The two conditions are:
1. The resonance condition,
!MW = !L, (5.1)
which means that the applied microwave frequency !MW needs to match the Lar-
mor frequency !L of the target spin.
2. The ‘control’ condition,
⌦t✓ = ✓t, (5.2)
which states that the duration of a pulse t✓ intended to create a rotation about an
angle ✓ and the Rabi frequency ⌦, with which we drive the spin, should match.1
The two conditions are not independent. As shown before (eq. 2.9), the Rabi frequency
in the presence of static detunings   = !   !L is given by ⌦ =
p
⌦20 + 
2. In this way,
the increase in Rabi frequency due to a detuning can compensate an error in the duration
t✓ of a pulse. Besides errors in the duration of the pulse, the control condition is also
subject to errors in the Rabi frequency, wich results from a deviation in the amplitude
B1 of the driving field. In this work, these errors are denoted by a scaling factor  , such
that
  =
⌦true
⌦expected
, (5.3)
1It seems that this condition is not usually stated explicitly. Rather, it is usually expected to be
fulfilled and deviations in form of pulse errors are then discussed.
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and   = 1 in the absence of errors of the driving strength. In general ⌦expected need not
be equal to ⌦0, if detunings have been taken into account in the expected behavior of
the spin. In the following, mostly pulse errors due to   will be discussed.
5.1. Pulse errors
As described before, the basic errors in implementing spin control are due to oﬀ-resonant
driving and amplitude errors. Further errors may arise, giving a spin Hamiltonian
H = DS2z    e[ B1(cos( +   )Sx + sin( +   )Sy) + (B0 + )Sz] . (5.4)
In addition to the detunings and amplitude errors   introduced above, errors    in the
MW phase result in rotation about a diﬀerent axis then was intended. Taking into
account the temporal evolution by the propagator
U = exp ( iH(t+  t)/~), (5.5)
an additional error  t in the duration of the pulse may arise. While this error results
in errors in the flip angle, like amplitude errors, there is a subtle diﬀerence. When
the duration of a pulse is too long ( t > 0), for example, the drift Hamiltonian results
in additional evolution compared to the case when the amplitude is too large (  > 1).
Another source of errors stems from hardware limitations. Due to the finite bandwidth of
the hardware, instantaneous changes in amplitude are not possible, leading to finite rise
and fall times. In addition, the finite bandwidth and resonances introduce eﬀects related
to Gibb’s phenomenon, namely overshoot followed by ringing. These pulse transients
distort the shape of microwave control amplitudes, which can be treated within the
Hamiltonian by making  ,    and   time dependent. Finally, errors may arise from
mismatch of phase and envelope of the MW. In order to perform rotations around a
well defined axis, the MW phase needs to be kept constant. At the same time, sensing
sequences like those based on DD, may require pulses to be applied at defined points
in time, which may lead to changing eﬀective amplitude of the MW, most notable for
short pulse durations.
Focusing on pulsed spin control, several routes have been taken to mitigate the eﬀects
of pulse errors or to create robust replacements, while potentially reducing the time
needed to perform spin manipulation. They include
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Figure 5.1.: Correction of pulse errors by phase cycling By changing the phase
between pulses in a DD sequence, pulse errors can be corrected for to a
certain extent. Here, the propagation in the yz-plane of the Bloch sphere
due to first three pulses in the XYXY phase cycle is shown for the case of
an error in ⇡x. The rotation beyond ⇡ by the erroneous ⇡x pulse is inverted
by the ⇡y pulse, leading to the initial state as ⇡x is applied again.
• robust decoupling sequences,
• composite pulses,
• amplitude and phase modulation,
• adiabatic pulses.
The origin of robust decoupling sequences lies within the insight, that the application
of decoupling pulses along one axis eﬀectively reduces pulse errors. This was achieved
by introducing a phase of 90  between the excitation pulse and the decoupling pulses
within the CP sequence, e.g. (⇡2 )x   ⌧2   ⇡y   ⌧   ⇡y   . . .which is now called the
CPMG sequence (for Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill) [114]. The CPMG sequence protects
the magnetization along the axis of the decoupling pulses best, while the perpendicular
component is lost to pulse errors [115]. Both components, can be preserved by the
XY-family of decoupling sequences, which have become the workhorse of DD based
magnetometry [12, 116, 117]. The basic XY sequence is XY-4, in which the phases
of the decoupling pulses alternate [XYXY ]. The underlying eﬀect of phase cycling,
the change of phase between x and y pulses, is illustrated in figure 5.1. Higher order
sequences are obtained by symmetric extensions, e.g. XY-8 [XYXY Y XY X] and XY-16
[XYXY Y XY X X¯Y¯ X¯Y¯ Y¯ X¯Y¯ X¯], where the Y represents a ⇡/2 phase shift compared
to the original phase X of the microwave and e.g. X¯ denotes another phase shift by
⇡, such that the driving field points along the  x direction in the rotating frame. The
XY-16 sequence was be used for NMR detection in this work. Based on the microwave
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pulses alone, i.e. if there were no additional terms in the Hamiltonian, the second half
of XY-16 is just the inverse of the first half, which suggests that any arbitrary error
in rotation angle should be compensated. The static parts (‘drift’) of the Hamiltonian
prevent complete error protection, as will be shown later.
Composite pulses aim at replacing a given pulse, with several other pulses which are
applied in direct succession. Similar to the case of robust decoupling sequences, where
phase cycling between the pulses leads to correction of errors, these corrections are
applied within the composite pulse. The building blocks are ⇡2 and ⇡-pulses and as such,
these pulses quickly grown in length, when larger errors need to be compensated for.
Long pulses limit the maximal frequency to which a system can be decoupled and are
expected to lead to reduced phase acquisition time and sensitivity. As an example of a
composite pulse, the Knill pulse is taken into consideration in the experiments shown
later in this work. This pulse is a composition of five individual ⇡-pulses, which have
relative phases of [⇡/6, 0, ⇡/2, 0, ⇡/6].
Improvements over composite pulses are obtained in the limit of MW amplitude and
phase modulation, when the building blocks are reduced in size until quasi-continuous
variation of the MW within a pulse is reached. With such detailed controls, pulses can
be engineered which achieve an intended operation based on the evolution of the system
during the pulse. In classical NMR, pulses based on optimal control theory (OCT) and
on the gradient ascent pulse engineering (GRAPE) algorithm in particular, have been
shown to outperform a number of composite pulses in terms of fidelity in the presence of
static oﬀsets   and errors in radio frequency (RF) amplitude [118]. Using this detailed
control, the duration of a pulse can be reduced to minimum needed to fulfill an operation
while compensating for (known) errors. Thus, an optimal control approach was taken
to engineer improved pulses and apply them in DD of the ensemble.
Finally, adiabatic pulses are able to operate on ensembles with a wide spread of de-
tunings and amplitude errors [119]. They are based on a slightly diﬀerent principle to
induce spin rotations, as they rather guide the spins than force them into movement. As
an example, adiabatic passage can used to transfer a spin system from one eigenstate
into another. Practically, the MW starts far detuned from the spin transition, equiv-
alent to a large value of e.g. + , which is equivalent to an additional magnetic field
in z-direction, as evident from the rotating wave spin Hamiltonian 2.23. The MW fre-
quency is then slowly swept across the transition towards   , which changes the angle
↵ of orientation of the rotation axis in the Bloch sphere. When seen in the reference
frame which rotates with the axis given by the combined eﬀects of   and B1, it can
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be seen that a suﬃciently slow evolution of this axis results in nutation of the state
about a small cone almost parallel to the z axis of this reference frame. In this way,
the state is slowly transferred. The chirp of the MW frequency can be adjusted and
extended to perform other operations, like in-plane rotations, as well. The success of
these transitions is governed by the adiabatic condition |⌦e↵ | ⌧ |d↵/dt|, where ⌦e↵ is
the eﬀective Rabi frequency
p
⌦20 + 
2. To realize e.g. a ⇡ rotation within 100 ns in the
presence of detunings, e.g. due to hyperfine interaction, would require ⌦0 ⇡ 10MHz.
This is slightly lower than what is achieved in the experiment, but not by much, and
considerably longer pulses would be needed to ascertain adiabatic control. Again, this
is not compatible with the needs of DD and hence the OC approach was chosen.
5.2. Gradient Setup
As a testbed to study the influence of pulse errors on dynamical decoupling sequences, a
thin wire of 20µm diameter was spanned across the diamond surface, which introduced
a large gradient in the MW amplitude on purpose, figure 5.2. In the way the geometry
was chosen, the wire was parallel to the [110] direction, in plane with [111] oriented NVs,
as sketched in figure 5.3. In the later characterization, also a diamond sample with a
[111] surface normal was used.
5.3. Optimal Pulse Engineering
The field of finding an optimal solution to the problem of bringing a system from one
state into another in the presence of constraints is OCT. The solution might be optimal
with respect to the time used or the energy expended. Usually, the problem is cast into
finding a (local) extremum of a performance functional. In the present case, the aim
is to design a pulse which approximates a target operation, e.g. a ⇡x-rotation, even
in the presence of pulse errors, while limiting the microwave amplitude and keeping
the pulse duration as short as possible. If a single pulse can be found, which satisfies
the criteria, it may serve as a robust universal replacement for the target operation
dynamical decoupling and other sequences.
Taking into account only detunings and amplitude errors of the microwave, the Hamil-
tonian governing the system is, for a given amplitude error   and detuning  ,
H = DS2z    e[ (BxSx +BySy) + (B0 + )Sz]. (5.6)
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Figure 5.2.: Gradient setup Left : MW applied to a thin wire introduces a gradient to
the control field applied to the NVs. Close to the wire, high Rabi frequen-
cies are observed, as can be determined by extracting the Rabi frequencies
at each pixel. This results in a map of Rabi frequencies (color coded).
Perpendicular to the wire, there is little deviation between the extracted
Rabi frequencies, such that profiles along the direction of the wire can be
extracted. Right : Example Rabi oscillations from single pixels along the
gradient. The trace on the top was taken closer to the wire and exhibits
the highest Rabi frequency. The eﬀect of averaging within the optical PSF
leads to a faster decay when the gradient is stronger, cp. section 6.4.2. The
data were oﬀset vertically for visibility.
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Figure 5.3.: NVs near a wire In the chose geometry, the aligned NVs are in a plane
with the wire direction. Left: For NVs directly under the wire, the field is
perpendicular to the NV axis. At a distance from the wire, the projection
changes and the field strength is reduced. Right: All NVs in a given plane
at a distance from the wire experience the same field.
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(a) Low MW power ⇡ 0.7W. (b) Medium MW power ⇡ 1.7W.
Figure 5.4.: Rabi profiles at the wire A wire of 20µm diameter produces a profile
of Rabi frequencies perpendicular to its direction. Calculated for a wire
parallel to [110] and NVs in [111] direction in a [001] diamond. (a) At low
MW power. (b) At medium MW power. Bottom shows the deviation of
the profiles compared to   = 0MHz. Shaded region: typical field of view
(FOV) for the following measurements.
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Figure 5.5.: Flow diagram of GRAPE Starting from an initial guess, the control
amplitudes are iteratively updated until a stop-criterion is met (shown here:
success). The updates of the controls are calculated from the forward and
backward propagators given by the current controls and the target unitary
(see main text).
The optimization problem lies in designing time-dependent control amplitudes Bx(t)
and By(t) (which is equivalent to modulating amplitude and phase of the microwave),
which result in a rotation which meets the criteria given above. The uncontrollable
parts of the Hamiltonian, those which couple to Sz in the present case, are referred to as
the drift. The large parameter space given by the piecewise constant controls prevents
analytical solutions to this problem. In principle, a brute-force numerical optimization
could be attempted, but several methods facilitate the search. One of them is the
GRAPE algorithm [120], which provides an elegant way to determine the search direction
(gradient) within the large parameter space of the control amplitudes and leads from a
starting guess to a locally optimal solution.
5.3.1. Pulse Shaping with GRAPE
In general, GRAPE treats k independent control fields uk with associated Hamiltonian
Hk. Here, there are two control fields: ux and uy, which define the instantaneous
amplitude of the Hamiltonians   eukSk. For each control field, there are the same
number N of step-wise constant control amplitudes uk(j), j = 1 . . . N , see left hand
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side of figure 5.5. Each step has a width  t and for each step j, a propagator Uj
can be obtained via the NV Hamiltonian, and the product Uoc = UNUN 1 . . . U1 is the
propagator for the complete optimal control pulse. The fidelity
0 <   =
|Tr(U †tUoc)|2
Tr(UtU
†
t )2
< 1 (5.7)
in comparison with the target operator Ut, e.g. U⇡x , is evaluated as a performance func-
tional for a given combination of ( i, j). The denominator normalizes the expression.
Clearly, the fidelity   is maximal when the optimal control pulse and the inverted oper-
ation of the target propagator, Ut, result in . In order to optimize for an ensemble of
  and  , the fidelities   are calculated for each possible combination and an ensemble
performance functional is obtained as the convex sum  ˜ =
P
p( ,  )  , , in which the
contributions from diﬀerent elements of the ensemble can be weighted via a probabil-
ity distribution p( ,  ) [121]. Omitting the normalization factor, equation 5.7 can be
rewritten by reordering the partial propagators Uj,
|Tr(U †tUoc)|2 = Tr(P †jXj)Tr(X†jPj), (5.8)
where Pj = U †j+1 . . . U †nU
†
t is the backward propagator and Xj = Uj . . . U1 is the forward
propagator at step j. When the control amplitude uk(j) changes slightly, its influence
on the fidelity is given by [120, 121]:
@ 
@uk(j)
=  Re[Tr(P †j i  tHkXj)Tr(X†jPj)], (5.9)
where Re indicates taking the real part. The update for control uk(j) in step n + 1 of
the iterative procedure is
un+1k (j) = u
n
k + ✏
@ ˜
@uk(j)
. (5.10)
This update is applied to all control amplitudes within each step n, which is a good
approximation of the gradient for small step sizes ✏ [120]. Within the ensemble, the
search direction of the optimization is the weighted average over the gradients obtained
with each combination ( i, j).
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5.3.2. Robust Rotations in the Ensemble
With the aim to design pulses as replacements in DD sequences, the necessary ⇡ and
a ⇡/2-pulses needed to be generated. While the pulses were designed to be robust by
themselves, they were later inserted into XY type sequences, to take advantage of the
additional error correction due to these sequences. All pulses were generated to rotate
around the x-axis, but since Sx and Sy appear only within the control fields and in an
equivalent role, equation 5.6, a phase shifted pulse can easily be generated by rotation
of ux and uy about z.
The formalism described above was implemented numerically in python. For compar-
ison to rectangular pulses, the maximal amplitude of the pulse was limited to equate
a Rabi frequency ⌦0, which was initially chosen to be ⌦0 = 20MHz as a typical Rabi
frequency used in experiments. For NMR detection (section 6.2), the maximal ampli-
tude was increased to ⌦0 = 30MHz to obtain shorter pulses. This means that the MW
power was limited to a value, which would result in a Rabi frequency of ⌦0 for an NV
on resonance, but the optimization was instructed to include also NVs driven at largely
diﬀerent Rabi frequencies by the same pulse at the same time.
The ensemble was modeled by including amplitude errors in the range  min = 0.5
to  max = 1.5, covering e.g. 10 . . . 30MHz in case of ⌦0 = 20MHz. The values of  
in between the maximum values were chosen based on the following reasoning: At a
duration N ⇥  t of the pulse, the maximal phase induced by the MW drive between two
elements in the ensemble,  i and  i+1, is
  i,i+1 = ( i+1    i)⇥ ⌦0N d,
which is the diﬀerence between the phases acquired for each of them individually. This
diﬀerence would only arise, if the control amplitudes uk were kept constant. The values
{ i} were chosen to keep this worst-case diﬀerence at a fraction of ⇡.
From the low-power ensemble ODMR, figure 4.3, the eﬀect of hyperfine detunings was
known to be mostly limited within a range of ±5MHz. In addition, the centers of the
ODMR lines across the field of view were limited within a range ±1MHz, figure 4.2.
Hence, detunings   were included in a range ±6MHz. The distance between the  j
was chosen as follows. If target operation of the pulse was, e.g. a ⇡ rotation, then the
minimal eﬀective Rabi frequency leading to this rotation is
⌦min,e↵ective = ⇡/(N  t),
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which corresponds to the power-broadened line width which can be driven at this fre-
quency. Note, that since the duration of the pulse may be longer than ⇡/( min⌦0), it
follows ⌦min,e↵ective   min⌦0. By keeping the distance between two values  i, i+1 at
a fraction of N  t⌦min,e↵ective, the phase diﬀerence acquired between them during the
duration of the pulse can be kept small.
The duration of the pulse was chosen at random. A minimal duration is given by
demanding N  t  min⌦0   ✓t, where ✓t is the target rotation angle, e.g. ⇡. The minimal
duration is unlikely to be suﬃcient when the optimization includes a large ensemble. At
first, the maximal duration was chosen to be 10✓t/⌦0, i.e. 10 times the duration that a
standard rectangular pulse would take.
For comparison with rectangular pulses, the maximal amplitude of the pulses was
limited to ⌦0 within each step of the algorithm. Alternatively, it is possible to add a
penalty term to the performance functional, which keeps the overall power of the pulse
limited. To keep the bandwidth of the pulses low in order to prevent any distortion
of the pulse shape due to limits of the hardware, a low pass filter was applied to the
controls during each step.
The pulses were intended to be used within a range of 300G to 400G, and only within
the subspace of the Hamiltonian spanned by |0i and |1i. In this way, the optimization
was performed for a two-level system using the S = 1/2 spin operators. There was no
diﬀerence in the fidelities when evaluating the unitary propagator of a a given pulse
within the full S = 1 space. The major eﬀect was, that the propagator included in a
random phase of the |+1i state, but since no population was transferred into that state,
this did not aﬀect the use of the pulses within the {|0i , |1i} subspace.
The step size ✏ was first determined empirically, later a line search was used to adjust it
dynamically. Further improvements to the numerical implementation are possible. The
ability to use the BFGS algorithm, which also takes into account the second derivative
of the fidelity, was implemented, as well. But hard limits, like the maximal amplitude,
lead to discontinuities within the optimization landscape and are not easily implemented
analytically. The speed of the basic implementation was suﬃcient and calculations for
a given pulse usually took a few minutes.
Mostly random starting guesses for the control amplitudes uk were used. In NMR OC
it is common practice to start with completely random starting guesses [118, 121], but
due to the faster switching times at EPR frequencies, hardware bandwidth limitations
and pulse transients are likely to distort such pulse shapes. For this reason, the chosen
starting guesses were random, but smoothed to a fraction of the hardware bandwidth.
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(a) Pulse shape. (b) Fidelity Map.
Figure 5.6.: An example OC pulse. Left : Shape of the pulse. The amplitude (blue,
left scale) of this pulse was limited to 20MHz. The MW is applied at
maximal amplitude throughout most of the pulse. The modulation of the
MW phase (red, right scale) results in the robustness against a wide range
of amplitude errors. This pulse is denoted pulse pulse B, more details on
all OC pulses are given in appendix B. Right : Fidelity map, showing the
fidelity of the pulse about a wide range of parameters. Input range was
  2 [0.5, 1.5],   2 [ 3MHz,+3MHz]
An additional benefit of smooth pulse shapes is, that they can be shifted in time by
interpolation, which lifts limitations by the temporal resolution of the hardware [122].
The temporal resolution of the AWG used in this work was 1 ns, such that regularly
the spacing ⌧ between pulses could only be changed by this amount. Around a lock-in
frequency of 2MHz, the diﬀerence between ⌧ = 250 ns and ⌧ = 251 ns corresponds to
a ⇠ 8 kHz step of the lock-in frequency, which is already a considerable fraction of the
typical 20 kHz line widths. The interpolation of suﬃciently smooth pulses is thus vital
for future high resolution lock-in sensing, but was not applied, yet, in this work.
Figure 5.7 (detailed below) shows the fidelities obtained for a large number of initial
guesses. Compared to other published results [118], the convergence rate to high fidelities
was low, but a number of good pulses were obtained and no further research into this
discrepancy was done. For use in experiments, the shortest pulses with an average
fidelity  ˜ > 0.99 were used. Descriptions of the OC pulses used in this work are given in
appendix B. The pulse shown in figure 5.6 is a typical example of a good result. Within
the shortest pulses, the amplitude is maximal for almost the whole duration of the pulse,
while an almost symmetric modulation of the phase is applied. There are sections within
the pulse, were the phase is steady. The phase diﬀerences between these sections are
close to ⇡ or ⇡/2. This suggests that there is an intra-pulse modulation similar to a
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symmetric composite pulse or decoupling sequence, but with more detailed control.
For the OC ⇡/2 pulses, the range of amplitude errors   was chosen larger than that
of the ⇡ pulses to ensure that the excitation pulse prepared a homogeneous state. The
durations of the ⇡/2 pulses was turned out to be longer than that of the ⇡-pulses for a
given fidelity. This is partly attributed to the wider coverage of errors, but it appears
that the transfer into a well defined phase perpendicular to the initial magnetization in
the presence of amplitude scaling is generally diﬃcult to achieve [118].
To explore the properties of the OC pulses2, two scenarios of the ensemble were eval-
uated. One included the scaling of the pulse duration when the range of amplitude
errors was increased, the other examined the energy per pulse when the maximal drive
amplitudes were varied.
The first run of optimizations was performed to examine the interplay between the
range of the amplitude errors and the minimal duration needed to arrive at a target
fidelity. The results are shown in figure 5.7, where the pulse error, expressed as 1   ˜ is
shown over the duration of the pulse. Each symbol in the plot represents one optimized
pulse and the best (shorter duration for a given error) are highlighted by solid lines.
The range of amplitude errors was increased for each set of pulses. For the first three
sets, the range was extended in both directions, i.e. from   2 [0.5, 1.5] to   2 [0.3, 1.7].
Afterwards, only the upper boundary was increased. Lowering the lower boundary of
the range is most costly, since the minimal error for the same pulse durations increases
(dark blue to light blue solid line). The low driving strengths around  min⌦0 presumably
need to compete with the drift due to the static part of the Hamiltonian. Increasing the
upper end of the range of amplitude errors afterwards, did not further increase the pulse
durations notably. Presumably, the pulse shapes continued to implement the XY-cycle
intra-pulse, but this was not examined further.
The second run of optimizations was performed to examine whether OC pulses can
be utilized to perform an operation while reducing the MW energy deposited into the
sample. Such pulses may be of interest in low-temperature applications to the amount
of heating in a cryostat or in biological applications, where heating of the subject needs
to be minimized. Since power is given by the square of the amplitude and the duration
of a pulse only increases linearly with the amplitude, reducing the amplitude in a rect-
angular pulse reduces the amount of MW energy deposited into the sample. This set
of optimizations aimed at exploring whether reduction of energy is also possible while
compensating for pulse errors. The energy of a pulse was calculated as the integrated
2At least of those which were obtained with the described implementation of GRAPE.
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Figure 5.7.: A GRAPE study: error over duration. Each symbol represents one
OC pulse. The abscissa gives the pulse duration, while the ordinate gives
the error 1   ˜. The best pulses are linked by solid lines. From blue to red,
the range of amplitude errors   in the ensemble is increased. Decreasing
the lower boundary is expensive and increasing pulse durations are needed
to reduce the error, as shown by the dark blue to cyan lines. The lower
boundary was not decreased below  min = 0.3, but the ranges to higher b
were extended further. Increasing only the upper boundary did not notably
increase the optimal pulse duration (cyan to red lines).
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(a) Energy over error. (b) Error over duration.
Figure 5.8.: A GRAPE study: energy over error. The Each symbol represents one
OC pulse. The pulses covered an ensemble   2 [0.5, 1.5] and   2 ±3MHz.
(a) The abscissa gives the pulse error 1    ˜, the ordinate the energy per
pulse. Lower error is to the left, the best pulses are towards the lower left
corner. Lower maximal driving strengths are able to produce the same error
levels (compare along vertical lines) while depositing less energy. (b) The
duration of the pulses increases slightly worse than linearly with reduced
amplitude.
square amplitude of the pulse,  t
P
j(ux(j)
2+uy(j)2). The graph on the left in figure 5.8
shows the results. In order to achieve the same error, e.g. 1%, the pulses with the lowest
maximal amplitude (darker colors) deposit less energy into the system. The duration of
the pulses with lower amplitude, shown on the right in figure 5.8, do not increase by far
more than linearly with reducing the pulse amplitude within the amplitudes examined
here. Reducing the highest MW amplitude of ⌦0 = 80MHz by half to ⌦0 = 40MHz
the pulse durations double, for further reductions of amplitude, the increase in duration
is higher. Hence, low power optimal control pulses may serve as valuable replacements
when heating of the sample needs to be restricted.
5.4. Characterization of the Optimal Control Pulses
From the diﬀerent starting guesses, those with smooth random pulse shape performed
best. Out of those, the shortest pulses which had a mean fidelity  ˜ > 0.99 were applied
in measurements. The performance in multipulse decoupling sequences was compared
between diﬀerent implementations of ⇡-rotations; standard rectangular pulses, OC pulses
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Figure 5.9.: Dynamical decoupling traces using rectangular and optimal con-
trol pulses Results from XY16-160 DD sequences. Values from equivalent
pixels with similar   have been averaged and the average decays are dis-
played. Rectangular pulses result in notable contrast around   = 1, only.
OC pulses expand the visibility across a much wider range of  . Measured
using sample A.
and the composite Knill pulse. In every comparison, the same OC ⇡/2-pulses were used
to ensure that diﬀerences were due to pulses in the decoupling sequences and not due to
the state preparation and projection. A minor eﬀect of the OC ⇡/2 pulses was observed,
but it influenced the decoupling results in an identical way. In all the measurements
shown in this section, a reference Rabi frequency of 20MHz was used. This means that
the rectangular pulse had a duration of 25 ns, the Knill pulse had a duration of 5⇥25 ns
and the optimal control pulse was limited to 20MHz amplitude in the optimization.
As a first step in the comparison, the contrast of the decay curves obtained with
rectangular and OC pulses was averaged along equivalent distances from the wire, and
in this way an average curve for each value of   was obtained. The result is a 3D dataset,
with the x-axis given by ⌧ , the y-axis given by   and the z-axis given by the measured
contrast for this combination of parameters. An intensity-coded representation of this
data is shown in figure 5.9. Rectangular pulses lead to successful decoupling around
  = 1, as expected, while the optimal control pulses decouple across a much wider  
range. Decoherence happens on similar time scales. Slight timing diﬀerences reveal
hyperfine coupling at diﬀerent times, resulting in phase acquisition and intermediate
lighter columns in the two graphs. A comparsion of individual decay curves is shown in
figure 5.10
To compare the experimental result with theory, the average traces were turned into
a profile for each type of pulse and number of decoupling pulses, as described in the fol-
lowing. Comparison by applying non-linear regression with a model decay did not yield
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N = 320
N = 32
N
Figure 5.10.: Examples of DD tracesWithin the area, where all pulses decouple well,
the decoupled decay curves match, dark rows in figure 5.9. Shown here
is the normalized contrast over the total lock in time N⌧ for two diﬀerent
total numbers of pulses. Prominent modulations of the decay in the case of
N = 32 are due to lock-in into harmonics of Larmor frequency of the 13C
spin bath. For the higher number of pulses, the filter is shifted to higher
frequencies at the same value of ⌧ and no modulation is observed. Several
individual dips in the coherence result from additional hyperfine coupling
to individual, but equivalent in the ensemble, 13C spins. Due to timing
diﬀerences, these may diﬀer between the three curves.
stable results. In the regime where dynamical decoupling fails, little signal-to-noise is
left in the acquired data and the results extracted by least square fitting routines be-
come volatile. In addition, the measured decay curves change qualitatively depending
on whether the decoupling succeeded or not. When the decoupling is not aﬀected by
pulse errors, an exponential decay is observed, with signatures (dips) due to the 15N
nucleus and the 13C spin bath [123, 124]. Outside of the region where decoupling works
reliably, each combination of inhomogeneities would require individual treatment. The
integral over the data along ⌧ was chosen as a common metric to compare these diﬀerent
situations. More details are given in appendix E, the basic idea is described here. Even-
tually the NVs will undergo decoherence for long interpulse distances ⌧ , when the filter
functions main peak shifts towards lower frequencies. The coherence may be monotoni-
cally decreasing or exhibit modulations with an overall decaying envelope. Any revival
of the signal within a decoupling trace marks remaining coherence in the system and
any remaining coherence may serve as a resource. Assuming that the resulting decay
is exponential with initial amplitude A and lifetime T , integrating from a time t0   0
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yields:
I =
Z 1
t0
A exp( ⌧/T ) +   d⌧ (5.11)
= AT exp( t0/T ) +
Z 1
t0
  d⌧ (5.12)
= AT exp( t0/T ). (5.13)
The integral I entails a noise term  , which we assume to be independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) around zero and its integral vanishes. For discretely sampled data,
the integral is replaced by an appropriate discrete method like the trapezoidal rule,
Simpson’s rule. For simplicity, a Riemann-type sum over the data points yk can be used:
S =
NX
k=1
yk k (5.14)
where  k is the ‘bin size’ of the kth data point.
Proceeding with the integral formulation, if t0 = 0, the integral evaluates to I0 = AT.
If the SNR of initial amplitude A is suﬃciently large, T can be extracted with little error.
Corrections due to deviations of the envelope from mono-exponential can be included,
cf. appendix E. Thus, as an indicator of usable coherence, the integrals over recorded
traces and the results of corresponding simulations were used to compare the decoupling
eﬃcacy of the diﬀerent pulses across the values of   in the gradient. Figure 5.11 shows
example profiles extracted from two samples and simulations. The results shown on
the left side of the figure were obtained with sample B, contained  -doped NVs with
long coherence times, nearly 200µs in Hahn echo measurements, but with a too low NV
density to employ it for further measurements in the wide field setup.3 Measurements
were performed with The graphs show the numerical integral over the data, as given by
the Riemann sum S, eq. 5.14. For comparison, data and simulation were scaled to 1, but
it should be noted, that the experimental results were in agreement with each other at the
maximum around   = 1, even without rescaling. Because sample B was a [111] oriented
diamond sample, the gradient easily covered a wider range than the target   2 [0.5, 1.5].
Within the design range, the data and simulation agreed well, including the oscillating
behavior of the OC pulse. The OC pulse shoulder of slightly more strongly towards
  = 1.5. In the simulation and to some extend in the data, at   = 1 all three types of
3More detailed properties of the samples are described in appendix A.
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Figure 5.11.: Dynamical decoupling eﬃcacy profiles Ability of diﬀerent types of
pulses to decouple across the gradient. The pulses include a rectangular
pulse (rect), an OC pulse and for sample B only, a Knill pulse. Top:
experimental data, bottom: simulations. Left: XY8-80 Measurements with
sample B, a [111] diamond sample with  -doping and simulation. The OC
pulse was pulse A. Right: XY16-160 measurements with implanted NVs
in sample A and simulations. The OC pulse was pulse B.
pulses result in an identical curvature at the maximum, which hints at a limiting eﬀect by
the ⇡/2 pulses. Indeed, replacing the ⇡/2 OC pulses with ideal  -pulses in the simulation
resulted in a flat top response. The corresponding data have been included in the graph
as a faint dashed line. This observation underlines the importance of optimizing the ⇡/2
as well as the ⇡-pulses, to achieve the best performance. Outside of the design range
several features of the experiment are reproduce by the simulation. Most notably, the
inversion of the contrast at   = 3 is observed in simulation and experiment for both,
the rectangular and Knill pulse. The performance of the Knill pulse and the rectangular
pulse were similar, also for other sequences and pulse numbers which are not shown here,
the Knill pulse resulting in a more ‘flat-top’ behavior around   = 1. The decoupling
range for both pulses was about   = 1± 20%.
The second sample, sample A, was implanted at higher densities and as a result had a
much lower Hahn-echo T2 of about 10µs. But enhancing T2 by decoupling still enabled
to use this sample for NMR detection later. Because it was a [100] oriented sample, the
range of the gradient was smaller. OC pulse B was used in these measurements and
simulations. Simulation and experiment agree on the overall range and shape of the
profile, but the experimental results are notably more rounded oﬀ at the edges of the
decoupling range.
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Figure 5.12.: Range of   covered in DD sequences As the number of pulses applied
in a XY16 sequence increased, the range of amplitude errors  , over which
decoupling was eﬀective, decreased notably for rectangular pulses (blue tri-
angles) and slightly for Knill pulses (green dots). The range covered by OC
pulses (pulse B, orange squares) did not decrease up to 640 applied pulses
(note that the profile deteriorated notably for 640 OC pulses, which did not
aﬀect the FWHM). The shaded areas represent the results of simulations.
Using the data from this sample and OC pulse, the scaling behavior with the number
of pulses was examined in a range of measurements, with up to a total of 640 applied
pulses. For each measurement and simulation the sum profiles were extracted and the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the profiles was extracted, as indicated by the
dotted line at S = 0.5 on the left hand side plots in figure 5.11. The results in figure
5.12 shows that the range of amplitude errors covered by rectangular pulses decreases
almost exponentially (note the logarithmic scale of the x-axis), and to a lesser extend
for the Knill pulses. Within the maximal number of OC DD pulses applied here, there
was no notable decrease in the FWHM of the sum profiles. At 640 pulses, the shape
of the profile for the OC pulses showed a qualitative change, though. For values of
  > 1, the profile deteriorated, but the FWHM did not decrease, yet. Since there was
no intention to use as many decoupling pulses in later measurements, this did not pose a
problem. Notably, at a duraction of pulse B is 122 ns, just shy of the 5⇥ 25 ns duration
of the Knill pulse. Nonetheless, the range of amplitude errors covered by the OC pulse
is substantially larger.
Overall, these characterization of the pulses provided confidence that the designed OC
pulses could be used reliably as drop-in replacements for rectangular pulses in decoupling
sequences. No unexpected artifacts had been observed in decoupling measurements with
OC pulses and, in part due to the larger-than-expected  -coverage of the OC pulses, the
range in amplitude errors which could be covered was increased from about a factor of 1.5
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(decoupling within   = 0.8 . . . 1.2 with rectangular pulses) to 3.4 (within   = 0.5 . . . 1.7
with OC pulses). Also, the increased modulation bandwidth in OC allowed to create a
pulse with about the same duration as the robust composite Knill pulse, but tailored to
the specific ensemble considered here, with greatly improved range of error suppression.
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Induction based NMR depends on suﬃcient spin polarization, which is achieved by high
magnetic field strengths and possibly low temperatures. When the size of the system
decreases, statistical polarization becomes dominant and can be detected. This eﬀect
can be used for spin resonance on small ensembles and is explained in the first of the next
sections. The sensing schemes which are now applied to detect this polarization usually
rely on a train of control pulses. In ensemble measurements, inhomogeneous static
and control fields reduce the fraction of spins which can be reliably controlled. The
section on optimal control pulses describes, how homogeneous control can be regained.
Provided with these capabilities, section 6.2 demonstrates magnetic resonance imaging
within a strongly inhomogeneous control field. Finally, the last section explores how
inhomogeneities can be turned into a resource to improve the spatial resolution beyond
the diﬀraction limit.
6.1. Mesoscale spin systems
Induction based NMR and MRI draw their signal from the polarization of the bulk or
within the imaging voxels, respectively. This polarization is predominantly achieved
by Boltzmann (thermal) polarization of the spins in strong magnetic fields. When the
size of the target system decreases, the phenomenon of statistical polarization, which is
independent of temperature, starts to outweigh the Boltzmann polarization. Statistical
polarization was described by Bloch in 1946 [125], and has been observed in macroscopic
NMR at cryogenic temperatures (in order to use a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) for its detection) [126], on small ensembles using magnetic resonance
force microscopy (MRFM) [127], and in a range of recent NV based NMR publications
[12, 128, 129, 130, 70, 131].
Application of a point-like sensor to detect an ensemble of spins in the mesoscopic
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Figure 6.1.: Mesoscale NMR modalities (a) Transverse statistical polarization cre-
ates an AC field with random phase, which can be detected by noise spec-
troscopy. (b) Inversion of the longitudinal (statistical) polarization in syn-
chrony with an AC detection sequence leads to (statistical) phase acquisi-
tion. (c) Longitudinal polarization can be turned into coherent transverse
polarization with the help of a ⇡/2-pulse on the target spins.
regime capitalizes on the instantaneous statistical polarization within such a volume.
Currently, three ways have been determined to detect this polarization, as illustrated in
figure 6.1:
1. Statistical polarization arises in the phase of the xy-components of the spins, which
undergo Larmor precession and lasts for a duration of the coherence time T ⇤2 of
the ensemble spins. The projection of these perpendicular components onto the
NV z-axis lead to a detectable AC field [12].
2. The longitudinal polarization, either statistical or thermal, can be inverted by a ⇡-
pulse on the ensemble spins. Application of the pulse during a decoupling sequence
(e.g. simultaneously with the NV ⇡-pulse during a Hahn-echo sequence) leads to
a detectable AC field [128].
3. The longitudinal statistical polarization can be turned into coherent transverse
magnetization by a ⇡/2-pulse. This magnetization then performs Larmor preces-
sion, which can be detected like in the first case, but additionally has a known
initial phase [117, 132].
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The latter two schemes may also be used to detect the macroscopic Boltzmann-polarization
in larger volumes.
Given a transverse magnetization of the spin ensemble, its coupling to the xy-components
of an NV quickly vanishes on the time scale of the mismatch in the Larmor frequencies.
The projection on the z-axis of the NV, on the other hand, oscillates with the Larmor
frequency of the nuclear spins, in the range of kHz to MHz with the background fields
used in this work. This frequency range is accessible with spectral filtering created by
DD of the NV.
As explained in section 4.3, the phase    acquired during a DD sequence (in com-
parison to the absence of the signal) is given by    =  e
R T
0 Bz(t)g(t) dt. The final state
before projection can be written as | pi = 1/
p
2(|0i + ei   |1i), and the expectation
value upon readout is r = h r|S2z | ri = 12 + 12 cos(  ). When detecting an AC field
with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) phase, the phase    acquired in
each measurement is stochastically distributed around h  i = 0. The distribution of ac-
quired phase angles can be assumed to be normally distributed for uncorrelated sources
[133] and as such, the statistically averaged expectation value is given by
E[r] =
1
2
+
1
2
Z 1
 1
N (  |0,  ) cos(  ) d(  ) (6.1)
=
1
2
+
1
2
exp(  
2
2
) , (6.2)
i.e. a stochastic distribution of phases leads to exponential decoherence at a rate deter-
mined by the variance of the distribution. The variance of the phase can be expressed
in terms of the spectral density of the spin noise and the filter generated by the DD
[12, 131],
h(  )2i   h  i2 = h(  )2i =
⌧
 2e
Z T
0
Z T
0
Bz(t)g(t)Bz(t
0)g(t0) dt dt0
 
(6.3)
=  2e
Z 1
 1
SB(f)|g(f)|2 df. (6.4)
The shape of the filter function |g(f)|2 has been determined in section 4.3.1. In order
to determine the phase variance acquired by a sensing NV, the spectral density of the
signal created by the nuclear spins needs to be determined. This will be shown in the
following, but in anticipation of the reult, first the result of evaluating equation 6.2 with
the variance given by equation 6.4 is shown here. The phase noise induced by the spin
bath leads to a decay of the contrast observed in the normalized data (cf. 3.4.1), and
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the remaining contrast is given by
C(⌧, d, N) ⇡ exp
✓
  2
⇡2
 2eB
2
rms(d)K(N⌧)
◆
, (6.5)
Brms(d) is the root-mean-square magnetic field created by the spins and strongly de-
pends on the NV depth d below the diamond surface. Expressions for B2rms for diﬀerent
geometrical distributions of the target spins are given at the end of this section. For an
infinitely extended layer of spins on top the diamond surface, B2rms / d 3. The function
K(N⌧) depends on the relativ widths of the filter created by the lock-in sequence and the
intrinsic line width of the signal created by the spins. When the filter is much broader
than the line width of the spin noise, i.e. for a large coherence time T ⇤2,n of the spins,
the filter is given by expression 4.7, where only the orders k = -1, 0 need to be retained
(cp. figure 4.6). When the life time of the spins is short, the broadened Lorentzian line
width needs to be convoluted with the filter [131].
The experimental results will often be discussed in terms of the remaining contrast
C(⌧), equation 6.5, which can be interpreted as a measure of remaining coherence in
presence of noise. The ‘on-resonance’ contrast is the value of Cres(⌧) = C(1/(2fL))
obtained when the lock-in sequence is on resonance with the center of the target spin
precession frequencies. The exponential of the d 3 distance dependence of the root
mean square (RMS) magnetic field created by the spins leads to a drastic change of the
remaining on-resonance contrast Cres with the depth of a given NV. This is shown in
figure 6.2, where the remaining contrast is plotted for diﬀerent numbers of decoupling
pulses.
In the following, the spectral density of the spin noise is derived. The instantaneous
nuclear magnetic field is the sum of the fields due to the individual nuclear dipoles (cf.
section 2.3):
Bn =
X
i
µ0
4⇡
 n
r3i
(3ei(Iiei)  Ii), (6.6)
where the distance between a given nuclear spin and the NV is ri = |ri| with unit vector
ei = ri/r, cp. figure 6.3. Retaining only the terms which couple to the NV z-component,
Bz =
X
i
Ai(3ei,xei,zIx + 3ei,yei,zIy + (3ei,zei,z   1)Iz). (6.7)
The factor Ai(ri) = (µ0 n)/(4⇡r3i ) describes the distance-dependent coupling strength
between a given spin species and the NV. The spectral density SB(f) = h|Bz(f)|2i needs
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Figure 6.2.: Remaining on-resonance contrast in 19F NMR The decoherence of
an NV at a given depth d when locked onto the Larmor frequency of the
nuclear spins results in reduced normalized contrast upon readout. The
strong dependence of Cres on depth leads to a narrow range of depths which
can be discriminated for a given number of pulses.
to be calculated, which can be obtained from the autocorrelation of Bz, via the Wiener-
Khinchin theorem (cf. appendix D). Within the autocorrelation (Bz(t) ⇤ Bz(t0)), terms
I↵I  + I I↵ with ↵ 6=   cancel, since these anticommutators vanish.
In the limit of high temperature, mutually uncorrelated spins I = 1/2 and when the
filter function created on the NV does not have a DC component [131], the relevant
contributions to the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation are
F(Bz(t) ⇤Bz(t0)) = 9
8
( (f   fL) +  (f + fL))
X
i
A2i (ri)e
2
i,z(1  e2i,z)| {z }
 
, (6.8)
where the spins precess at the Larmor frequency fL and, for now, infinite nuclear coher-
ence time is assumed as expressed by the  -distributions. When the distance between
the NV and the spin ensemble is significantly larger than the distance between spins,
the sum   can be replaced by an integral over a homogeneous spin density. It can be
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Figure 6.3.: Coordinate systems The NV is oriented at an angle ↵ against the surface
normal, B0 is parallel to the NV and sets the quantization axis for the target
spins. For integration over the spin density, cartesian coordinates (r0x, r0y, r0z)
in the laboratory frame are used. Polar coordinates added for reference.
written as
  =
X
i
A2i (ri)e
2
i,z(1  e2i,z) (6.9)
⇡ ⇢
✓
µ0~ n
4⇡
◆2 Z
V
e2z(r)(1  e2z(r))
r6
dV (6.10)
= ⇢
✓
µ0~ n
4⇡
◆2
 ˜ (6.11)
where the integral runs over the volume occupied by the spins, and the dependence of
the z-projection of the unit vector on the spatial coordinates was explicitly included
into the expression. To determine the spectral density for a given distribution of spins
reduces to evaluating the integral  ˜ in equation 6.10. In the experimental geometry,
the spins either occupy a practically infinite half-volume on the NV surface, a finite
layer, or a thin  -layer on the surface (in the last case, the integral covers the diamond
surface). An appropriate coordinate system for a given distribution can be chosen, here
the integrals are expressed in cartesian coordinates, as sketched in figure 6.3. Without
aﬀecting the result of the integration within the geometries mentioned above, the NV
can be assumed to lie within the x0z0-plane of the laboratory frame, at a distance d below
the diamond surface. When the angle of the NV with respect to the surface normal is
↵, the z-projection of the unit vector is
ez = (sin(↵), 0, cos(↵)) · (r0x, r0y, r0x)T/r .
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For the case of the infinitely extended volume  ˜ evaluates to:
 ˜1 =
Z 1
 1
dx0
Z 1
 1
dy0
Z 1
d
dz0
e2z(r
0)(1  e2z(r0))
r6
(6.12)
=
⇡(8  3 sin4(↵)
288 d3
. (6.13)
The case of spins distributed within a layer with finite thickness  d = d2 d1 is obtained
as ( ˜1(d1)   ˜1(d2)):
 ˜finite =
(d32   d31)⇡(8  3 sin4(↵))
288 d31d
3
2
. (6.14)
Finally, in case of the thin  -layer, no integration over z is performed:
 ˜  =
Z 1
 1
dx0
Z 1
 1
dy0
e2z(r
0)(1  e2z(r0))
r6
(6.15)
=
⇡(8  3 sin4(↵))
96 d4
, (6.16)
given d 6= 0. Maximal interaction is obtained for ↵ = 0, which is the case for [111] NVs in
[111] oriented diamonds. The samples used for NMR detection in this work, on the other
hand, had a surface normal along [001], with the same angle ↵ = ⇥m = arccos(1/
p
3)
for all NV orientations.
At this point, the eﬀective magnetic field strength of the nuclear field may be intro-
duced. Because of Parseval’s theorem, B2rms :=
R |Bz(t)|2dt ⌘ R |Bz(f)|2df, such that
the contribution within a given band to the spectral density (the contribution of the
precessing spins at their Larmor frequency) can be expressed in terms of the eﬀective
amplitude Brms. The spectral density is given by
S(f) =
B2rms
2
( (f   fL) +  (f + fL)) , (6.17)
where the factor 1/2 is due to the distribution of the power onto the negative and
positive frequencies in a two-sided power spectrum. By comparison with equation 6.8,
in the present case
B2rms =
9
4
  . (6.18)
As mentioned above, the NVs used in NMR measurements were tilted by ⇥m agains the
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surface normal. In this case, (8  3 sin4(⇥m)) = 20/3, and B2rms evaluates to
B2rms,⇥m,1 = ⇢
✓
µ0~ n
4⇡
◆2 5⇡
96 d3
, (6.19a)
B2rms,⇥m,finite = ⇢
✓
µ0~ n
4⇡
◆2 5⇡(d32   d31)
96 d31d
3
2
, (6.19b)
B2rms,⇥m,  = ⇢
✓
µ0~ n
4⇡
◆2 5⇡
32 d4
. (6.19c)
A comparison of the geometric factor   for NVs in a {100} oriented sample and NVs
perpendicular to the surface in a {111} oriented sample shows that BRMS increases by
about 20% in the latter case, see table 6.1.
surface orientation NV orientation relative BRMS
111 111 1.0
111 all others 0.7
{100} any 0.83
Table 6.1.: Spin noise sensitivity for diﬀerent diamond/NV orientations. The
eﬀective magnetic field BRMS in the mesoscopic spin sensing regime depends
on the orientation of the NV within the diamond.
6.2. Diﬀraction limited magnetic resonance imaging
The first NMR measurements using optimal control pulses were performed on a homo-
geneous sample. A solution of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) AF 16001 [134] dissolved
at a concentration of 7wt% in perfluordecalin was spin coated onto the diamond surface
to give a micrometer thick layer of material containing fluorine nuclear spins. XY16
sequences with a range of pulse numbers were applied over a range of magnetic field
strengths. Clear responses were recorded at the expected fluorine (19F) and hydrogen
(1H) Larmor frequencies (figure 6.4a) and shifted according to the literature values of
their nuclear g-factors (figure 6.4b). These an all following measurements were performed
with sample A and used OC pulse C and pulse D with a reference Rabi frequency of
30MHz.
1Poly[4,5-difluoro-2,2-bis(trifluoromethyl)-1,3-dioxole-co-tetrafluoroethylene], purchased at Sigma-
Aldrich
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19F 1H
(a) Full frame ensemble NMR data. (b) Zeeman shifts of proton and fluorine.
Figure 6.4.: Full frame NMR results. (a) DD lock-in detection of fluorine and pro-
tons. Coherence transfer to the bath results in reduced readout contrast,
when the interpulse distance of dynamical decoupling sequence matches the
nuclear Larmor frequency of the target. XY16-160 at 374,G, measured with
OC pulse A. (b) Nuclear Zeeman shifts across a range of magnetic fields.
Dots and triangles show experimental results, the solid lines represent litera-
ture values of the respective nuclear g-factors.. Error bars are below symbol
size.
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Figure 6.5.: Sketch: Patterned CaF2 Thin layers of CaF2 were patterned on the di-
amond surface. Left : The patches had a lateral size of 5⇥ 5µm2. At first,
patches of 70 nm height (filled squares) were deposited. In later measure-
ments a second grid with approximately 1.3 nm thick patches was added.
Right : After the deposition of two grids, three distinct conditions were en-
countered. Across the whole diamond surface, proton and fluorine could be
detected, attributed to surface spins (see main text). In addition, depending
on its height, the deposited material added to the spins within the sensing
volume of the NV (red arcs)
.
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Using optimal control pulses tailored to the system, homogeneous control over the
NV ensemble has been established. With these improvements, we can turn to one
of the key applications of the wide field ensemble sensor, parallel magnetic resonance
imaging. To demonstrate the abilities of the current sensor in high sensitivity sensing
and imaging, a thin film containing fluorine (19F) nuclei was patterned on the diamond
surface, by deposition of CaF2 using electron-beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD).
In a first iteration of the measurement, a grid of CaF2 patches was created by using a
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) mesh as a mask2. In this way, distinct areas
in which fluorine (19F) was in vicinity of the NVs were created, as sketched in figure
6.5. By applying DD measurements, the NMR signal due to the Larmor precession was
detected beneath the patches of the grid. In figure 6.6, the average frames for several
lock-in frequencies are shown, as the filter created by the DD measurements is swept
across the 19F Larmor frequency (⇠ 1.63MHz at 406G). Precisely, the frames shown in
the figure are the normalized data from ’measurement’ and a ’control’ sequences, which
only diﬀer in the final projection of the measurement result onto either the |0i or |1i
spin state, as described in section 3.4.1. Even without further processing, the patches
became visible around at the expected frequency. A single exposure of the camera
included 50’000 repetitions of the measurement sequence, comprised of the combined
polarize/read out laser pulse and the lock-in sequence. The raw measurement time for
a single exposure was 1.35 seconds (2.7 seconds to obtain one normalized frame). The
frames shown in figure 6.6 were averaged from 50 individual normalized frames, but in
principle the pattern was clearly visible within a few frames. Considerable overhead was
posed by the time to transfer the measurement sequences to the AWG and loading them
into its memory. By obtaining several exposures of the camera after loading a given
sequence, acquiring a series of frames like in figure 6.6 took about 20 minutes.
As sketched in figure 6.5, an additional signal became visible only after the first
experiments using the homogeneous PTFE AF coating. After these measurements, a
small signal at the 19F Larmor frequency apperad across the whole diamond and not
only at the applied patches. Its magnitude was less than half of that by the 1.2 nm CaF2
patches, such that it did not aﬀect the previous measurements qualitatively, and it was
attributed to remaining PTFE material which could not be removed by further washing
with perfluordecalin or acid boiling. In order to prevent damage of the shallow NV
ensemble, no further attempt was made to remove it using more aggressive means like
(soft) plasma treatment. The signal did not qualitatively aﬀect the results, but posed
2Usually these meshes serve as specimen support in TEM
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wire
1.645 MHz 1.634 MHz 1.632 MHz 1.613 MHz 1.603 MHz
10 µm
flock
Figure 6.6.: Normalized data at single ⌧ / flock values. Normalized frames recorded
with XY16-160 at 406G for five diﬀerent inter-pulse spacings within the
DD detection sequence. The eﬀect of spin noise detection was visible in
the remaining contrast C(⌧) without further processing. While the lock-in
frequency (given below each frame) was swept across the Larmor frequency
of 19F (⇠ 1.63MHz), NV decoherence due to phase noise created by the
fluorine nuclear spins lead to reduced contrast upon readout (the pattern is
most visible in the third frame shown here). Only one CaF2 grid of 70 nm
thickness was deposited in this case.
a problem in quantitative analysis as described along the reconstruction of NV depths,
section 6.3.
To demonstrate the eﬀect of using optimal control pulses, a comparison of MRI with
regular and OC pulses is shown in figure 6.7, which clearly illustrates the expansion of
the active sensor area. For these images, the signal at each pixel was traced along a
set of frames like those in figure 6.6, such that for each pixel a trace like the one in
figure 6.4a was obtained. The images show the remaining contrast at the 19F Larmor
frequency after decoherence due to the fluorine spin noise. Even though the integration
times for both of the frames in figure 6.7 were similar, it appears that the frame taken
with OC pulses shows less artifacts within the area in which the rectangular pulses work.
A similar observation was made in other frames which are not shown here, as well. While
this aspect was not examined further, it may be due to a resilience of the OC pulses
to noise of the microwave amplitude for frequencies larger than the inverse duration of
a pulse. For the OC pulses a slight change in MW amplitude between pulses has little
eﬀect, since they were designed to work across a broad range of amplitudes. In case
of the rectangular pulses, such fluctuations may have a more pronounced eﬀect on the
trajectory of the spin within a DD sequence.
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Figure 6.7.: MRI: Comparison between rectangular and OC pulses Left: Re-
maining contrast at resonance Cres using standard rectangular pulses. Right:
Using optimal control pulses.
In later measurements, a variation of the pattern was created by two EBPVD steps,
again using the TEM grid as a mask. First, the mask was applied at a 45  angle
and about 70 nm of CaF2 were deposited. Afterwards, the grid by about 45  between
depositions, two checkerboard-like grids of CaF2 with diﬀerent heights were created, as
sketched in figure 6.5. Based on the calculations of Brms and the corresponding NMR
signal, one height was chosen to be 70 nm to give the full NMR signal, while the second
height was chosen around 2 nm to produce about 50% of the full signal. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) measurements3 after the deposition showed that the actual height of
the second grid was only 1.20(5) nm. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the full frame imaging
result and details, respectively. Note that the extracted values of Brms are eﬀective
values based on the average response of the NVs within a diﬀraction limited spot, due
to the non-linear dependence of the eﬀective magnetic field strength on the NV depth,
knowledge about the the distribution of NV depths is crucial for reliable quantitative
analysis. A path to determine the NV depths within ensemble measurements is described
in section 6.3.
By comparison of the MRI and AFM results, figure 6.9, the narrow sensitivity volume
of the the shallow NVs becomes strikingly clear. In the central panel, the thickness of
CaF2 increases from left to right (orange data, left ordinate). The major increase of the
NMR signal (blue, right ordinate) is obtained within the small step around y = 7.5µm
3Using a commercial AFM, Veeco Instruments
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(b) CaF2 height measured by AFM.
Figure 6.8.: Comparison of MRI and AFM results (a) Patches of CaF2 with heights
of 1.2 nm and 70 nm are clearly detected. They diﬀer only slightly in signal
strength, highlighting the highly nonlinear sensitivity of near-surface NVs
to their proximate spin environment. The extracted Brms values assume a
narrow distribution of NV depths. The area within the red frames was used
to extract the profiles shown in figure 6.9. (b) AFM measurements of the
same area. Even though the height has been clipped at 15 nm, the thin
CaF2 patches are barely visible. Diagonal stripes in the AFM result from
surface polishing by the manufacturer.
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Figure 6.9.: Close-up of NMR signal and AFM height. Details of the areas indi-
cated in figure 6.8. Left: AFM data showing a 70 nm CaF2 patch on top. In
the center, the overlapped 1.2 nm patch is visible. To create a profile from
the indicated area, a rectangular median filter of size 1⇥1µm2 was applied.
While this eﬀectively removed the polishing grooves, it did preserve the hor-
izontal edges between the terraces of diﬀerent height CaF2. Right: NMR
signal in the same area. Center: Mean profiles extracted from the indicated
areas. The small step onto the thin CaF2 layer around y ⇡ 26.5µm (AFM
data, orange) has a height of only about 1.2 nm, but results in a significant
increase of Brms (blue data). The step onto the high CaF2 layer (y = 30µm)
is out of the range of the AFM scale, but only contributes little to Brms
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from no CaF2 to a layer of 1.20(5) nm in height. The remaining step onto the 70 nm
patch close to y = 5µm, even though a factor of ⇠ 60 larger, only contributes a small
additional fraction to the eﬀective magnetic field strength. Based on the bulk density
of fluorine in CaF2 of 4.9 ⇥ 1028m 3, the number of spins within the detection volume
below the 1.2 nm thin layer is
⇡ ⇥ 8.6 nm2 ⇥ 1.2 nm⇥ 4.9⇥ 1028m 3 ⇡ 14000 ,
where the lateral expansion of the sensing volume has been assumed to be on the order
of the NV depth [135], which was determined experimentally as described in the next
section. Within a statistically polarized ensemble, this corresponds to the moment of
less than 120 nuclear spins. At the SNR observed in the measurements, it is expected
that a layer of about 0.5 nm might be suﬃcient for detection.
6.3. Reconstruction of the Distribution of NV depths
For a quantitive analysis of the MRI measurements, a method to extract the distributions
of NV depths is required. As described in section 2.8 on the creation of NVs, the
distribution of depths is only known approximately for the diﬀerent creation techniques.
The strong dependence of the NMR signal on the NV depth is currently the most
accurate way to determine the depth of single NVs, with errors on the order of angstroms
[136, 131], as far as the DD NMR model, section 6.1, is concerned. Estimates based on
measurements that do not vary the number of pulses are only accurate when applied to
single NVs, since the average signal when several sensors are involved occludes their true
depths. First, considering a single NV, the dependence of the relative contrast C on the
depth of the sensor defines a bandwidth in terms of depths which can be unambiguously
identified, which is visualized in figure 6.10. Within an ensemble, the average contrast
averaged over the the individual NVs is given by
C 0N =
Z 1
0
Pd(d)CN(d) dd , (6.20)
where Pd(d) is the probability of an NV to be a depth d below the diamond surface,
and CN(d) is the relative contrast for an NV at depth d, where the role of the number
of pulses N is stressed by adding it as a subscript. In this case, in order to separate
the NMR signal and the distribution of depths, the data acquisition needs to become
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Figure 6.10.: Measurement of the depth of a singleNV When single NVs can be
interrogated, a direct mapping between the observed remaining contrast
and the depth is possible, as sketched in the central plot. The uncertainty
of the measured relative contrast is translated into an uncertainty of the
depths (here, using a linear approximation locally for simplicity). Using
the derivative of a given contrast curve (e.g. the dotted orange line for
N = 64), the depths for which the sequence is most sensitive is around the
maximum. In addition, the width of the peak of the derivative illustrates
the range of depths which are covered by the sequence.
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Figure 6.11.: Reconstruction of the depths NV ensembles Left : By combination of
DD sequences with diﬀerent numbers of pulses, their individual bandwidths
can be combined and the diﬀerence in observed contrast can be attributed
to the additional eﬀect on deeper NVs (shaded area / red solid line). Right :
In addition, the ensemble line shape contributes additional information
about the distribution of depths.
more extensive and further measurements with a variation of the number of pulses and
a combined analysis is necessary in order to extract the distribution of NVs. The basic
reasoning of reconstructing the NV depth, as illustrated in figure 6.11, is as follows: If in
a measurement with e.g. N = 32 no significant decoherence dip is observed, the majority
of NV depths d must be larger than about 10 nm, as given by the sensitivity range of the
single measurement. If a decoherence dip becomes visible forN = 128, the corresponding
NVs must be distributed between about 10 and 20 nm, which is the additional range of
depths covered by the longer sequence compared to what was covered with 32 pulses.
The average contrast C 0N , eq. 6.20, is a monotonically decreasing function of the number
of decoupling pulses (corresponding to the duration of the lock-in), as given by equation
6.5. The diﬀerence  C 0 = C 0A   C 0B obtained from two pulse sequences with A and B
decoupling pulses, is given by
 C 0 =
Z 1
0
P (d)[CA(d)  CB(d)] dd . (6.21)
By combining the data of many measurements with increasing number of pulses, a set of
equations, based on the relative changes between the results from the diﬀerent sequences,
is obtained. With a suﬃcient number of measurements, the parameters of a model of
the distribution of NVs can be determined, but also a parameter free approach, similar
to a kernel density estimation, could be used. So far, only the on-resonance contrast
has been considered, but in addition, the lineshape of the coherence dip depends on the
distribution of depths, as well. This is illustrated on the right of figure 6.11. In this
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example, the average line shapes of a very shallow and a slightly deeper NV are shown.
For the shallow NV, complete decoherence is already observed for lock-in frequencies
slightly oﬀ the nuclear Larmor frequency, while the deeper NV exhibits a narrow line.
The average line observed for both together is broadened on the top, with the tip of the
narrow line ‘sticking out’. If it were known beforehand that two NVs contribute to this
line, their depths could already be estimated.
Using the data from MRI measurements like the ones shown in the previous section,
a preliminary reconstruction of the distribution of NV depths for the NVs implanted at
2.5 keV was obtained. To this end, NMR data from MRI measurements for each of the
three conditions depicted in figure 6.5 was collected, i.e. average data from areas covered
by 70 nm and 1.2 nm of CaF2, as well as uncovered areas. The signal was composed of
the fluorine signal from CaF2, the ubiquitous hydrogen signal and the signal attributed
to surface fluorine on which no further information was available. In particular, it was
uncertain whether the fluorine and hydrogen layers were separate or mixed and in case
of separate layer which was their order. With a known distribution of NV depths, an
attempt could have been made to answer these questions. For the current purpose,
the following model was used: Both, the sources of the surface hydrogen (1H) signal
and unknown 19F signals were modeled as finite layers directly on the diamond surface,
i.e. as mixed layers, leaving their thicknesses as separate parameters to be determined
during reconstruction. Assuming remnant PTFE AF material, it was expected that
the 19F layer would be the thicker one, and the deposited CaF2 layer, their thicknesses
taken from the AFM data, were placed on top of the surface fluorine layer, i.e. with an
additional standoﬀ from the diamond surface given by the thickness of the surface layer.
Also, the density of nuclei within the two surface layers was left as a free parameter. The
signal from the layers was combined to give a total Brms, which is additive for diﬀerent
sources, cp. equation 6.8. The distribution of NV depths was based on three simulated
profiles as given by CTRIM for an implantation energy of 2.5 keV with angles of 0 , 3 ,
and 7  of the implantation beam against the surface normal, respectively (cp. figure
2.13, left). Since these profiles showed distinct features, the reconstruction consisted
of finding the relative weights of these three profiles to produce a likely profile at an
intermediate implantation angle. In addition, the profile was modified by a cos2 shaped
step for small depths, in order to take into account that very close to the surface no
stable NVs may form. So far, about 2 nm is the lowest reported depth of single NVs
[136]. In total, the optimization was to determine the thicknesses of and densities in the
surface layers, as well as the T ⇤2 of 1H and 19F, where the latter was assumed to be the
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same within the surface layer and the CaF2 patches for simplicity.
The following values were extracted from a least-squares fit to a collection of XY16-N
data with N = 16, 32, 128, 160, and 256 decoupling pulses:
• The relative weights of the 0 , 3 , and 7  profiles were 0.7(3), 0.3(3) and 0.0(3),
respectively.
• The thickness fo the 1H surface layer was found to be 1.5(4) nm, with T ⇤2,1H =
33(6)µs and a spin density of 6.1⇥ 1028m 3.
• The thickness fo the 19F surface layer was found to be 4.0(2) nm, with T ⇤2,1F =
18(2)µs and a spin density of 1.7⇥ 1028m 3.
The reconstructed distribution of NV depths had its mode at 8.6 nm with a standard
deviation of 2.2 nm, in agreement with statistics on single NVs for the same implantation
energy [131]. The depletion zone at the surface was found to extend down to 4.0(1) nm,
and the rise to full yield with the cos2 shape was found to take place within another
2.6(2) nm. With these parameters, the calculated NMR features for N = 32 are slightly
lacking contrast compared to the experimental results, Fig. 6.12. This observation
suggests that the true NV density between about 3 to 6 nm was slightly higher than
in the reconstruction, since these depths contribute mostly to the contrast for N = 32,
cp. Fig. 6.11. A more flexible model may be able to attribute for this discrepancy.
The other extracted parameters also represent reasonable values. For example the T ⇤2
of fluorine in on the order of the value expected from dipolar coupling between next
neighbor spins at the density of CaF2. The slightly higher value for hydrogen may arise
from a larger mobility and motional averaging, e.g. of water molecules on the surface
compared to the long PTFE polymer chains. Since the width of the filter created by a
DD sequence is about (N⌧) 1, the spectral resolution of the sequence with 160 pulses is
about 19 kHz, which is less than the inverse coherence times of the sample spins, and the
observed line widths are limited by the solid state sample. Within the context of these
values, the reconstructed depth profile as given by the extracted parameters is shown in
figure 6.12.
Once the probability distribution of NV depths Pd(d) is known, it can be used for
quantitative analysis and the distribution of coherence contrast Pc(c) can be obtained
by a change of variables. Only retaining the relevant relations, the contrast loss due
to the nuclear spin noise can be rewritten as c = exp( Md 3), with inverse d(c) =
3
p M/ ln(c), where M = M(N, ⌧, ⇢,!L,  n, T ⇤2,n) includes all influences but NV depth,
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Figure 6.12.: Reconstructed ensemble depth distribution Left : The shaded area
represents the reconstructed distribution of NV depths, based on the three
CTRIM profiles for diﬀerent implantation angles shown in light colors.
An additional cos2 onset at low depths resulted in complete removal of
unchanneled nitrogen depths, leaving only the channeled part. Right : A
subset of the data used to extract the depth distribution and additional
parameters of the system (see main text). The data are taken from an
area below a 70 nm thick patch of CaF2. The modeled curves share the
same parameters, extracted from a larger set of data. For N = 32 the full
contrast of the decoherence dips is not captured well, indicating that the
true distribution of NV depths should have more probability mass at lower
depths than the reconstructed profile shown here.
and obtain
Pc(c) =
Pd(d(c))M
3c( M/ ln(c))2/3 ln(c)2 , (6.22)
which we can evaluate in the open inverval
c 2 (lim
d!0
c = 0, lim
d!1
c = 1).
Using this expression, the expected contrast for a given distribution of NV depths can
be determined.
After demonstrating the high sensitivity of the shallow NV centers to nanoscale thick-
nesses of thin films, exceeding that of the commercial AFM, the following section deals
with the question, whether a lateral improvement of the resolution can be obtained by
exploiting the inhomogeneity of the microwave amplitude.
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6.4. Enhanced Spatial Resolution by Rabi Modulation
The previous section showed, how homogenous control over the NV ensemble could be
regained in an arrangement which resulted in strongly inhomogeneous control. This
inhomogeneity, on the other hand, can also be exploited to extract additional infor-
mation from the system. Here, it will be used to introduce an alternative scheme for
the NV readout, which can be used with the majority of measurement sequences to
improve the spatial resolution beyond the diﬀraction limit. Wide field superresolution
techniques commonly rely on spatial and temporal modulation of the emitter fluores-
cence. In structured illumination a spatially modulated illumination pattern is applied
and adjusted between frames. Stochastic methods like photo-activated localization mi-
croscopy and stochastic optical reconstruction microsocpy (PALM/STORM) exploit the
temporal blinking of emitters and records frames of sparse distributions of active emit-
ters. For single emitters, the reversible saturable optical linear fluorescence transitions
(RESOLFT) family of techniques applies the spatial modulation within the diﬀraction
limited spot and creates the image by scanning over the sample. All these techniques
are applicable to NVs, either by photophysical manipulation using charge state switch-
ing or stimulated emission or by modulation of the brightness via manipulation of the
spin state. Present superresolution applications are focused on reconstruction of the
positions of the emitters, whereas the ODMR magnetic sensing capabilities of NVs can
be combined with superresolution imaging to extract information beyond the coordi-
nates of the sample [37, 137]. Here an approach is presented which promises encoding
the measurement result of almost arbitrary measurements using NVss into a spatially
modulated signal for superresolution imaging.
The basic principle of the scheme is simple: Instead of projection the result of a mea-
surement into one of the eigenstates of the NV, i. e. using a ⇡/2 pulse, a Rabi sequence is
appended at the end of the measurement, as illustrated in figure 6.13. The pre-projection
state | ip is subjected to rotation about an appropriate axis n  for diﬀerent durations
⌧R of continuous MW driving. Within a gradient, the diﬀerent Rabi frequencies of NVs
at diﬀerent control field strengths allow separation of the signals within the frequency
domain. In the following, this modified readout will be referred to as Rabi Readout
(RR).
Explicitly, if the final state after a given measurement is | ip = (|0i+ei( +⇡/2) |1i)/
p
2
on the equator of the Bloch sphere, a MW field can be applied to rotate the state around x
towards |0i or |1i, depending on the phase of the MW. Then, denoting these two options
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Figure 6.13.: Principle of the Rabi Readout (RR) By replacing the usual projection
of the result of a measurement by a pulse of variable length, the result of
a measurement is modulated by the Rabi frequency at the position of the
NV. Within a gradient of Rabi frequencies, this corresponds to a mapping
of the result to the position within the gradient. The principle can be
applied to an ensemble of NVs in which spectral analysis of the measured
signal enables discrimination of the signal from NVs at diﬀerent positions.
as A and B,
P0,A =
1
2
(1 + cos( ) sin(⌦⌧R)) and P0,B =
1
2
(1  cos( ) sin(⌦⌧R)),
i.e. the phase is encoded into the amplitude of the resulting Rabi oscillation. Depending
on the duration of the MW irradiation, the normalized contrast oscillates like
m( , ⌧R) / P0,A   P0,B / cos  sin(⌦⌧R) .
Choosing ⌧R = t⇡/2 = 1/(4⌦), results in the maximal contrast by projecting onto the
eigenstates, as usual (within the gradient, this is only true for the slice in which the
control condition 5.2 is met.).
When the signal being sensed is phase locked with the DD lock-in sequence, the phase
  is not random, as in the case of the phase noise spectroscopy. This allows for a
modification of the RR scheme, in which first a ⇡/2 rotation about one axis is applied,
followed directly by driving along a perpendicular axis. In that case, the acquired phase
is not mapped into the amplitude of the oscillation, but into its phase and there is no
loss of contrast of the resulting Rabi oscillations.
In the following, it will be shown, how the modified readout can be used to encode
spatial information into the reading of the NVs.
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6.4.1. Revisiting Rabi Profiles
In the previous sections, the gradient of the drive field was treated as a nuisance and
recorded experimentally. In order to examine how the gradient can be used as a tool to
encode spatial information, a closer look at the expected shape is taken in the following.
Appendix F, gives a short derivation of the field created by the wire. When the geometry
is the same as in the previous sections, i.e. the observed NVs are in xz-planes parallel
to the wire, the components parallel and perpendicular to an NV at a lateral distance y
from the wire are
Bk(y) =
µ0I
2
p
2⇡
· y
(r2w + y
2)
, (6.23)
B?(y) =
µ0I
2
p
2⇡
·
p
2r2w + y
2
(r2w + y
2)
, (6.24)
where I is the peak current and rw is the distance of the center of the wire from the
diamond surface. At the current frequencies and distances, retarded components of the
field are of order O(10 3) and are neglected.
The B1 term in the microwave Hamiltonian can be replaced by B?, which results in
the following expression for the Rabi frequency at distance y from the wire:
⌦(y) =
q
⌦20(y) + 
2 (6.25)
=
p
( B?(y)/2)2 + 2 (6.26)
=
s
µ20I
2 2
32⇡2
· 2 + (
y
rw
)2
r2w(1 + (
y
rw
)2)2
+ 2 (6.27)
To use the gradient for improved spatial resolution, there needs to be a suﬃcient
diﬀerence  ⌦ = ⌦(y0  R/2) ⌦(y0 +R/2) in Rabi frequency for two points separated
by a small distance R at some position y0, such that R⌧ rw and R⌧ y0. The aim is to
make this diﬀerence large enough to resolve it spectrally when R becomes smaller than
the diﬀraction limit. In this way the spatial resolution becomes linked to the spectral
resolution of the Rabi frequencies. After a series expansion of  ⌦ around R = 0,
the terms of O(R2) are at most 1% of the leading term for the current experimental
parameters. The leading linear term R · @⌦/@y evaluated at y0 is retained:
 ⌦(y0, R) ⇡   y0(3r
2
w + y
2
0)C
2
(r2w + y
2
0)
3
q
 2 + C
2(2r2w+y
2
0)
(r2w+y
2
0)
2
·R +O(R2), (6.28)
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Figure 6.14.: Diﬀerence in Rabi frequency at given NV distances Left:  ⌦ for
two spots separated by R in the direction perpendicular to the wire, cal-
culated for moderate MW power. The value of ⌦0 within the underlying
gradient ranges from about 70 to 5MHz. At the maximum, y ⇡ 6µm
and ⌦0 ⇡ 56MHz. Note that both, R and the peak current I, go linearly
into the expression describing these profiles. Right:  ⌦ for R = 0.2µm
and diﬀerent values for the detuning   of the microwave. No degrading
influence by detunings is expected.
with constant C = µ0I /(4
p
2⇡). Both, R and the peak current I, go linearly into
 ⌦. By increasing the current, the diﬀerence in Rabi frequency between two NVs can
be increased, even though the gradient of the magnetic field does not change in shape.
Figure 6.14 shows how the Rabi frequency diﬀers for two NVs separated by R along the
y-directon, i.e. perpendicular to the wire at moderate MW powers.
Next, we need to determine the spectral resolution which we can achieve in Rabi
measurements in order to translate it into a spatial resolution. Finally, note that the
detuning of the microwave   from perfect resonance has only a small eﬀect on the Rabi
frequency and hence  ⌦, as shown on the right hand side of 6.14. Alternatively, one can
ask which spatial resolution R we may expect for a given spectral resolution  ⌦, which
is simply given by dividing Equation 6.28 by @⌦/@y. In Figure 6.15 the expected spatial
resolution in dependence on the distance from the wire and the spectral resolution is
shown. At the maximal slope of the microwave gradient, we expect to observe a spatial
resolution better than the diﬀraction limit as soon as  ⌦ . 3MHz. Finally, can turn
around the problem once more. In those areas where the slope is low we can translate
our spatial resolution, be it diﬀraction limited or improved beyond that limit by some
other means, into spectral resolution, since small changes in the Rabi frequency are
spread across NV centers which we can easily be distinguished by their position.
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Figure 6.15.: Expected spatial resolution R for a given combination of distance y from
the wire and spectral resolution  ⌦ in the Rabi frequencies. Maximal
spatial resolution is obtained in the area shaded with light colors. Within
the dark blue and white areas we do not obtain an improvement beyond
diﬀraction limited imaging.
6.4.2. Average Rabi Frequency within the PSF
The idea to apply Rabi modulations to increase spatial resolution and sense static fields
has been explored before and sub-nanometer resolution has been predicted under ideal
conditions [138, 139]. In these treatments, as well as in other combined ODMR and
superresolution demonstrations [37, 137], the number of NVs within the observed area
was limited, typically not more than two.
Within a diﬀraction limited spot, the signal is an average over all neighboring NVs.
In the following, the PSF is approximated by a binormal distribution. Assuming a con-
tinuous, homogeneous distribution of NVs, the integral over a sinusoidal Rabi oscillation
within the gradient is given by:
SPSF =
Z +1
 1
Z +1
 1
dxdy
1
2⇡ 2PSF
exp

 1
2
✓
x2 + y2
 2PSF
◆ 
cos ((⌦0 + ay)t) (6.29)
= exp

 a
2 2PSFt
2
2
 
cos(⌦0t). (6.30)
Here, a is the linear term in the expansion of the gradient, @y⌦ ⇡ a + O(2) and
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Figure 6.16.: Spread of the Rabi signal across pixels The contributions of NVs
around a central pixel to the amplitude spectrum at the pixel are evalu-
ated. Left: A central pixel (striped in red/orange) collects photons from
an area defined by the PSF. Within the gradient, the pixels with higher
Rabi frequencies (blue) contribute to the high frequency side of the spec-
trum (graph on the right). Those with lower Rabi frequencies than the
central pixel (green) contribute to the lower frequency side. The row of
pixels with the same Rabi frequency (orange) add to the signal at the cen-
tral Rabi frequency (here, 40MHz). The signal from only the central pixel
alone is shown as well (dashed red line).
⌦0 is the Rabi frequency at the center of the PSF. Despite averaging over a range of
Rabi frequencies, the result is an oscillation at the central Rabi frequency, damped by a
Gaussian decay. The decay time is given by
p
2/( a), which poses an upper boundary
of how long the oscillation can be observed. In the frequency domain, the spectral width
is then given by  f = a . If there is an additional intrinsic exponential decay of the
Rabi oscillations with decay constant T , the overall signal is
SPSF = exp

 
✓
t
T
+
1
2
(@y⌦0)
2 2t2
◆ 
cos(⌦0t), (6.31)
and it depends on the relative magnitude of the intrinsic lifetime and the averaging eﬀect
in the PSF which overall shape is observed in the decay. In general, the envelope of the
Rabi oscillations may be of more complex shape, depending on the driving strength
compared to the fluctuation rates within the spin bath surrounding each NV [140].
For two observation spots separated by   in space, the diﬀerence in Rabi frequency
will be a , identical to the width of the respective Rabi spectra. Hence, for two spots
with a distance smaller than  , the line widths of the spectra will overlap notably, since
the diﬀerence between the center frequencies is reduced, while the respective line widths
stay constant. This overlap of the spectra seems to be a severe limitation, but unlike
e.g. in the case of the Rayleigh criterion in a regular image, the spectra are recorded in
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diﬀerent channels (diﬀerent pixels in case of the acquisition with a camera). Each pixel
along the gradient records a slightly shifted spectrum and the position of each of these
spectra can be determined on its own. The centers of each spectrum, and with them the
gradient, can be recovered with high accuracy, cf. figure 6.18.
The next step is to extract the amount of signal attributed to a pixel (or line of pixels,
with the gradient perpendicular to the line). For a given pixel of interest, the signal is the
sum of signal contributed by NVs located within the area of the pixel and those located
in surrounding pixels, weighted by the PSF. Due to linearity of the Fourier transform,
the transformed signal in the frequency domain is then the sum over the spectra of
the individual contributions. When the amplitude spectrum (the absolute value of the
complex Fourier coeﬃcients) is formed from this spectrum, there is no gain in spatial
resolution, since these amplitudes are weighted by the PSF just like the untransformed
data. An improvement in spatial discrimination is obtained by comparing the power
spectra of the RR traces, in which the contributions are approximately weighted by the
square of the PSF, leading to a faster drop over distance. Care needs to be taken to
appropriately normalize the power spectra used for consideration, and the best way of
normalization may depend on the experimental conditions. From the known gradient,
the expected band of Rabi frequencies at each pixel can be determined. The best results
in the dense ensemble used in simulations below, were obtained by extracting the relative
power within the band attributed to a pixel, as detailed in the next section.
6.4.3. Rabi Readout: Simulation
A RR experiment was simulated using realistic parameters, but with an increased density
of NVs of 150µm 2. In the simulation, NVs were placed randomly on an area 3⇥3µm2.
To simulate the edge of a CaF2 patch, a Gaussian dip corresponding to a relative contrast
of Cres,on = 0.6 was added to the traces in the lower half of the frame to model the eﬀect
of the NMR dip, resulting in a horizontal edge of CaF2. A small dip of amplitude
Cres,o↵ = 0.05 was also added to the other half of the frame to allow the fit in the later
analysis to converge smoothly. The decay of the Rabi oscillations was modeled to be
exponential with decay rate   ⇡ 1.7MHz. For each measurement step, the diﬀraction
limited emission pattern was calculated from a Gaussian approximation to the PSF and a
variate of photon counts was drawn, adding shot noise to the data. A background photon
rate was added at a ratio 1 : 1 with NV photons. This high amount of background is
typically observed for NV ensembles at medium density. The width of the PSF was set
to the experimental value of  PSF = 165 nm. The pixel size was chosen to correspond
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Figure 6.17.: Simulation of the Rabi Readout: data Left : Diﬀraction limited image
of the NV distribution overlaid with NV positions (red crosses). Center :
Simulated data from one pixel for flock = 1.5MHz, corresponding to the
simulated Larmor frequency. On CaF2 (blue) and oﬀ CaF2 (orange). The
data were acquired at unevenly spaced durations ⌧R of the Rabi pulse.
Right : Contrast at ⌧R ⇡ (4⌦) 1, which corresponds to the usual readout
with a ⇡/2 pulse.
to 80 nm, half of the size in the experiment, in order to observe the results at higher
detail (the PSF limited the resolution). Experimentally, frames may be supersampled
to this pixel size during correction of drift. The gradient was taken to be linear and set
to 5MHz/µm, with a Rabi frequency of ⌦0 = 50MHz at the center of the frame.
Application of Rabi Readout to DD NMR resulted in a four-dimensional dataset (flock,
⌧R, y, x). The last two dimensions are the frame dimension of the image taken at each
combination of the first two parameters. The first parameter is the lock-in frequency,
whith which the magnetic spectrum is scanned. The second parameter is the duration
of the microwave pulse, which turns the result of the NMR sequence into an oscillation,
the amplitude given by the measurement result. Example data are shown in figure 6.17
The data in simulation were sampled at unevenly spaced times in order to take ad-
vantage of compressed sensing of the sparse4 Rabi signal [141]. For unevenly sampled
data, the standard fast Fourier transform (FFT) is not applicable. An alternative is
the Lomb-Scargle (LS) periodogram [142, 143], which is equivalent to a least squares
sinusoidal fit to a signal for an appropriately chosen discrete range of probe frequencies.
It is also equivalent to the FFT in case of evenly spaced data. The LS spectrum can
be normalized in diﬀerent ways. All normalizations depend on two values extracted at
each probe frequency,  2(f) and  2ref(f), which are the sum of least square deviations
4In the case of a continuous distribution of NVs, the frequency bands within each oscillation are con-
tinuous. In the discrete case, only a finite number of spectral components needs to be reconstructed.
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Figure 6.18.: Simulation of the RR: intermediate steps Left : Lomb-Scargle spectra
extracted at six pixels along the gradient. Between the third (green) and
fourth (red) pixel, occurs the transition to the area with stronger NMR sig-
nal. The contribution of signal from the third pixel is still visible (arrow)
but is filtered by a narrow frequency filter (shaded). Center : Color-coded
average LS spectra along the gradient. Right : The filter of the simulated
lock-in sequences is shifted across the fluorine Larmor frequency. The lock-
in sequences are followed by Rabi readout and the relative power within
the frequency band associated with a pixel is extracted (see left). A de-
coherence dip similar to the regular noise spectroscopy signal is extracted
and allows to extract an eﬀective on-resonance contrast of the signal.
for the sinusoidal model and the sum of least squares of the data itself5, respectively.
 2(f) is minimal when the probe frequency matches the dominant frequency within the
spectrum. A strong weight on the relative contribution of the signal at a given pixel is
obtained by the normalization by the model  2, for which the periodogram is given by:
Pmodel(f) =
 2ref(f)   2(f)
 2(f)
. (6.32)
When the Rabi amplitude within a pixel at the edge of a CaF2 patch of interest is
reduced due to the NMR coherence dip, the NVs which are not below the patch are
unaﬀected and still contribute an unchanged amount of amplitude at their frequency
band. The minimum of  2(f) then shifts away from the frequency attributed to the
pixel of interest.
In the analysis of the data, at each pixel and for each flock, the LS spectrum was
obtained along the dimension of ⌧R. Each pixel was assigned an expected Rabi frequency,
according to the gradient, together with a band awpx, where a was the linear term of
the gradient and wpx the width of a pixel. The LS spectra for each flock where then
5This corresponds to a reference model which assumes that the signal is constantly zero.
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Figure 6.19.: Simulation of the Rabi readout: result Left : Eﬀective on-resonance
contrast in Rabi Readout NMR. A sharp step was extracted between ar-
eas without NMR signal (upper half, bright) to areas with NMR signal
(lower half, dark). The NMR measurement result, was modulated by Rabi
oscillations prior to readout and spectrally filtered. Center : Analysis of
the same data, but without explicit spectral filtering. The transition be-
tween the two areas is smooth. Right : Example data for the filtered case
(orange) and unfiltered case (blue). Fits to the shape of the step reveal ef-
fective standard deviations for the PSF of 40, nm and 144 nm, respectively.
The unfiltered analysis faithfully reproduces the simulated NMR coherence
dips, whereas the filtered signal requires additional interpretation.
numerically integrated over the assigned band of frequencies, which resulted in a new
data set, (flock, Prel, y, x), giving a value of relative contribution of the power Prel for
each lock-in frequency and pixel. Since the signal originating from NVs within a pixel is
spread within an area given by the PSF and neighboring pixels along the gradient have
shifted spectra, the spectra from pixels within an area of 5 ⇥ 5 pixels were averaged.
This improves the weight of the spectrum of the pixel of interest, but also includes
signal from the pixels in the same row, perpendicular to the gradient, cf. figure 6.16. If
two-dimensional improvement of the resolution is required, e.g. with a second gradient
structure, the width of the averaging window could be reduced perpendicular to the
gradient, to not include as much signal from the same line of pixels.
Finally, a Gaussian fit was applied to to the NMR dip encoded in (flock, Prel) at each
pixel. The relative amplitude of this dip corresponds to an on-resonance contrast C 0res,
which is not equivalent to the true on-resonance contrast Cres but needs corrections
including the relative contributions from the diﬀerent emitters around the pixel, and
the power scale of the periodogram. Figure 6.19 shows the results of the analysis. The
map of NMR signal obtained by the RR method is compared to a fit of the data, which
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included the oscillation along the ⌧R dimension of the data, instead of pre-filtering the
spectrum. As can be seen, the edge between the lower half of the map, which carries the
NMR signal (dark), to the upper half without NMR signal (light) has notably sharpened.
This is quantified by analyzing the profiles of the signal for the two cases on the right of
the figure. The convolution of a sharp step with a Gaussian PSF leads to a shape which
can be expressed by the error function:
C(y) = C0 +
 C
2
Erfc
✓
yp
2  PSF
◆
, (6.33)
where  C is the change of the signal across the step and C0 is an oﬀset. Fitting the
data with this expresstion, returned eﬀective widths of the point spread functions of
 PSF,RR = 40(10) nm for the RR result obtained after filtering the power spectra, and
 PSF,direct = 144(3) nm without filtering the power spectra. Thus, with the frequency
filtered data in a gradient of 5MHz/µm, an improvement of the resolution of a factor 4
was obtained. A slight improvement from the optical  PSF = 165 nm was also obtained
without filtering, which is attributed to the weak contribution of far-oﬀ pixels, which
is filtered by the least-squares fit to the RR oscillations. A repetition of the simulation
and analysis without a gradient yielded  PSF = 170(2) nm, in accordance with the input
value. Hence, by including the inhomogeneity present within the controls of the system
in the analysis, additional information has been extracted, allowing for a more precise
localization of the edge within the fluorine sample.
To determine the expected resolution across a range of parameters, two simulations
were used. The first, whose results are shown on top of Fig. 6.20, generated decay curves
of Rabi data with intrinsic decay   according to eq. (6.31). The simulated data were
then fit to determine the deviation between the actual center of line from the fit center of
line. The diﬀerence between these two values was translated to a spatial shift within the
assumed slope of the gradient | ⌦|. According to this simulation improvements in spatial
resolution are possible up to broad lines of width   = 4MHz, given suﬃciently strong
gradients. The best resolution on the order of 10 nm is predicted to be only achievable
with narrow intrinsic lines. But even with narrow lines, the resolutions becomes worse
within strong gradients. This is attributed to the broadening of the line in the PSF as
in eq. (6.29), such that for a given SNR, the estimate of the center of line becomes less
accurate.
The next simulation was conducted in analogy to the full RR simulation, extracting
the eﬀective step width   at a simulated edge of a material layer, as described in the
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Figure 6.20.: Simulation of the Rabi Readout: expected resolution Two sets of
simulations were used to estimate the spatial resolution obtainable with
RR. Left Accuracy of fitting the center of line across a range of gradient
slopes | ⌦| and intrinsic line widths  , translated into spatial resolution
R in the gradient. Right Step width   at an edge in the NMR signal with
and without RR across a range of gradient slopes | ⌦|.
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beginning of this section. It included a range of gradient slopes | ⌦| and at a lowered
density of 100µm 2 NVs. The decay of the Rabi oscillations was modeled as a stretched
exponential / exp( ⌧T 1)b, with T = 0.15µs and b = 0.45, typical values observed
in experiments. Note, that the rate 1/T in these simulations is not comparable to
that in the above simulations due to the diﬀerent shape of the decay. According to
these simulations, the main improvement in resolution is achieved up to a slope of
4MHz/µm. The resolution achieved at 5MHz/µm is slightly worse than described
above, which may be due to the reduced NV density and diﬀerent shape of the decay.
At | ⌦| = 1.5MHz, the resolution was predicted to be     100 nm, in agreement with
the experimental results described below. Again, the slight reduction of   in the direct
analysis is attributed to a filtering eﬀect by the applied least-squares fit.
6.4.4. Rabi Readout: Experiment
The experimental data acquisition went along the lines described for the simulation. In a
first experimental demonstration of the method, the filter of a XY16-256 sequence using
OC pulses was scanned across the fluorine Larmor frequency, followed by a constant
uniaxial MW pulse of increasing durations instead of a projection using an OC ⇡/2
pulse. In comparison to the simulation, an additional step of frame alignment with sub-
pixel accuracy, cp. section 3.4.2 needed to be added. Within the alignment, the 70 nm
thick CaF2 patches served as features, since the NVs below these patches showed slightly
lower fluorescence intensity due to destructive interference of the excitation laser with
laser light reflected from the CaF2/air interface. Within the alignment step, the frames
were upsampled by a factor of two, which may have resulted in a slight improvement in
resolution due to so-called pixel-shift. Figure 6.21 shows the example data from a single
pixel. Along the vertical axis, the lock-in frequency of the DD sequence is changed,
while along the horizontal axis the duration of the final microwave pulse is varied. A
model including both dimensions, flock and ⌧R, of the varied parameters was fit. The
model included a damped sinusoidal oscillation along ⌧R and a Gaussian dip along flock.
From this model, the Rabi frequencies and amplitude of the dip were extracted. From
the latter, the previous MRI results without the modified readout could be recovered,
figure 6.22. The average Rabi frequency at each line of pixels, i.e. those pixels with the
same distance from the wire, served as the expected Rabi frequency for that distance.
The previous measurement demonstrated how the NMR signal can be imprinted on
the Rabi oscillations used for the readout and that MRI based on RR is possible. Further
analysis of the data set revealed artifacts in the experimental LS spectra (narrow spec-
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Figure 6.21.: Experimental RR data Experimental data from a single pixel. The
duration ⌧R of the projecting microwave pulse increases along the horizontal
axis. Along the vertical axes, the lock-in frequency flock changes. The
color coding shows the normalized contrast recorded at the pixel. Along
the ⌧R-axis, Rabi oscillations modulated by the result of the sensing part
of the sequence are observed. This modulation causes a dip along the flock-
axis, resulting in a reduced amplitude of the oscillations when the lock-in
sequence is resonant to the fluorine signal.
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Figure 6.22.: Experimental Rabi Readout: Gradient and MRI From the experi-
mental RR data, the Rabi frequencies at each pixel could be extracted to
obtain an expected (mean) Rabi frequency for each line. This mean fre-
quency is shown as a black line in the central plot, on top of Lomb-Scargle
spectra (color coded logarithmic scale) from the same region. The ampli-
tudes of the Rabi oscillations reproduce the MRI result obtained without
modulated readout.
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Figure 6.23.: Rabi Readout: Time-domain data and spectra a The NMR sig-
nal modulated the amplitude of the Rabi oscillations generated by the
projecting MW pulse of duration ⌧R. b Power spectra of the oscillations
from adjacent pixels revealed the shift of the Rabi frequency within the
MW gradient. Least squares fits to the time domain-data typically had an
uncertainty of ±50 kHz, corresponding to an uncertainty in spatial local-
ization of 30 nm. Together with the range of NMR sensing, this enables
localization of an NMR signal within 40 nm. c NMR signal in terms of Brms
across a step of CaF2. Filtering the Rabi spectra reduces the eﬀective PSF
and results in a sharpened edge (blue line) compared to direct analysis by
extraction of the Rabi amplitudes (orange line).
tral peaks which did not correlate with the NV density), which hindered unambiguous
analysis of the spatial resolution.
The analysis of the spatial resolution was carried out with another dataset: An XY16-
160 sequence was locked into two frequencies: on and oﬀ the 19F resonance. By only
measuring at two frequencies and with a reduced number of pulses, the measurement
time was reduced, which allowed for a higher number of averages to improve SNR of
the Rabi oscillations. In addition, regular steps were taken in ⌧R, to allow for faster
spectral analysis with the regular FFT. The NMR contrast was visible as a reduction of
the amplitude of the Rabi oscillations recorded with RR, Fig. 6.23a.
Power spectra obtained from FFT of the Rabi oscillations, Fig. 6.23b, showed the
shift of the Rabi frequency between adjacent (supersampled) pixels in the MW gradient,
at a slope of around 1.5MHz/µm. For band-limited interpolation between the raw data
points, zero-padding was used in these spectra. The uncertainty of the Rabi frequency
in least-squares fits to the time-domain spectra was typically 50 kHz, corresponding to
an uncertainty of 30 nm to localize the signal within the MW gradient. Together with
the range of the nano-NMR sensing of about 10 nm (given approximately by the NV
depth), this in principal would allow to detect the NMR signal from a single NV with an
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uncertainty of 40 nm. In a dense ensemble, the spectra are composed of the contributions
from several NVs, and this resolution cannot be achieved directly. Instead, filtering the
spectra as described previously may be used to reduce the spatial extend from which
the contributions are admitted. To continuously filter the spectrum, a filter width given
by the product of pixel width and gradient was chosen, e.g. 78 nm ⇥ 1.5MHz/µm ⇡
0.12MHz. The power spectra were integrated numerically over this band width around
the average Rabi frequency within a given line of pixels. Example profiles of the filtered
and unfiltered signal at an edge of a 1.2 nm thick CaF2 island are shown on the right
of Fig. 6.23. Application of the Rabi Readout resulted in notable sharpening of the
edge. In order to determine the eﬀective width of the PSF with RR, several steps were
required. The unfiltered step width without RR   of the NMR signal, as given described
by eq. (6.33), was determined for several edges of 1.2 nm thick CaF2 islands, resulting
in a mean of   ⇡ 0.29(3)µm. The physical step at the edge of the CaF2 layers is not
expected to be sharp in itself, due to a small distance between the diamond sample
and the mask during the EBPVD. Simulation of the NMR signal at the edge yielded a
physical step width  CaF2 ⇡ 0.21(2)µm for the CaF2 itself, where the width of the optical
PSF  PSF = 165 nm was taken into account. Analysis of the step width with RR resulted
in   = 24(1)µm, which from the physical step width determined previously results in
an eﬀective width of the optical PSF with RR of  RR ⇡ 80 to 120 nm, corresponding to
an improvement by a factor 1.7 compared to diﬀraction limited imaging. While for a
single NV localization to about 30 nm was predicted from the uncertainty in determining
Rabi frequency, the increased value in the ensemble is due to spectral overlap of the NVs
in the gradient and incomplete cancellation of the drift during drift correction (section
3.4.2).
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7. Outlook
In this work, diﬀraction limited wide field magnetometry using NV centers has been
extended to the detection of nuclear magnetic resonance. The high sensitivity to proxi-
mate nuclear spins was demonstrated by clearly identifying the signal of fluorine nuclei
in a solid state thin film of little more than a nanometer thickness. In realizing this mea-
surement, the tools used within the wide field imager have been expanded by optimal
control pulses, which will enhance the performance of the imager in most future appli-
cations, not only limited to MRI. In addition, by a modified readout scheme making use
of inhomogeneous system parameters, a route to improved spatial resolution has been
shown, possibly down to the scale of single NVs within ensembles of medium density.
The current sensor design has shown to be extremely sensitive to thin layers of nanome-
ter thickness, with sub-nanometer resolution expected with the observed SNR. Further
studies of thin film materials may include the study of magnetic order and polarization
within such films, for example dynamical nuclear polarization of the spins in the film
[144]. Further improvements in engineering of the ensemble, e.g. higher NV densities
in delta-doping layers or increased yield via surface modification promise higher sensi-
tivities. These would allow for less repetitions within an exposure of the camera and
higher temporal resolution. By optimizing the depth of the NVs, the detection volume
could be expanded to include e.g. the vicinity of the cell membrane of cells grown on the
diamond surface. At the present, advances in image processing using a number of tech-
niques heavily influence medical imaging and reduce acquisition times drastically [145].
Application of state-of-the-art signal processing and analysis techniques will benefit any
wide field sensing application, for example by cross-referencing the signal from diﬀerent
pixels, which are currently mostly analyzed individually. Finally, there are further appli-
cations of the inhomogeneous control fields. In spin-locking measurement sequences and
related schemes, the range of Rabi frequencies can be employed for parallelized spectrum
analysis [146, 147]. In addition, information about the shape of an unknown pulse signal
may be reconstructed via the response of the ensemble at diﬀerent positions within the
gradient of signal strengths created by an antenna.
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A. Diamond samples
The following list provides an overview over the diamond samples used in this work, how
NV centers were introduced and their average properties.
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Diamond Samples
sample A A [100] oriented diamond membrane with implanted nitrogen. This sample
was a type IIa electronic grade high purity sample obtained from element6. It
was about 2 ⇥ 2mm in area and had a thickness of about 20µm. Nitrogen was
implanted at 2.5 keV at a fluence of 1012N+cm 2. NVs were created by subsequent
annealing for two hours at 850  C. At about 340G a T2 ⇡ 10µs. 85, 88, 98
sample B A [111] oriented sample with a  -doped nitrogen layer. The  -layer was
grown at 4 ppm nitrogen in the growth gas. Its thickness was about 10 to 20 nm
and covered by a cap layer of clean diamond material of about the same thickness.
As typicall for  -doped samples, the NV density was rather low, about comparable
to a shallow 1011N+cm 2 implantation. The sample was prepared at Fraunhofer
IAF Freiburg. 87, 88
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B. Optimal Control Pulses
This overview shows the duration an shape of the optimal control pulses used in this
work. Pulse Amplitudes are shown on in blue and magnitudes are on the left y-axis.
Phases are shown in red and indicated on the right axis. Vertical jumps in the phase
indicate that the phase has changed beyond the interval ( ⇡, ⇡].
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pulse A was a ⇡x-pulse. Bounded at 20MHz, duration of 187 ns. Average fidelity of
99.1%. Optimized for   = ±1.5MHz and   = 0.5 . . . 1.5. 88
Figure B.1.: Pulse A.
pulse B was a ⇡x-pulse. Bounded at 20MHz, duration of 122 ns. Average fidelity of
99.1%. Optimized for   = 0,±3MHz and   = 0.5 . . . 1.5. 81, 88, 89
Figure B.2.: Pulse B.
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Optimal Control Pulses
pulse C was a ⇡x-pulse. Bounded at 30MHz, duration of 95 ns. Average fidelity of
99.1%. Optimized for   = 0,±6MHz and   = 0.5 . . . 1.5. 98
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Figure B.3.: Pulse C.
pulse D was a ⇡x/2-pulse. Bounded at 30MHz, duration of 160 ns. Average fidelity of
99.8%. Optimized for   = 0,±6MHz and   = 0.5 . . . 1.5. 98
Figure B.4.: Pulse D.
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C. Mathematical formulae and
definitions
In this first part of the appendix, definitions of the mathematical symbols used in this
work are given. Often, multiple definitions for a given mathematical object exist and
mostly the definitions common in signal processing were used for the calculations in this
work.
C.1. Functions
Dirac  -distribution The Dirac  -distribution is a distribution of vanishing width. In
this work, it is implicitly defined by its eﬀect on integrals along the real axis. An
integrand weighted by the  -distribution evaluates to the value of the integrand at
the position at which the argument of   vanishes:Z 1
 1
f(x) (x)dx = f(0) (C.1)
Dirac comb The Dirac comb is a periodic sequence of   distributions with spacing T ,
IIIT (t) :=
1X
k= 1
 (t  kT ) = 1
T
1X
n= 1
ei2⇡n
1
T . (C.2)
Step function The step function is defined here as a unit step with width given by T ,
⇧T (t) := ⇧(t/T ) :=
(
1, if |t/T |  12 ,
0, if |t/T | > 12 .
(C.3)
Sinus cardinalis The normalized sinc function, which is zero at integer values of the
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argument, is given by
sinc(x) :=
sin(⇡x)
⇡x
. (C.4)
C.2. Correlation and Convolution
The correlation between two functions is given by
(g ? h)(⌧) :=
Z 1
 1
g⇤(t)h(⌧ + t)dt, (C.5)
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
The convolution between g(t) and h(t) is
(g ⇤ h)(t) :=
Z 1
 1
g(⌧)h(t  ⌧)d⌧. (C.6)
The reflection of h at the argument t in the integral preserves causality. This can be
seen when h is interpreted as the response function of a causal system. It there is only
one stimulus g ⌘  (t) ever applied to the system, then the system output is its response
function:
(  ⇤ h)(t)
Z 1
 1
 (t)h(t  ⌧)d⌧ = h(t),
where h(t) = 0 for t < 0 is demanded by causality.
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The continuous Fourier transform allows to switch between the time-domain represen-
tation f(t) and the frequency domain representation F (t) of a signal. While the Fourier
transform is a linear operation and both representations contain the same information,
they can oﬀer complementary views in terms of interpretation of the signal. While the
data acquisition and storage is digital,the processes which generate them, e.g. phase
acquisition in a quantum sensor in particular, are continuous. Most of the measure-
ment principles and actual measurements in this work can be treated in terms of shift-
invariant, linear systems and Fourier transforms are a useful tool in understanding the
working principles and results. Usually, the models for our measurements include in-
stantaneous operations (e.g. instantaneous ⇡-pulses) and our data acquisition is limited
to a finite amount of data points. These discontinuities can be treated with contin-
uous Fourier transformations by representing them as products or convolutions with
 -distributions, or step functions for which continuous transforms exist. Several proper-
ties of the Fourier transform facilitate such treatment, the most important of which are
revised here, since they are utilized throughout the main text. The practical guide to
the applications and implications of Fourier transforms1 given by VanderPlas [142], and
the concise summary focused towards numerical implementations by Press et al. [148]
proved to be helpful resources on the topics in this part of the appendix.
D.1. Properties of the Fourier transform
Definition of the Fourier transform When the frequency f is expressed in cycles per
second (as opposed to angular frequency !), the transform from the time-domain into
1Actually, the topic of that publication is the Lomb-Scargle periodogram, whose underlying principles
can be explained in terms of Fourier transforms.
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the frequency domain and the inverse transform are given by
G(f) = F{g(t)} =
Z 1
 1
g(t)ei2⇡ft dt, (D.1)
g(t) = F 1{G(f)} =
Z 1
 1
G(f)e i2⇡ft df. (D.2)
The time domain signal h(t) may be complex, the frequency domain representation will
usually have a non-vanishing complex part. Since integration is a linear operation, the
Fourier transform is as well. Many conclusions with respect to the behavior under certain
input can already be derived from this property.
General properties of the Fourier transform In the remainder of this section, small
letters and capital letter refer to the representation in the time and frequency domain,
respectively. The notation g () G denotes transform pairs which are related by G(f) =
F{g(t)} and the corresponding inverse transform.
real input If g(t) 2 for all t, then G( f) = G(f)⇤.
time scaling g(at)() 1|a|G(f/a)
frequency scaling 1|b|g(t/b)() G(bf)
time shifting g(t  t0)() G(f)ei2⇡ft0
frequency shifting g(t)e i2⇡f0t () G(f   f0)
Convolution theorem g ⇤ h() GH
Correlation theorem g ? h() G(f)H( f), or GH⇤ for g, h 2
Wiener-Khinchin theorem g ? g () |G|2
Parseval’s theorem
R1
 1 |g(t)|2 dt =
R1
 1 |G(f)|2 df
Transform pairs The following functions are related to each other by the Fourier
transform. The definitions of several of these functions are given in appendix C.1.
⇧T (t)() T sinc(fT ) (D.3)
IIIT (t)() 1
T
IIIT 1(f) (D.4)
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D.2. Power spectral density
The power spectral density (PSD) is used to express the amount of power contained
within a signal in a frequency band [f, f + df ]. First, in signal processing, the energy of
a signal is given by the integral over the squared amplitude2, which can be translated
into the frequency domain using Parseval’s theorem:
ESP :=
Z 1
 1
|g(t)|2 dt =
Z 1
 1
|G(f)|2 df. (D.5)
In this sense, |G(f)|2 can be regarded as a density of the energy within the frequency
space. For an idealized signal, which extents over the full time axis, this quantity may
not converge, but in a physical system, the time-average energy converges (e.g. the
energy per period of a periodic signal) which leads to the power spectral density:
S(f) = lim
T!1
1
T
h|G(f)|2i, (D.6)
The units of S(f) are then (signal units)2/time. An amplitude spectrum, e.g. with units
T/
p
Hz for the spectrum of the magnetic flux, can be obtained by taking the square
root of the PSD.
Estimation of the PSD Diﬀerent estimators for the PSD, so-called periodograms,
exist, most prominently based on the Fourier transform. The Fourier transform of a real
signal can be turned into an estimator of the power spectral density S(f):
S(f) = 2|G(f)|2, for f > 0, (D.7)
where no distinction is made between the contributions of negative and positive frequen-
cies (hence the factor of 2). Numerically, the Fourier transform is usually performed as
a fast Fourier transform (FFT), which is possible when the signal was sampled at evenly
spaced points. When the samples are drawn at arbitrary spacings, alternative methods
to estimate the PSD need to be used. In this work, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram [142]
is used in such cases.
2This is proportional to the energy in a physical sense, e.g. think of the potential energy 1/2kx2 stored
in a spring.
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E. Estimation of Coherence Times
by Integrating Time Traces
This chapter details the choice of integrating data traces in order to compare decou-
pling eﬃcacy. While robust estimators like the median data point along a decay enable
qualitative comparison between well controlled and badly controlled subensembles of
the spins, lower boundaries of the lifetime can be extracted with relatively little require-
ments. We start by noticing that by normalizing our data using the Michelson contrast,
there is practically no oﬀset baseline in the data, i.e. the decay is always towards zero.
If that were not the case, a robust estimate of the baseline would be necessary in the
following discussion. Assume now, that we are able to continuously record an exponen-
tial decay with amplitude A and lifetime T (e.g. T2 or T1), and with additional noise
term  . For simplicity, we integrate our record from a starting time t0   0 to infinity:
I =
Z 1
t0
A exp( ⌧/T ) +   d⌧ = AT exp( t0/T ) +
Z 1
t0
  d⌧, (E.1)
where the integral over the noise in the second term vanishes for identically distributed
noise with short autocorrelation times. For a finite record up to a maximal value t1,
the noise needs to be reduced experimentally. If t0 > 0, our record does not include the
value of the amplitude A and we replace it in eq. (E.1) with with an appropriately scaled
amplitude A = A⌧ 0 exp(⌧ 0/T ), with a supporting point A0 recorded at time ⌧ 0   t0, to
obtain
I = A⌧ 0T exp((⌧
0   t0)/T ). (E.2)
In the case ⌧ 0 = t0, we have T = I/A(t0) and can extract the lifetime of the decay
from the integral over our record and the first recorded value at t0.
In the main text, we used this expression and approximated the value of I by a
Riemann-type midpoint summation over the discrete data points. For those cases where
a standard least-square fitting algorithm could be applied successfully, we find consistent
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results between both methods. In the following, we add additional remarks on the
applicability and alternate implementations of this scheme.
For a choice of the supporting point ⌧ 0 > t0, i.e. at a point in the record other than
the initial data point, we can estimate the decay time using the general solution to eq.
(E.2),
T =
t0   ⌧ 0
W ((to   ⌧ 0)A⌧ 0/I) , (E.3)
where W is the Lambert-W function. This expression is also valid when the integral
(eq. E.1) does not extent to infinity but to some finite value t1, such that t0 < ⌧ 0  t1,
which is naturally the case for experimental data. The Lambert-W evaluates to real
values only for real arguments    1/e, such that generally certain combinations of
recorded values may lead to unphysical results. Examples include errors of the recorded
values and if the actual physical mechanism results in deviations from a monoexponential
decay.
In the discrete case, we replace the integral in (eq. E.1) with a sum over the set of N
data points (⌧k, yk), k = 1, . . . , N , to find:
S =
NX
k=1
yk k = ym
NX
k=1
exp((⌧m   ⌧k)/T ) k, (E.4)
where  k is the ‘bin size’ occupied by data point k, i.e. the spacing between data points
in case of equally spaced data. In this example, a Riemann-type midpoint summation is
used as a robust approximation to the integral based on the measured data. To extract
T from this equation, an arbitrary data point (⌧m, ym) can be chosen as the reference
data point for the overall amplitude, but in practice one should choose ⌧m ⌧ T , such
that ym is suﬃciently larger than zero. The term ⌧m/T in the exponent within the sum
can then be neglected.
The relaxation time T can in both cases, continuous and discrete, be evaluated from
the integral over the recorded data and one reference data point, or a small subset of
reference data points. The choice of these ‘special’ data points (at ⌧ 0 and ⌧m, respec-
tively), or generally the estimate of the amplitude A, can have great influence on the
overall result, especially due to noise. Since short evolution times also result in short
measurements, a high number of repetitions can be chosen to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio of the reference data. Due to the averaging eﬀect of the integral or sum, higher
noise levels can then be tolerated for the remaining data points.
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E. Estimation of Coherence Times by Integrating Time Traces
The implicit and explicit simplifications and assumptions made above almost exclu-
sively lead to an underestimation of T , such that the values extracted in this way repre-
sent a lower boundary. It should be noted, that any underestimation of the integral over
data results in an underestimation of the T value and that all of the following deviations
from the ideal monoexponential model result in such a underestimation of the integral.
Mostly, a monoexponential decay does not describe the shape of the experimentally
observed decay curves well, and usually a stretched exponential decay, exp( (⌧/T ) ), is
applied. If we evaluate the integral over the stretched exponential form, we obtain
I  =
Z 1
0
exp( (⌧/T ) ) d⌧ = AT  (1 + 1/ ).
The Gamma function in this expression introduces an additional factor   ⇡ 1 for the
relevant range of 0.5 <   < 2. In the case of dense ensembles of shallow NVs, we have so
far only observed   < 1, for which I  & I. Hence, neglecting   leads us to underestimate
the value of T2.
The situation changes if we start our integration at a finite time t0, such that the
altered shape of the decay compared to a monoexponential decay aﬀects the integral
over the data:
I ,inc =
Z 1
t0
exp( (⌧/T ) ) d⌧ = AT
b
 (1/ , (t0/T )
 ),
where  (a, z) =
R1
z t
a 1e tdt is the incomplete Gamma function. For t0 ⌧ T , the
additional factor due to  /  for   6= 1 may drop to 0.9 around   ⇡ 0.7 and further
reduces as t0/T increases. By including an appropriate correction factor into the analysis,
overestimation of T can be prevented. Alternatively,   can also be estimated by using
several reference points.
Additional modulations of the signal, like the dips observed due to the 13C spin bath,
result in a reduction of the integral or sum over the signal. This also applies to the
maximal ⌧ used in measurements, which is finite and truncates the integral. The error
in estimating T in the case of truncation scales like the integral in equation E.1, i.e. it
decays exponentially. Lastly, at least for the case of a stretched exponential decay with
   1, the Riemann summation underestimates the integral. Finally, the number and
choice of measurement times ⌧k influences the accuracy of the estimate. We typically
use quadratically increasing free evolution times, such that there is a higher density of
data points where the slope of the decay is highest. This improves accuracy of the result
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compared to using the same number of equally spaced data points, while also reducing
the measurement time. The error of the integral due to noise decreases as
p
N .
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F. Magnetic field of a wire
In the experimental regime (GHz MW frequencies, up to 100µm distances), the Biot-
Savart law is still a good approximation to the shape of the time-dependent field of a
straight, infinite wire. Time-dependence can be added by including retarded components
e.g. in Jefimenko’s law, but the correction terms are small in order, O(10 3). Using the
following definitions: I : current in the wire, Iˆ : direction of the wire, r : position of the
NV, rw : a reference point on the wire. A point on the wire may be given by r0 = rw+sIˆ
and the minimal distance vector pointing from the closest point on the wire to the NV
is
rmin = r   rw   sminIˆ = r   rw + ((rw   r) · Iˆ)Iˆ.
The magnetic flux vector is then given by
B(r) =
µ0I
2⇡|rmin|Unit
h
Iˆ ⇥ rmin
i
(F.1)
=
µ0I
2⇡|rmin|
✓
Iˆ ⇥ rmin|rmin|
◆
(F.2)
where Unit[. . . ] denotes taking the unit vector.
Within the geometry of the experiment (lab frame), we can assume the following
vectors and directions:
Iˆ = (1, 0, 0)T, (F.3)
rw = (0, 0, rw)
T, (F.4)
r = (0, y, 0)T, and (F.5)
zˆNV = (1, 0, 1)
T/
p
2, (F.6)
where zˆNV is the unit vector in direction of the NV axis. Using these definitions, we
arrive at the following expressions for the parallel and perpendicular components of B
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at the position of a given NV:
Bk(y) =
µ0I
2
p
2⇡
· y
(r2w + y
2)
, (F.7)
B?(y) =
µ0I
2
p
2⇡
·
p
2r2w + y
2
(r2w + y
2)
. (F.8)
We can interpret B? as the result of the peak flux of an AC field created by the microwave
currents (preconditions on frequency and distances as stated above apply).
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